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Genetic recombination of UV-irradiated nonreplicating 2

phage DNA, and UV-induced lacZ--41acZ+ reversions in

bacteria were studied. Recombinant frequencies were measured

by extracting UV-irradiated phage DNA from infected E. coli

homoimmune lysogens, and scoring the frequency of

recombinant transfective centers. Recombination frequencies

in infections of uvrA bacteria were high at low UV dose, but

low at high UV dose. Most UV-stimulated recombination in

uvrA infections appeared to depend on the bacterial methyl-

directed mismatch-repair system: frequencies were depressed

in uvrA bacteria also lacking MutH, MutL or MutS functions,

recombinant frequencies decreased with increasing GATC-

adenine methylation of phage stocks, and was also reduced or

partially reduced by mutation of genes encoding activities

that act after MutHLS in methyl-directed mismatch repair:

uvrD, RecJ, xonA, xseA, and polC. The xseA defect was fully

corrected by an xseA+-encoding plasmid. Mut-mediated

recombination depended on RecA, RecBC and RecF recombination

functions. The results of neutral-sucrose sedimentation
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analysis of DNA structures produced by MutHLS processing of

the nonreplicating UV-irradiated phage DNA suggested that

nicks, double-strand-breaks and single-stranded DNA region

were present. Such intermediates are believed to be active

recombination substrates.

In UV-irradiated uvrA bacteria, reversion of lacZ codon

461 mutations to a lac+ codon GAG via each of the six

defined mutation pathways was measured. In both uvr+ and

uvr- bacteria, UV-induced T to C and C to T transition

reversions were more frequent in mutH, mutL, and mutS

mutants than in mut+ bacteria; UV-induced transversion

mutations were affected slightly or not at all. The MutHLS

effects in uvr- bacteria were apparently saturated at high

UV fluences, where they could be partially restored by Mut-

protein-overproducing plasmids. Comparison of UV-induced

lacZ--->lacZ+ transition mutations at lacZ codon 503, where

there are no putative photoproduct sites, with mutation at

codon 461 possible photoproduct site, suggested that the

suppression of mutagenesis by Mut-functions was about as

efficient at potential UV-lesion targeted mutation sites as

at "untargeted" mutation sites.
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RECOMBINAGENIC AND ANTI-MUTAGENIC PROCESSING OF UV-LIGHT

PHOTOPRODUCTS BY THE ESCHERICHIA COLI METHYL-DIRECTED

MISMATCH-REPAIR SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Mechanisms of UV Repair and Toleration in E. coli

UV-light (UV) is the component of solar radiation that

causes DNA damage, and has been directly related to certain

and DNA damage or morphological damage to

plants and animals. Continued depletion of the stratospheric

ozone layer may cause increased solar UV radiation at the

earth surface. This increases the importance of

understanding repair and toleration of UV damage. The

toxicity, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity of UV

irradiation are well-known. UV serves as an important agent

for inducing DNA damage, and stimulating cellular responses

and repair processes. Thus UV facilitates study of other

molecular and cellular processes, such as carcinogenesis,

DNA mutagenesis, and genetic recombination.

The molecular basis of UV repair is best understood in

bacteria, because of their well-defined genetic systems and
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ease of manipulation. Bacterial repair mechanisms serve as

models to guide isolation and study of repair activities in

higher organisms. For instance, several UV repair/toleration

genes of Arabidopsis thaliana have been successfully

isolated by selection for compensation of E. coli repair-

deficient mutations (Pang et al. 1993).

The major UV lesions in UV-irradiated DNA are cis, syn

cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and pyrimidine-(6-4')-

pyrimidone photoproducts [(6-4) photoproducts]. CPDs occur

at pyrimidine-pyrimidine sites, accounting for most of the

photoproducts. (6-4) photoproducts occur at TC, CC,

infrequently at TT, but not at CT sequences (Franklin et al.

1982). Though (6-4) photoproducts occur less frequently than

CPDs, they may have strong biological effects, for they are

extremely mutagenic (LeClerc and Lawrence 1991).

In E. coli, repair and toleration mechanisms include

photoreactivation, excision repair, "SOS" induction of

error-prone bypass, and recombinational repair.

1. Direct reversal of nhotoproducts by photoly1ase

UV-induced CPDs can be photoreversed by subsequent

exposure of damaged cells to a specific range of wavelengths

in the visible spectrum (Husain and Sancar, 1987). This

photoreversal process is mediated by photolyase, an enzyme
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that specifically binds to CPDs but not (6-4) photoproducts.

Photoreactivation utilizes the energy of photons of a

specific wave length to cleave the covalent bond between the

two pyrimidines in a CPD. After photoreactivation, the CPDs

are restored to normal pyrimidines, and no strand breaks are

left (Sancar and Sancar 1987). Binding of photolyase also

makes CPDs more accessible to E. coll. UvrABC excision repair

functions (Sancar et al. 1984; Hays, Martin, and Bhatia

1985).

2. Base excision repair

As exemplified by the E. coli UvrABC system, nucleotide

excision repair is the primary mechanism for (dark) repair

of CPDs (Sancar and Rupp 1983; Yeung et al. 1983), (6-4)

photoproducts (Franklin and Haseltine 1984), and psoralen-

thymine adducts (Jones and Yeung 1988; Sancar et al. 1985).

This repair mechanism has a broad substrate specificity. The

general signal to the system is thought to be distortion of

the DNA helix (Van Houten et al. 1986; Voigt et al. 1989;

Pearlman et al. 1985). However, the UvrABC system does not

repair base-pair mismatches (Thomas et al. 1986).

The major components of the UvrABC system are encoded

by the uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC genes. Mutations in any of these

genes abolish excision repair in vivo (Sancar and Sancar,

1988). Biochemistry of the repair reaction has been studied
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in great detail by reconstitution with purified proteins.

UvrA protein forms dimers in solution (Orren and Sancar

1989). Apparently it binds to DNA with an affinity which

increases with UV damage (Seeber and Steinum 1982). UvrB

protein does not bind to DNA. Rather, it forms a complex

with UvrA dimer in an ATP-dependent manner (Caron and

Grossman 1988).

During damage recognition, UvrA dimer acts as a "damage

antenna" to target the UvrB subunit to the site of the

damage. The UvrA2B complex can transiently bind to DNA

nonspecifically. In the presence of ATP hydrolysis,

nonspecific binding leads to a transient melting of DNA

strands (Strike and Rupp 1985). This UvrA2B complex has a

limited helicase activity which moves 5' to 3', traveling

approximately 20 to 50 bases before dissociating (Oh and

Grossman 1987). If the UvrA2B complex encounters a damage

site, the helicase activity is inhibited and protein-DNA

binding is altered, so that UvrA2 dissociates, leaving a

stable UvrB-DNA complex (Orren and Sancar 1989). The UvrB-

DNA complex is then joined by the UvrC protein, at the

expense of hydrolysis of two NTP phosphodiester bonds.

The UvrBC complex usually cleaves the eighth DNA

phosphodiester bond 5', and the fourth or fifth

phosphodiester bond 3', to a damaged nucleotide (Sancar and

Rupp 1983; Yeung et al. 1983). Incision results in the
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production of a 3' hydroxyl group and 5' phosphate at each

incision site. Such nuclease activity is believed to be

associated with UvrC (Caron and Grossman 1988).

An unusual feature is the inability of a given UvrB or

C protein to produce more than one pair of incisions, i.e.

turn over in vitro, unless helicase II (UvrD helicase) and

DNA polymerase I are present (Van Houten et al. 1988a; Van

Houten et al. 1988b). Helicase II may participate in the

turnover process by binding to the 5' incision site, and,

through its unwinding activity, facilitate the release of

the excised oligonucleotide and the Uvr subunits.

Although several DNA polymerases have been shown to

perform gap-filling synthesis and allow turnover of UvrABC

subunits, only DNA polymerase I will add enough nucleotides

to make the repair patch sealable by DNA ligase (Caron et

al. 1985; Husain et al. 1985).

3. Recombinational repair or postreplication repair

When a replication fork encounters a UV lesion,

synthesis of DNA on the undamaged strand may continue; on

the damaged strand, however, DNA polymerase appears

sometimes to be blocked at the lesion and to reinitiate

synthesis further along the strand, leaving a gap of several

hundred bases. Such a gap appears to be repaired by RecA-
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mediated sister-chromatid exchange that is mostly RecF

dependent (Wang and Smith 1983). It has been suggested that

the RecA protein binds to the single strand of the gap to

promote homologous pairing with the complementary strand

from the nearby sister duplex; a function of the RecF

protein is to assist the RecA protein in displacing single-

strand binding protein so that joint molecules can be formed

by RecA (Madiraju et al. 1988). It has been hypothesized

that a "cutting-in-trans" enzyme could nick a strand

complementary to the single-stranded region (West et al.

1981). Such a nick would then facilitate the RecA-mediated

strand-transfer process, thus filling the gap. This process

would produce a crossed-strand molecule, which would be

processed by a resolvase. Ligation would complete the

repair. The donor complementary strand on the sister duplex

would be left with a gap, which would be filled by DNA

polymerase and sealed by ligase.

The lesion that was responsible for polymerase blockage

could later be removed by photolyase or excision repair, or

diluted out during cell division (West et al. 1981).

Recombinational repair contributes to cell survival because

it maintains the integrity of the duplex, and allows time

for cells to repair lesions.
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4. DNA damage toleration: SOS Induction

Treatment of bacterial cells with UV light can induce

the expression of over 20 genes in the so-called "SOS"

regulon. These 20 genes, many encoding DNA repair and

toleration functions, are normally repressed by LexA

protein. When DNA is damaged by UV, a signal thought to be

single-stranded DNA activates RecA protein. Activated RecA

stimulates autoproteolysis of the LexA repressor, resulting

in increased transcription of SOS functions. SOS-inducible

genes include uvrA, uvrB, uvrD, recA, sfiA, umuC and umuD.

Among them, the uvrA, uvrB, and uvrD gene products are

required for nucleotide excision repair, the recA gene

product is required for recombinational repair, the sfiA

gene product is required for inhibition of cell division in

response to DNA damage, and the umuC and umuD gene products

are required for translesion synthesis, hence mutagenesis.

Some SOS functions would thus contribute to cell survival by

reducing the accuracy of DNA replication. This will be

discussed in detail later.

B. Mechanisms of DNA Homologous Recombination

Genetic recombination is universal among living

organisms. Genetic recombination not only is an important

repair process, promoting cell survival as described above,
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but also promotes diversity in the living world: exchanges

of parental genetic material create new organisms.

In lower organisms, homologous recombination may

promote survival, when drug-resistance genes are transferred

from one cell to another cell, by facilitating incorporation

of genetic information from the transforming DNA. In higher

organisms, certain cancers are correlated with specific

rearrangements of chromosomal DNA, and carcinogenic agents

promote sister-chromatid exchange in eucaryotic cells.

1. Recombination models

Homologous recombination occurs via a series of steps

in which homologous DNA is paired, strand exchange is

initiated, and genetic material from one molecule is

incorporated into another one.

A popular model for recombination was proposed by

Holliday (1964). He proposed that the two participating

duplexes exchanged their single chains reciprocally via

precise break-join events. The DNA exchange was supposed to

be initiated by nicks on the pairing strands, which resulted

in invasion of each chromosome by a single strand of the

other. A crossed-strand intermediate called a Holliday

structure was postulated to form. In this intermediate, the

two DNA molecules are physically attached, so "branch
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migration" by the crossover point creates regions of

heteroduplex DNA. Cutting the crossover point by resolvase

results in two recombinant products. If the recombination

started with two circular molecules, the products could be

two recombinant monomers or a dimer.

2. RecA protein and its substrates

Numerous other models have been proposed. All of these

involve nicks, gaps and/or displaced single strands as

structures for recombination initiation (Kahn et a/. 1981,

Konforti and Davis 1987). These recombinagenic structures

would be processed by "recombinases" such as RecA, to

generate recombinants.

RecA is actively involved in recombination and repair,

as well as SOS induction and damage-induced mutagenesis. The

importance of RecA in cell survival and growth is well

documented. Bacteria lacking RecA activity grow very poorly:

about half of the cells in an aerobically grown culture are

dead and 10% contain no DNA (Capaldo et al. 1974). Also,

recA mutants are extremely sensitive to DNA damage (Yonei et

al. 1987).

RecA protein binds to single-stranded DNA rapidly. RecA

filaments are assembled in the 5' to 3' direction along the

DNA. Binding to single-stranded DNA does not require ATP,
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however the structure formed in the absence of ATP is quite

distinct but inactive in recombination. RecA protein

catalyses synapsis between homologous DNA molecules (Gonda

and Radding 1983). The coated single-stranded DNA repeatedly

binds to double-stranded DNA and dissociates until regions

of extensive homology associate. If a DNA end is available,

the ssDNA wraps around its complement, forming heteroduplex

DNA, while the other strand of the dsDNA is displaced.

Studies of purified RecA protein indicate that the protein

promotes a variety of ATP-dependent interactions of

homologous DNA molecules (Shibata et al. 1979, Das Gupta et

al. 1980). These interactions include the annealing of

complementary ssDNA, the formation of D loops between linear

ssDNA and supercoiled circular dsDNA, the conversion of

linear dsDNA plus circular ssDNA to linear ssDNA plus

circular dsDNA, and the formation of a single-stranded

crossed connection between a ssDNA-tail-containing dsDNA

molecule and another dsDNA molecule.

The formation of stable products in these RecA-promoted

reactions requires sequence homology between the interacting

DNAs, a region of ssDNA on at least one of the substrates,

and a free DNA end on at least one of the substrates (Cox

and Lehman 1981; Das Gupta et a/. 1980). The extent of

nucleotide sequence homology required for efficient

recombination appears to be about 40 to 50 by (Gonda and

Radding 1983). The strand transfer reaction of RecA protein
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has a preferred polarity with respect to DNA substrates. The

reaction between a linear dsDNA and a circular ssDNA forms

stable heteroduplex DNA only if the 3' end on the dsDNA is

complementary to the circular ssDNA (Cox and Lehman 1981;

Kahn et al. 1981; West et al. 1981). The reaction between a

linear ssDNA and a circular dsDNA forms stable heteroduplex

DNA (hDNA) only if the 3' end on the ssDNA is homologous

with the circular dsDNA (Konforti and Davis 1987). This

indicates that RecA protein requires a free 3' homologous

end on either the ssDNA or the dsDNA molecule for stable

strand transfer to occur.

3. Recombination pathways

Based upon studies of conjugational and transductional

recombination studies, Clark (1973) proposed the concept of

recombinational pathways. According to his proposal, the

RecBCD pathway is predominant in wild-type cells; the RecE

pathway and the RecF pathway are predominant in certain

recBC cells.

Recombination promoted by RecBCD enzyme and Chi sites.

Bacteria with recBC mutations have a higher residual

level of recombination (10-1 to 10-3 relative to wild type)

than recA mutants (<10-4), and are less sensitive to UV and

X-rays than recA mutants (Emerson and Howard-Flanders 1967).
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Biochemical studies of RecBCD functions have elucidated

important features of this enzyme: a) RecBCD has an ATP-

dependent dsDNA exonuclease activity. b) The enzyme has a

DNA unwinding activity. Only linear dsDNA molecules with

flush or nearly flush ends are unwound by the enzyme;

circular dsDNA molecules with ssDNA tails of length 30

nucleotides or more are not detectably unwound (Taylor and

Smith 1985). c) The enzyme also has an endonuclease activity

active on circular ssDNA but not circular dsDNA (Goldmark

and Linn 1970). It is active during DNA unwinding (Taylor et

al. 1985). The endonuclease activity is much weaker than the

dsDNA exonuclease activity. d) The RecBCD enzyme has an

ssDNA exonuclease activity, which digests ssDNA generated by

the unwinding and nicking reactions. Apparently the dsDNA

exonuclease activity is actually a combination of nicking-

during-unwinding plus ssDNA exonuclease activities.

A model of RecBCD-mediated recombination has been

proposed based on studies of Chi-stimulated phage lambda

vegetative crosses, and on the activities of the RecBCD

enzyme (Smith and Stahl 1985). The model proposes that

RecBCD-mediated recombination occurs in several steps: 1).

RecBCD binds to a dsDNA end and unwinds the DNA, producing a

twin loop-tail structure. 2). When the enzyme encounters a

properly oriented Chi site, it cuts the strand containing

the Chi (Wiegand et al. 1977; DasGupta et al. 1979),

converting one loop into two ssDNA tails. 3). Continued
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unwinding elongates the 3'-OH tail (containing Chi near its

end), and rewinding behind shortens the 5' tail. Unwinding

and rewinding continue until the enzyme releases the 5'

tail, resulting in the collapse of the second loop. At this

point, the enzyme has produced a long (perhaps several

kilobases) 3'-OH ssDNA tail extending from the now gapped

dsDNA. 4). Invasion of the tail into the second dsDNA

molecule is catalyzed by RecA and SSB proteins and produces

a D-loop. 5). The displaced stand, aided by RecA and SSB

proteins, pairs with the ssDNA gap in the 31-OH-tail

donating DNA; this reaction may require either topoisomerase

I or cutting of the D-loop. The heteroduplex DNA in the

resultant cross-stranded structure (the Holliday junction)

may be elongated during continued unwinding by RecBCD enzyme

and strand transfer by RecA and SSB proteins.

This model is supported by extensive genetic and

enzymatic evidence. However, the last step (step 5) remains

to be directly demonstrated, as do coupling all of the

reactions in a coordinated fashion with purified components.

The model may be used to explain the mechanism of other

RecBCD-mediated recombination: In Hfr crosses, once entering

DNA has been converted to dsDNA from ssDNA, RecBCD may enter

either end or both ends of the linear duplex. During P1

transduction, the enzyme may enter linear dsDNA, but not the

circular recipient dsDNA. Supporting these postulates is the
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observation that Chi increases the frequency of exchange in

the interval containing Chi (or the interval to Chi's left)

in both processes (Dower and Stahl 1981).

In crosses involving lambda phage infecting a

homoimmune lysogen, the phage DNA may circularize before

RecBCD enzyme enters it. The inability of RecBCD to enter a

circular molecule may account for the low RecBCD-dependence

in X, lac by chromosomal lac crosses (Porter et al. 1978).

The RecBCD-independence of recombination between or within

plasmids is consistent with these molecules being primarily

or exclusively circular. Plasmids appear to recombine mainly

by the RecE and RecF pathways.

Recombination promoted by the RecE and RecF pathways.

These pathways were originally defined for bacterial

conjugative recombination. The higher residual levels of

recombination in recBC null mutants than in recA mutants

suggested that E. coli could use other recombination

pathways. Mutations restoring recombination proficiency were

isolated from recBC mutants. These suppressor mutations were

designated sbcA, sbcB, etc ("sbc" for suppressor of recBC).

All sbcA mutations map to a cryptic prophage designated

rac. The rac prophage encodes a exonuclease, designated exo

VIII, which digests linear dsDNA starting at its 5' end and
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produces free 3' ends. The first recE mutants were obtained

by screening mutagenized clones of a recBC sbcA mutant for

failure to recombine with an Hfr strain (Gillen et al.

1981). The mutations mapped near sbcA, and resulted in an

undetectable levels of exo VIII.

The first recF mutants were obtained from a recBC sbcB

strain as UV-sensitive and recombination-deficient (Horii

and Clark 1973). The mutations map in a region between dnaN

and gyrB (Ream et al. 1980). The recF gene product (RecF

protein) has been shown to bind single-stranded DNA in the

absence of ATP (Griffin and Kolodner 1990), and stable RecF

protein-dsDNA complexes were obtained in the presence of ATP

or ATP -y -S (Madiraju and Clark 1992). Studies of a partial

suppressor of recF mutation, recA803, lead Madiraju and

coworkers (1992) to propose that RecF protein enhanced the

ability of RecA to form active complexes with DNA molecules.

Mutations at sbcB are allelic with xonA, mutations in

the gene for exonuclease I (exo I). Clark (1973) proposed

that in recBC mutants a potentially recombinagenic substrate

was produced by an unkown mechanism but quickly destroyed by

exo I; inactivation of exo I by sbcB mutations thus allowed

recombination proficiency by the RecF pathway. The

specificities of RecA protein, exo I, and exo VIII are

consistent with the hypothesis that 3'-OH ssDNA ends are

essential intermediates in the RecE and RecF pathways. exo
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VIII produces 3'-OH ssDNA, but only from linear dsDNA;

circular molecules, whether supercoiled, nicked, or gapped,

are not efficient substrates (Joseph and Kolodner 1983).

This linear dsDNA substrate requirement is the same as that

of RecBCD enzyme, and exo VIII may act on the same set of

substrates as does RecBCD enzyme: the RecE pathway can act

at high frequency in all cases in which the RecBCD pathway

can act. Exonuclease VIII presumably produces 3'-OH ssDNA

ends (and recombination) near the initial dsDNA end, just as

RecBCD enzyme produces 3'-OH ssDNA ends (and recombination)

near the Chi site. In addition, the RecE and RecF pathways,

unlike the RecBCD pathway, can promote recombination between

molecules that are primarily circular: plasmid by plasmid

(Fishel et al. 1981; Laban and Cohen 1981) and ? lac by

chromosomal lac (Porter 1983) recombination. Such

recombination may stem from the low-frequency dsDNA breaks

in these molecules. The source of these hypothesized dsDNA

breaks is not known, nor is it known why the RecE pathway

but not the RecBCD pathway can act on them (if they are

produced). Formation of the 3'-OH ssDNA ends may depend upon

one or more of the rec genes functioning in the RecF pathway

but not in the RecBCD pathway (recF, recJ, recN, recO, and

recQ).
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C. Methyl-directed Repair of Mismatched Base-pairs

The Escherichia coli methyl-directed, MutHLS-dependent

mismatch repair system promotes genetic integrity by

correcting DNA biosynthetic errors and ensuring the fidelity

of homologous genetic recombination (Modrich 1991).

1. Methyl-directed mismatched repair

The methyl-directed mismatched repair system displays a

broad specificity for different mispairs according to in

vivo (Dohet et al. 1985; Dohet et al. 1986; Fishel et a/.

1986; Gasc et a/. 1989; Kramer et al. 1984) or in vitro

assays (Lahue et al. 1989; Learn and Grafstrom 1989; Lu et

al. 1984; Lu and Chang 1988; Su et al. 1988). The degree of

activation correlates with the efficiency with which a

particular mismatch is subjected to methyl-directed repair

(G-T>G-G>A-C>C-C Dohet et a/. 1985; Lu et al. 1988; Su et

a/. 1988) and the activity responds to the state of DNA

adenine methylation of d(GATC) sequences (Lu et a/. 1983;

Pukkila et al. 1983). DNA bearing a mispair, but with

d(GATC) methylation on both DNA strands, is not a substrate

for methyl-directed repair; hemimethylated DNA is corrected

on the unmethylated strand, with the modified strand serving

as template; and unmethylated molecules are corrected on one

strand or the other (Langle-Rouault et al. 1987). d(GATC)-
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methyl-direction can operate over a distance of up to 2

kilobases (Bruni et al. 1988; Lahue et al. 1987).

Genetic and biochemical analyses have implicated ten

proteins in methyl-directed mismatch correction (Lahue et

a/. 1989; Lu et al. 1984; Pukkila et al. 1983) : MutH, MutL,

MutS, DNA helicase II (the product of the mutU or uvrD

gene), SSB, exonuclease I, exonuclease VII, RecJ

exonuclease, DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, and DNA ligase.

These ten enzymes are sufficient to reconstitute a methyl-

directed reaction with the same specificity as that observed

in vivo (Lahue et al. 1989). The required cofactors are ATP,

dNTPs and NAD-1-.

Examination of the purified reconstituted reaction

system and analysis of repair intermediates have revealed

several important features of the reaction.

Initiation of mismatch repair

Initiation of heteroduplex repair depends on the

presence of a mismatch, and of MutS, MutL, and MutH

proteins, and ATP (Au et al. 1992). MutS specifically binds

to mismatched base pairs in a reaction that is independent

of the presence of other components and d(GATC) sequences

(Su et al. 1988; Su and Modrich 1986; Jiricny et al. 1988).

The actual enzymatic activity of MutL protein has not yet
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been defined (Modrich 1991), but it is believed that this

protein interacts with the MutS mismatch complex that is

required for initiation (Au et al. 1992).

MutS protein promotes the formation of a-shaped loop

structures that may bring the nearest d(GATC) sequence

closer to the Mut-protein mismatch complex. MutH protein at

the d(GATC) site would then activate its Mg2±-dependent

endonuclease activity to incise 5' to the unmethylated

adenine in the d(GATC) sequence. The incision initiates

mismatch repair and determines strand specificity. A single

nick in DNA can bypass the requirement for MutH protein and

d(GATC) sequence, and start the mismatch repair reaction (Au

et al. 1992).

The Excision Reaction in Methyl-directed Repair

MutS and MutL also function in subsequent steps of the

reaction, though the roles of the two proteins have not been

established. One possibility is that they facilitate entry

of excision activities into the helix. Excision also

involves DNA helicase II (UvrD), SSB, exonuclease I,

exonuclease VII, and RecJ exonuclease.

If the nicked d(GATC) sequence is located 3' to the

mismatch, the 3' to 5' hydrolytic activity of exonuclease I

is sufficient for strand excision starting at the nick
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(Lehman and Nussbaum 1964; Grilley et al. 1993; Cooper et

al. 1993). Correction of a mismatch from which the nicked

d(GATC) is in the 5' direction requires a 5' to 3'

exonuclease (Lovett and Kolodner 1989; Grilley et al. 1993;

Cooper et al. 1993): either exonuclease VII or RecJ

exonuclease suffices in vitro. Excision continues until it

reaches or passes the mismatch, producing a gap as long as 2

kilobases. The single-strand region of the gap is presumably

protected by SSB.

DNA helicase II (MutU or UvrD protein) is required for

the mismatch excision reaction, though its role has not been

defined. It may function to displace the incised strand,

and/or to render it sensitive to single-strand hydrolytic

activities (Grilley et al. 1993).

Resynthesis

After the excision state, DNA polymerase III holoenzyme

resynthesizes DNA to fill the gaps (pol I will not suffice,

Lahue et al. 1989). Nicks would be sealed by DNA ligase to

complete the repair process.

2. Antaclonism of recombination by the MutHLS system

In a recombination event, the inclusion of one or more

points of heterozygosity within the hybrid domain will be
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manifested as mismatched base pairs (Holliday 1964); Huisman

and Fox (1986) studied the association of hybrid DNA

formation with recombination using a bacteriophage lambda

recombination system. When recombinants were selected on

mutL indicator bacteria, twenty percent of the recombinant

phage from a rec+red+ cross were heterozygous. Analysis of

these progeny indicated an average heteroduplex length of

about 4 kb. The frequency of heterozygous phage was reduced

by an order of magnitude on a mutL+ indicator, thus

suggesting the rectification of mismatches by repair of

heteroduplex DNA.

The involvement of the MutHLS system in recombination

is also suggested by the increased yield of recombinants,

when the heterozygous markers are close together, in mut

strains. Feinstein and Low (1986) found that intragenic

recombination frequencies in an Hfr X F- cross were

increased 4- to 14-fold when the recipients were defective

in mutH, mutL, =CS, or mutU (uvrD) . A similar observation

was made by Shen and Huang (1986; 1989); their experiments

employed a plasmid-phage recombination system in which the

exchange was restricted to a 400-bp interval. Reduction in

homology within this region from 100% to 89% reduced

recombination frequency by several orders of magnitude in a

mut+ strain; but by only a factor of 9 in an isogenic mut-

background. Furthermore, Radman and colleagues (Rayssiguier

et al. 1989) have demonstrated that Mut-dependent
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suppression of recombination principally accounts for the

interspecies barrier to genetic exchange between E. coli and

Salmonella typhimurium, whose chromosomes are about 80%

homologous at the sequence level. As judged either by

formation of stable recombinants in Hfr X F- crosses or

allele replacement via transduction, the frequency of

heterospecific recombination was enhanced by one to three

orders of magnitude when the recipient was defective in

MutH, MutL, MutS, or MutU functions.

Radman (1988) has coined the term nantirecombination"

to refer to this Mut-dependent reduction in recombinant

yield, and has proposed that the effect reflects function of

Mut proteins in a pathway that insures the fidelity of the

strand transfer step of homologous recombination. Mispairs

within a recombination heteroduplex might provoke a response

similar to some aspects of methyl-directed repair, leading

to excision of the invading strand and abortion of the

recombination event (Radman 1988; Rayssiguirer et al. 1989)

D. Mechanisms of Mutagenesis Induced by UV Irradiation

The elucidation of the structure of DNA led Watson and

Crick to propose that simple base-pairing rules governed the

copying mechanism and to portray mutagenesis in concrete

chemical terms. Three basic mechanisms for error avoidance

are employed in bacteria: base selection, proofreading and
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mismatch repair. The results of many mutagenesis studies

have indicated that malfunction of these mechanisms is not

only responsible for mutations arising from normal undamaged

DNA, but also for mutations induced by DNA damage.

In E. co1i, the search for mechanisms of UV mutagenesis

led to the discovery of inducible repair and to the concept

of SOS mutagenesis. Bacterial UV mutagenesis still serves as

a model through which the details of mutagenesis may

eventually be uncovered. In particular, three questions need

to be addressed: What are the enzymatic mechanisms that

operate during UV-induced mutagenesis to produce or suppress

mutations? Where do the mutations occur, at the precise

sites of damage in the DNA or elsewhere? What is the precise

nature of these mutations?

1. SOS-induced error-prone DNA synthesis

In E. co1i, damage to DNA results in an activated form

of RecA protein (RecA*), which can mediate cleavage of LexA,

a protein normally serving as a repressor of over twenty

proteins in the so-called SOS regulon (Witkin 1976).

It is generally believed that a high frequency of

erroneous base pairing opposite UV lesions during DNA

synthesis is responsible for the mutagenesis that

accompanies SOS repair (for a review, see Walker, 1985). The
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incorrect base is thought to be inserted by a mechanism

which allows DNA replication to bypass lesions on the

template strand. Considerable evidence implicate DNA

polymerase III in this mechanism (Bridges et al. 1976;

Brotcorne-Lannoye et al. 1985).

The observation that purified RecA protein interferes

with the proofreading activity of the DNA polymerase III

epsilon subunit (Fersht and Knill-Jones 1983; Lu et a/.

1986) suggests an obvious mechanism for enhancing error-

prone synthesis of DNA.

This mechanism of lesion bypass also requires UmuC and

UmuD proteins. Under SOS conditions, RecA derepresses UmuDC

by causing cleavage of LexA, and mediates cleavage of UmuD

to produce UmuD', the active C-terminal fragment (Burckhard

et al. 1988; Nohmi et al. 1988). Woodgate et a/.(1989)

proposed a replication-bypass model, in which translesion

replication was to be facilitated by formation of a lesion-

localized nucleoprotein structure ( "mutasome ") involving

RecA, UmuC-UmuD' and pol III (Echols and Goodman 1991). The

presence of RecA might help alter the distorted template

conformation to one more palatable to pol III and thus

inhibit the editing exonuclease. UmuC-UmuD' might also

facilitate DNA-chain elongation by keeping the polymerase

engaged in bypass attempts (Bridges and Woodgate 1985, Lu

and Echols 1987; Hevroni and Livneh 1988; Battista et al.
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1990). The assembly of the mutasome might begin with a RecA

nucleoprotein filament at the site of the lesion. UmuD would

be cleaved to UmuD' and form a complex with UmuC. UmuC-UmuD'

might be then brought to the mutasome by association with

RecA (Freitag and McEntee, 1989; Sweasy et al., 1990), or by

interaction with pol III (or both). This nucleoprotein

aggregate would provide for replication across the lesion

with the introduction of mutations.

2. Mutations inserted by excision repair

Bridges and Sharif (1986) observed that in uvr+, umuC,

umuD and lexA (ind-) cells, photoreactivation after UV

irradiation "rescued" a significant amount of mutations (25-

400 of that normally found in umu+ bacteria), which would

otherwise not have been seen without the photoreactivation.

Such photoreactivation "rescue" was not observed in

excision-deficient (uvrA) bacteria. Bridges proposed that in

excision-proficient bacteria, the mutation process was

initiated by excision repair, and mutations were fixed by

error-prone filling of excision gaps. Both the fixing of the

mutation and overall excision-repair were completed well

before the resumption of DNA synthesis. The process required

the presence of functional recA, lexA and umuDC genes.

Continuation of replication, accomplished either by removal

of replication-blocking CPDs by photoreactivation, or by SOS
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induced (UmuCD'-assisted) translesion synthesis, would allow

mutation to be revealed by the salvage of viable cells.

3. Deamination of cytosine in cvclobutane pyrimidine dimers

Cytosine photoproducts include monomeric form such as

cytosine hydrates and cytosine glycol, and dimeric forms

such as CPDs and (6-4) photoproducts. The major monomeric

photoproduct in DNA is cytosine hydrate which may cause

cytosine deamination (Fisher and Johns, 1976; Liu and Yang

1978.). Boorstein and coworkers (1990) observed that when

poly(dG-dC) was irradiated with 100 kJ/m2 of UV-light, 2.2%

of the cytosine residues were converted to cytosine hydrate,

and 0.09% were converted to uracil hydrate. They determined

the half-life of cytosine hydrate in poly(dG-dC) at 37°C, pH

7.6, to be 18 h. After a 24 h incubation at 370C, they found

that one-third to one-half of the uracil hydrates initially

formed in the copolymer became uracils. These results

indicated that a UV-induced cytosine hydrate may persist in

DNA for a prolonged time and undergo deamination to uracil

hydrates, which in turn would undergo dehydration to yield

uracil. Thus, UG mismatched basepairs may result from UV

irradiation of cytosine-containing DNA.

Deamination of cytosine in cytosine dimers has been

reported by many research groups. The rate of cytosine

deamination caused by formation of cytosine dimers is far
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greater than spontaneous cytosine deamination. The half-life

of cytosine dimers (with respect to deamination to uridine

dimer) in poly(dI)(dC) (Setlow et al. 1965), dTpdC (Liu and

Yang 1978.) and cis-syn dCpdT dimers (Douki and Cadet 1992)

were determined to be 2h, 1 h, 1.5 h respectively.

Monomerization of deaminated cytosine dimers by photo-

splitting or action of photolyase results in the appearance

of uracil in DNA.

In (6-4) photoproducts, 3' cytosine is deaminated upon

formation of the 6-4 bond (Mitchell and Nairn 1989). It has

been reported that (6-4) photoproduct-binding activities

[possible (6-4) photolyase] are present in extracts from

E.coli (Todo et al. 1993). Such activities might split (6-4)

photoproducts into undimerized bases and thus form uracil in

DNA.

Rapid deamination of cytosines in CPDs raises the

possibility that mutation could arise from deaminated

cytosines in cyclobutane dimers causing C to T transitions.

Tessman and coworkers (1992) measured the kinetics of growth

and mutagenesis of UV-irradiated phage S13 and lambda DNA

undergoing SOS repair. The kinetics of mutation apparently

corresponded to cytosine deamination, suggested that

cytosine deamination was responsible for most SOS

mutagenesis. They proposed that the SOS mechanism bypasses

TT dimers promptly, but bypass of cytosine-containing dimers
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was delayed long enough for deamination to occur. This

process allows an adenosine residue to be inserted opposite

the deaminated C, in agreement with the "A" rule the

default insertion of adenosine in the event that the

template cannot be read (Sagher and Strauss 1983). They also

pointed out that such lesion bypass would not require an

error-prone mechanism.

4. Mutations opposite UV lesions vs. mutations arising at
other sites

Mutations arising opposite UV lesions are termed

"targeted" mutations. Mutations introduced into locally

undamaged DNA regions are termed "untargeted". Untargeted

mutations have been observed by several laboratories. Some

of them used mutant bacteria that were SOS-constitutive

(Witkin 1974; George et al. 1975); others used undamaged

DNA, e.g. phages, plasmid or episome DNA, introduced into

UV-irradiated (SOS-induced) cells. These observations

suggested that a relaxation of fidelity during DNA

replication in SOS-induced cells could cause mutations at

undamaged sites. However, it is very difficult to verify the

absence of DNA damage. The observed mutator activity of SOS-

induced cells could be due to the fixation of mutations at

"spontaneously" occurring lesions in the phage or plasmid

DNA, oxidative damage, for example, that would not normally
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have caused mutations unless SOS had been induced (Miller

and Low 1984).

The frequency of "untargeted" mutagenesis induced in

the ways described above is usually much smaller (about 10%:

Schaaper et al. 1987; Christensen et a/. 1985) than the

mutation frequencies that result when DNA is deliberately

damaged. Furthermore, "untargeted" mutagenesis apparently

occurs by a mechanism different from targeted mutagenesis.

Whereas targeted UV mutagenesis in bacteria depends on the

umuDC operon, "untargeted" mutagenesis does not (Caillet-

Fauquet et al. 1984; Wood and Hutchinson 1984).

5. Involvement of the methyl-directed mismatch repair
system in mutagenesis

In bacteria, the mismatch repair system removes DNA

replication errors that escape proofreading by DNA

polymerase. Caillet-Fauquet et al. (1984) used bacteriophage

X to analyze the mutator effect of the SOS response induced

by UV irradiation of Escherichia coli. Mutagenesis of

unirradiated phages grown in irradiated bacteria was

detected by measuring forward mutagenesis in the immunity

genes or reversion of an amber codon in the R gene. Relative

to the wild-type, the SOS mutator effect was higher in E.

coli mismatch correction-deficient mutants (mutH and mutS)

and lower in an adenine methylation-deficient mutant (dam3).
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They concluded that a large proportion of SOS-induced

"untargeted" mutations were removed by the methyl-directed

mismatch correction system, which acts on newly synthesized

DNA strands. The lower SOS mutator effect observed in E.

coli dam mutants may be due to a selective killing of

mismatch-bearing chromosomes resulting from non-strand-

selective mismatch repair.

Caillet-Fauquet and Maenhaut-Michel (1988) also found

that mutagenesis due to recA730 (SOS constitutive) mutations

was significantly increased in mismatch repair deficient

strains: 1) When the spontaneous (base substitution)

mutation to rifampicin resistance (Rifr) was increased only

17-fold in recA730 as compared with recA+ mut+ strains, the

increase in recA730 mutL was 250-fold and recA730 mutS was

200-fold over recA+ mut+, indicating that in recA730 mut+

bacteria, the majority (more than 90%) of the Rifr mutations

caused by the recA730 mutation were corrected by MutHLS-

dependent mismatch repair. 2) The mutL and mutS mutations

increased the spontaneous reversion of the lacZ(ICR36)

frameshift mutation in a recA730 background by 47-fold. 3)

In mismatch-repair-deficient recA730 mutS or mutL mutants

the level of UV-induced (irradiated 10 J/m2) mutations to

Rifr was higher than the level of UV-induced mutations in

recA730 mut+ strain (less than two-fold, after subtracting

the spontaneous mutant numbers). This suggests that the

number of recA730-induced mutations susceptible to mismatch
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repair was increased by UV-irradiation in recA730 mutL and

recA730 mutS double mutants. However, such increase was

suppressed by an additional umuC mutation, suggest the UV-

induced mutations were arising from error-prone mechanisms

(perhaps "untargeted" mutations). They concluded that in

recA730 mut+ strains, most spontaneous and induced mutations

were corrected by the methyl-directed mismatch repair.

It is still not clear whether the mismatch repair

system also corrects targeted mutations in UV-irradiated

bacterial chromosomes. In any case, most UV mutations must

originally have occurred far more frequently in wild-type

bacteria than has been observed in most mut+ mutagenesis

experiments.

E. Research Obiectives

The molecular mechanisms of UV-light-stimulated genetic

recombination have been studied for nearly forty years. The

UvrABC system is considered the major mechanism for repair

of UV-irradiated DNA (reviewed by Van Houten 1990) and thus

might be considered the source for processing that leads to

recombination. However, three laboratories found UV-

stimulated recombination of X phage during infection of

homoimmune hosts to be either unaffected by uvr mutations

(Golub and Low 1983), or only partially reduced (Lin and

Howard-Flanders 1976; Smith and Hays 1985). In particular,
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Smith and Hays (1985) reported that uvrA, uvrB or uvrC

mutations typically reduced frequencies by only about 75%;

Uvr dependence was partial regardless of whether phages were

irradiated so as to produce both CPDs and (6-4)

photoproducts, or only CPDs. These findings raise several

questions: Are there cellular functions other than the

UvrABC system to process UV-lesions? If such cellular

functions exist, what are the nature and biological

significance of such processing?

A method in which the UV-irradiated DNA is not

replicating would be favorable for approaching these

questions. DNA replication complicates the analysis, since

replication of DNA and formation of sister-strand gaps on

damaged DNA stimulates recombination (Rupp et al. 1971).

The principal method used here to study UV-stimulated

recombination was "repressed" infection of homoimmune

lysogens by UV-irradiated lambda phages. In this method,

only the lambda phages, not the E. coli cells, are UV-

irradiated, so that only the recombining DNA substrate is

involved, and expression of cellular functions is not

directly affected by irradiation. I employed two phage-

recombination systems. In one, A, A+3+ 1acZ118 and X Aam Bam

lac+ phages are crossed after infection, phage DNA is

extracted and used to transfect recA indicator cells by

electroporation. A+B+ phages are selected by transfection of
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sup+ (Su-) cells. A+B+lac+ recombinants are scored by

plating on X-Gal indicator plates, on which the presence of

active 0-galatosidase results in blue plaques. The second

phage-recombination system employed X 1acZ118 X ? lacZ813

phage crosses (Porter et al. 1979) recombination was

detected by the level of 0-galactosidase produced by

crossovers between the two lacZ point mutations. The

disadvantage of the later system is that it involves

transcription and protein synthesis, whose kinetics may

obscure the true recombinant frequencies.

Recombination is stimulated by a wide range of UV doses

to the phage. The finding that the recombinant frequencies

in uvrA cells were higher than in uvr+ cells at low UV

fluences, but lower than in uvr+ cells at high UV fluences,

led to the investigation of the role of the E. coli methyl-

directed mismatch repair system, which might provide a Uvr-

independent mechanism to process UV-irradiated DNA.

Cells defective in MutH, MutL or MutS activities were

tested for an effect on the recombination of irradiated

phage DNA. To test whether recombination depended on GATC-

under-methylation (Lahue et al. 1989), phage stocks were

prepared by growth in dam::Tn9 cells (Dam- phage), dam+

cells (Dam+ phage), or cells harboring a dam+-overproducing

plasmid (Dam+++ phage).
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The biological effects of processing of UV-irradiated

cellular DNA and UV-irradiated X, DNA were examined by

comparing the UV-resistance of mut+ and mut bacteria and by

scoring the transfection infectivity of UV-irradiated ?DNA.

As cited earlier, studies in many laboratories have

shown that efficient RecA-mediated strand exchange between

model substrates requires the presence of both single-

stranded DNA and a free 3' end; other studies suggest that

different DNA substrates may be utilized by different

recombination pathways. It was therefore of interest to

investigate the molecular nature of Mut-mediated

recombination. The recombination-pathway dependency was

tested by measuring recombinant frequencies during infection

of recBC, recF and recJ cells. Since single-stranded regions

and free 3' ends may be produced by MutHLS in the presence

of exonuclease and helicase activities, recombination in

xon, xse, recJ and uvrD repressed infections was also

measured. DNA structures produced by MutHLS were studied by

analyzing phage DNA extracted from infected cells by

neutral-sucrose sedimentation, followed by assay of

individual fractions by RecBCD nuclease digestion and

benzoylated-napthoylated-DEAE(BND)-cellulose chromatography.

The effect on UV mutagenesis of processing of UV-

irradiated DNA by the MutHLS system was also investigated.

The discovery that mismatch repair suppresses UV-induced
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untargeted mutagenesis (Caillet-Fauquet et al. 1984) and

perhaps targeted mutagenesis (Caillet-Fauquet and Maenhaut-

Michel 1988) poses several questions: What is the nature of

these mutations? Are they transitions or transversions or

both? Can the MutHLS system suppress targeted mutations as

well as untargeted mutations? I measured UV-induced

reversion to lac+ of six mutations in lacZ codon 461,

designated lacZ461-1 to 1acZ461-6. These mutations can

revert to the lac+ GAG codon only by a single defined

transition or transversion pathway (Cupples and Miller 1989)

because glutamate is required at position 461. The question

as to whether "targeted or untargeted" mutations were

suppressed was addressed by comparing UV-irradiated mutation

frequencies at a potential photoproduct site with

frequencies at potential untargeted sites.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Bacterial Strains, Phaqe Strains. and Plasmids

These are described in Table 1.

B. Buffers, Media and Chemicals

TE is 10 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA. TM is 10 mM

Tris-HC1, pH 7.4, 20% sucrose. TBY broth contains 1%

tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl. TBM broth contains

1% tryptone, 0.5% NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4. TBMM broth is TBM plus

0.0001% thiamine, and 0.2% maltose. TA (top agar) contain 1%

tryptone, 0.5% NaC1, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.7% agar. LBH plates

contain TBY media plus 1.5% agar. S-broth is 1% tryptone,

0.5% NaC1, 0.075 mM CaC12, 0.004 mM FeC13, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.3%

glucose, 0.0001% thiamine. S-plates contain S-broth plus 1%

agar. X-Gal is the chromagenic compound 5-bromo-4 chloro-3-

indoy1-0-D-galactoside, used for detecting the presence of

(.3-galactosidase. X-Gal plates are TCMB plates with 0.005% X-

Gal and 10-4 M IPTG (isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactoside).

Ampicillin, chloramphenicol, neomycin (or kanamycin) and

tetracycline were used at 50 µg /ml, 34 .1.,g/ml, 50 µg /ml, and

12 µg /ml, respectively in liquid media and plates. Z-buffer

is 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM KC1, 1 mM MgSO4, and 50 mM 2-

mercaptoethanol (pH 7.0). Extraction Buffer is 50 mM Tris-
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Table 1. Bacterial strains, phage strains and plasmids

Strain Pertinent genotypes Other markers

A. Bacterial strains

AB1157 rec+ F-thr-1 leuB6 thi-1 galK2 proA2
argE3 rpsL31 tsx -33 supE44
his-4 lacY1 mt1-1 xvl -5 aka -14
tsx-33
d(attP2H-cicd) rcsAr:(nini)Tn/0
As P90C, but F (lacI- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lacl- Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lacl- Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lacl- Z" proB+)
As P90C, but F (lacl- Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lacI- Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lact Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lact Z- proB+)
As P90C, but F (lad- Z- proB+)
supE thi-1 thr leu lacY
argE metB narnid(lac-pro) supE

BW1091 Axon
CC101 lacZ461-1
CC102 lacZ461-2
CC 103 lacZ461-3
CC 104 lacZ461-4
CC 105 lacZ461-5
CC106 lacZ461-6
CC5O3C lacZ503-3
CC 503H lacZ503-4
CC 503N lacZ503-6
C600 rec+
D6432 mutL:Tn/ 0

DP302 recA::cat
EG333 rec+

EL88 recA56
ES1574 mutS201::Tn5

FD2563 NuvrB-chlA)
GM2159 dam13::Tn9

GW3773 mutH471::Tn5

JB2029 supF

JH158
JH303
JH310
JH314
JH1048

rec+
recF143
recB21 recC22
recB2I recC22
recA3

JM101 rec+

KLC381 A(xseA-guaB)
MM2838 rec+
MPh30 rec+

N99 rec+
P90C A(lac proB)X111

F-supE42
HfrC, pyrA::Tn10 metB cysG303

Nlac-pro)X111
As MPh30, but sr1::Tn10
As AB1157

As C600
thr-1 ara-14 leuBN6 d(gpt-proA)

62 lacY 1 tsx-33 supE44 galK2
hisG4 rpsL3I xy-5 mill recF143
argE3 thi-1

AsAB1157

Hfr Hayes dlacZkE286080d11 dlac
ZBK 1 trp::TnI0

As N99, but (Acl(incl-)red3 xis 1
As N99
As N99, but zga921::Tn10 gurB
As N99
As C600

supE, thi,d(leu-proA13)IF', traD36,
proAB+ , laciqZ lacdA115

HfrH A(gal-bio)
As JM101, but F-
F-A(argF-lacZ)U169phoA::Tn5

araD rpsL relA thi
galK2 rpsL200
ara

Source (reference)

(Howard-Flanders and Theriot 1962)

B. Weiss
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1989)
Cupples and Miller (1988)
Cupples and Miller (1988)
Cupples and Miller (1988)
(Bachmann 1972)
M. Meselson via P. Modrich (Lahue,Su

and Modrich 1987)
(Biek and Cohen 1986)
E. Golub (unpublished)

This laboratory (E. Lee, unpublished)
R. Fishel (Fishel, Kolodner and Siegel

1986)

M. Marinus (Carraway et al. 1983)

G. Walker via P. Modrich (Su et al. 1989)

This laboratory (J. Wolf, unpublished)

This laboratory (Hays and Boehmer 1978)
This laboratory
This laboratory
This laboratory
P1(N99 recA3) x C600 sr1::Tn10
*Sr1-1(1JVs)

(Yanisch-perron, Viera and Messing
(1985)

From Jack Chase via Susan Lovett
This laboratory
R. Wolf (Michaelis, Guarante and

Beckwith 1983)
Derived from W3102 (Bachmann 1972)



Table 1. Continued

RMI031 driaE511::Tn10
SM2265 uvrA6

SM2266 uvr+

SM2503 uvrD::Tn5

ST1114 recJ2003::rniniTn/Olan
TS9 uvrA6
WF2849 uvr
WF2856 uvr+ mutH::Tn5
WF2857 uvr+ mutH::Tn10
WF2858 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5
WF2859 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5

mutL::Tn10
WF2860 uvrA6
WF2861 uvrA6mutH::Tn5
WF2862 uvrA6 mutL::Tn10
WF2863 uvrA6mutS201::Tn5
WF2864 uvrA6mutS201::Tn5

mutL::Tn10
WF2869 supF
WF2870 recA::cat

WF2871 recA::cat
WF2872 recA::cat(pCSR606)
WF2873 dam13::Tn9
WF2874 mutS201::Tn5
WF2875 mutL::Tn10
WF2876 uvrA6 dam13::Tn9
WF2877 uvrA6 dam13::Tn9
WF2878 (pGG503)
WF2885 (pCSR606)
WF2890 thy-deo-

WF2902 d(uvrB-chlA) recF
WF2903 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5 recF
WF2905 Lt(uvrB-chlA) rec+
WF2906 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5 rec+
WF2908 d(uvrB-chlA) rec.1::Tn10
WF2909 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5

rec..1::Tn10
WF2911 d(uvrB-chlA)

recB21 recC22 recF
WF2912 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5

recB21 recC22 recF
WF2915 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5

recB21 recC22
WF2916 d(uvrB-chlA)

recB21 recC22
WF2919 d(uvrB-chlA)

WF2920 d(uvrB-ch14) mutS201::Tn5

the, thy, lee, thr-, lacY, stlf
As JH158,but Alac-pro)X111

pyrA::Tn1 0
As JH158, but Alac-pro)X111

pyrA::Tn10
As JH158,but Alac-pro)X111

pyriLTnIOAs J11158
As AB1157

As SM2266, but pyrA+
As WF2849
As WF2849
As WF2849
As WF2849

As SM2265, but pyrA+
As WF2860
As WF2860
As WF2860
As WF2860

As MPh30, but trp::Tn1 0
As WF2869

As MPh30
As WF2871
As WF2869
As MM2838
As WF2874
As WF2860
As WF2864
As MM2838
As WF2875
As N99
As N99
As N99
As N99
As N99
As N99

As N99

As N99, but zga921::Tn10

As N99, but zga921::Tn10

As N99

As N99
As CC101
As CC101
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R. E. Moses
Hfr(EG333) x TS9-4aTer[Lac]

Hfr(EG333) X JH158-)Tcr[Lac-]

S. Lovett (unpublished)
(Smith and Hays 1985)
Pl(C600) x SM2266--WyriTcs1
Pl(GW3773) x WF2849->Ne[Mur]b
P1(D6432) x WF2849--÷Tcr[Mut]b
Pl(ES1574) x WF2849--)Nmr[Mut]b
P1(D6432) x WF2858->Tcr[Mu]b

P 1(C600) x SM2265->Pyr+[Tcs]
Pl(GW3773) x WF2860-->NmrMutlb
Pl(D6432) x WF2860-acr[Mutlb
Pl(ES1574) x WF2860-Nmr[Mur]b
Pl(D6432) x WF2863-acr[Mu]b

P 1(JE32029) x MPh30-Ter[Sul]
pl(DPB302) x WF2869-,

CmrUIP,Rec-
Pl(DPB302) x MPh30-CmrUVs,Recl
This laboratory
Pl(GM2159) x WF2869-4Cmrpaml

b
c

Pl(ES1574) x MM2838-Nmr[Mutl
PI(D6432) x WF2874-Jcr[Mutlb
Pl(GM2159) x WF286-Xmr[Damic
Pl(GM2159) x WF2864-->CmrPamic
This laboratory
This laboratory
This laboratory
Pl(FD2563) x JH303-)gal[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x JH303-Ne[Mur]b
Pl(FD2563) x N994gallUVs]
Pl(ES1574) x N99--.Nmr[Mut]b
P1(JC12123) x WF2905--Jcr

Pl(JC12123) x WF2906-Tcr

Pl(JH310) x WF2902-+Tcr[UVs]

P I (JH310) x WF2903-Ter[UVs]

P1(ES1574) x JH314 -*Nmr[Mut-]b

P1(FD2563) x JH314-gallUVs]
P1(FD2563) x CC101-Xhlr[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x WF2919-4Nmr[Mut]b
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WF2921
WF2922
WF2923
WF2924
WF2925
WF2926
WF2927
WF2928
WF2929
WF2930
WF2943
WF2944
WF2945
WF2946
WF2947
WF2952
WF2956
WF2957
WF2960
WF2961
WF2964
WF2965
WF2977

d(uvrB-chlA)
d(uvrB-chlA) mutS201::Tn5
d(uvrB-chlA)
d(uvrB-chlA) mutS201::Tn5
d(uvrB-chlA)
d(uvrB-chlA) mutS201::Tn5
d(uvrB-chlA)
d(uvrB-chlA) mutS201::Tn5
d(uvrB-chlA)
d(uvrB-chlA) mutS201::Tn5
mutS201::Tn5
mutS201::Tn5
mutS201::Tn5
(pAL6)
(pAL51)
mutS201::Tn5
mutS201::Tn5
mutS201::Tn5
uvrB (pSCC31ND)
uvrB (pMS312)
uvrB (pSCC31ND)
uvrB (pMS312)
uvr+ mutL::Tn10

WF2978 uvr+ mutH::Tn5
WF2979(a)uvr+mutL::Tn10
WF2979(b)uvr+mut1-1::Tn5
WF3114 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5
WF3115 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5
WF3116 uvr+ mutS201::Tn5
WF3119

WF3120

WF3121

Awn

d(xseA-guaB)

d(xseA-gua13)

WF3122 recJ2003::miniTnlOkm
WF3123 d(xseA-guaB)dxon

WF3124 d(xseA-guaB)
recJ2003::miniTn/Olcm

WF3125 Axon
recJ2003::miniTnlOkm

WF3131 dnaE511::Tn10

B. Bacteriophage strainse

As CC102
As CC102
As CC103
As CC103
As CC104
As CC104
As CC105
As CC105
As CC106
As CC106
As CC102
As CC103
As CC106
As WF2860
As WF2860
As CC104
As CC101
As CC105
As WF2929
As WF2929
As WF2921
As WF2921
As CC102
As CC102
As CC106
As CC106
As CC503N
As CC503C
As CC503H
As WF2860 but d(attP2H-dcd)
rcsA::(mini)Tn10
As WF2860 but zff-208::Tn10

As WF2860 but zj1 3139::Tn/Olcm

As WF2860
As WF2860 but zff-3139::Tn/Okm
d(attP2H-dcd) rcsA::(mini)Tn10
As WF2860 but zff:208::Tn1 0

As WF2860 but d(attP2H-dcd)
rcs/1::(mini)Tn/0
As WF2860

Y1722 Aam32 Baml plac5 red3 c1857
Y1730 piac5 lacZ118(oc) red3 c1857
Y1728 plac5 lacZ813(oc) red3 cI857 Sam7
Y1729 plac5 lacZ118(oc) red3 c1857 Sam7

39

P1(I1)2563) x CC102-Chlr[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x WF2921-Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(FD2563) x CC103-+Chlr[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x WF2923-4Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(FD2563) x CC104-,Chlr[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x WF2925-Nmr[Mur]b
Pl(FD2563) x CC 105-Xhlr[UVs]
P1(ES1574) x WF2927->Nmr[Mutlb
P1(FD2563) x CC106-)Chlr[UVs]
Pl(ES1574) x WF2929--)Nmr[Mutlb
P1(ES1574) x CC102-Nmr[Mut]b
Pl(ES1574) x CC103--4Nmr[Mutlb
PI(ES1574) x CC106-Nmr[Mutlb
This laboratory
This laboratory
Pl(ES1574) x CC104-0Nmr[Mutlb
P1(ES1574) x CC101-0Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(ES1574) x CC105-+Nmr[Mutlb
This laboratory
This laboratory
This laboratory
This laboratory
PI(D6432) x CC102--)Tcr[Mut]b
Pl(GW3773) x CC102-0Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(D6432) x CC106-Tcr[Mutlb
Pl(GW3773) x CC106-4Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(ES1574) x CC503N-Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(ES1574) x CC503C-Nmr[Mutlb
Pl(ES1574) x CC503H-Nmr[Mutlb

Pl(BW1091) x WF2860-)Tcrhis-
P1[ICLC381 (zff-208::Tn10)]

x WF2860--)Tcrgua-
P1[ICLC381 (zff- 3139::Tn1Olcm)]

x WF2860-4(rnrgua-
Pl(STL114) x WF2860->ICtiir
PI [ICLC381 (zff-3139::Tn/Olcm)]

x WF3119-1Crnrgua"
Pl[KLC381 (zff-208::Tn10)]

x WF3122-oTcrgua-
Pl(BW1091) x WF3122-Terhis-

Pl(RM1031) x WF2860-4Tcrts
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C. Plasmids

pAL6 E.coli mutH+ gene inserted into EcoR 1-encoding gene of
pSCC31

pAL51 E.coli mutL+ gene inserted into EcoR I-encoding gene of
pSCC31

pCSR606 E. colt phr+ gene and some adjacent bacterial gene
pGG503 E.coli dam+ gene Pstl fragment inserted into pBR322
pMS312 E.coli mutS+ gene inserted into EcoR I-encoding gene of

pSCC31
pRC101 E.coli xseA+ gene
pSCC31ND EcoRr

pWF1 d (ind-) gene

A(Hind III - Bgl II) of EcoR I-encoding
gene of pSCC31
Bg111 fragment inserted into pAClacl 9

Modrich (Lu et al. 1984)

Modrich (Lu et al. 1984)
Sancar et. al 1983
Herman and Modrich 1982

Su and Modrich 1986
Chase, J. (Chase et al. 1986)

This work
This work

40

a Nomenclature for strain constructions: (Hfr donor or PI transduction donor) x recipientselected phenotype
[screened phenotype(s)]

b Frequencies of spontaneous rifampicin-resistant mutants in overnight TBY cultures were increased 102-103-fold in
Mur strains.

c DNA from X phages grown on dam13::Tn9 bacteria showed decreased DpnI and increased Mbol susceptibility to
restriction.

d The stain was isolated from spontaneous thy- deo mutations in cultures grown in trimethoprim, used the procedure
described by Miller (1972).

e Constructed in this laboratory by standard procedures. A. plac5 lacZ118(oc) and X plac5 lacZ813(oc) have been
described by Porter, McLaughlin and Low (1979), red3 by Signer and Weil (1968), Aam32 and Baml by Campbell
(1961), c1857 by Sussman and Jacob (1962), and Sam? by Goldberg and Howe (1969).
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HC1, pH 8.0 and 50 mM EDTA. Minimal medium contains 0.7%

K2HPO4, 0.2% KH2PO4, 0.05% sodium citrate, 0.01% MgSO4, and

0.1% (NH4)2SO4. Minimal plates contain minimal medium plus

1.5% agar. Minimal top agar contains minimal media plus 0.7%

agar. Lactose and glucose minimal media contain minimal

medium plus 0.25% of the respective sugar.

C. Phaqe and Phaqe DNA Preparation

Final phage stocks were usually prepared using starter

stocks, grown on S-plates. Each S-plate (40 ml of bottom

agar) received 0.3 ml of an overnight culture grown in TBMM

broth, 2 x 107 plaque-forming unit (PFU) of phage, 6 ml TBM

broth, and 4 ml top agar. Plates were incubated for 8 hours

at 38°C. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at

10,000 x g for 10 minutes. Typical yields were 0.1-1 x 1011

PFU/ml. These stocks were stored at 4°C and used to prepare

the large-scale stocks as follows.

Overnight cultures of an appropriate host bacterium in

TBMM broth were diluted into 65 ml of S-broth and grown to

109 cells/ml. Deoxyadenosine was added to 250 4g/ml when

culture was grown to 9 x 108 cells per ml. To 65 ml of this

culture was added phage (m.o.i.= 1.5) and 2 mCi 3H-thymidine

or 0.2 mCi 14c_ thymidine. The mixture was incubated for

twenty minutes at 38°C and then diluted into 340 ml of warm

S-broth supplemented with deoxyadenosine (250 µg /ml). The
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infected cells were incubated for 2 hours at 38°C with

vigorous shaking and then lysed with chloroform. Debris was

removed by centrifugation, NaC1 was added to 3.3%, and the

lysate was stored overnight at 4°C. After another

centrifugation to remove debris, the phage were precipitated

by adding polyethylene glycol to 10% and chilling in ice for

2-4 hours. Phage were pelleted by centrifugation 12,000 x g

for 30 minutes, resuspended, and purified by two rounds of

CsC1 equilibrium sedimentation. Phage were dialyzed against

TM overnight. Yields were usually 5 x 1012 PFU.

Phage DNA was isolated by diluting 5 x 1010 to 2 x 1012

PFU of phage into 0.3 ml Extraction Buffer, 25 ml of 20%

solution of Sarkosyl and 25 ml of proteinase K (4 mg/ml in

H2O) was added and the mixture was incubated for 60 minutes

at room temperature. The mixture was diluted with one volume

of TE buffer and extracted twice with phenol and once with

chloroform. The DNA was precipitated with 95% ethanol,

dried, and resuspended in 50 ml TE buffer. Specific

activities were usually 105 3H cpm/lIg or 104 14C cpm/gg of X

DNA.

D. Phage Irradiation Treatments

Phages were resuspended in TM buffer to concentrations

of 5 x 109 to 5 x 1010 PFU/ml, and volumes of 0.1-1.0 ml

irradiated, with swirling, with a 15-W germicidal lamp
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(output principally at 254 nm) at a rate of 1 J/m2/sec

(measured with a Spectronics DRC-100X meter). The effects

of UV dose upon phage plating efficiencies, and upon

transfection efficiencies, have been reported previously

(Hays and Boemer 1978; Smith and Hays 1985; Hays and Lee

1985). The resultant CPDs were estimated on three different

occasions, by treatment of DNA with partially purified

Micrococcus luteus or phage T4 UV endonuclease, and

sedimentation in alkaline sucrose, as described in Hays,

Martin, and Bhatia (1985). Here a dose of 20 J/m2 induced

about 20 CPDs per X duplex, and 100 J/m2 about 50. (6-4)

photoproducts would be expected to be about 15% as frequent

as CPDs, from the range of literature values (Franklin, Lo

and Haseltine 1982; Mitchell 1988).

E. Repressed Infections

E. coli bacteria lysogenic for X xisl red3 e(ind-) or

bacteria carrying plasmid pWFl, were grown in TBMM broth to

about 5 x 108 cells per ml, harvested by centrifugation at

4°C, and resuspended in TM buffer to 1 x 109 cells per ml.

An 0.5-ml aliquot of cells was mixed with UV-irradiated

homoimmune phages (XY1722 + 2Y1730 or XY1728 + XY1729; five

of each parent per cell) in the dark; after 15 minutes

absorption at 4°C, mixtures were diluted into 15 volumes of

warm TBMM broth (time zero) and grown at 38°C. Samples were

harvested at appropriate times, assayed for recombination by
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Vgalactosidase assay, or by electroporative transfection

assay. For the latter, cells were centrifuged 4000 x g for

15 minutes, and washed twice with 15 ml ice-cold TS buffer;

the final pellets were resuspended in 0.3 ml Extraction

Buffer. Cells were lysed by addition of 50 gl of lysozyme (4

mg/ml lysozyme in 125 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA).

After 5 minutes incubation at room temperature, 25 pl of 20%

solution of Sarkosyl and 25 pl of proteinase K (4 mg/ml in

H2O) were added and the incubation was continued for 60

minutes at room temperature. Lysates were diluted with one

volume of TE buffer and extracted twice with phenol and once

with chloroform. The DNA was precipitated with 95% ethanol,

dried, and resuspended in 50 pl TE buffer. Recoveries were

typically 50% of the 3H-DNA in the original input phages.

Repressed infections were carried out under nolmal room

illumination, or in foil-wrapped tubes in a darkened room as

indicated.

F. Electraporatiye Transfection Assay for Recombination

The indicator bacteria were prepared by growth in TBY

broth at 37°C to a density of 4 x 108 cells/ml, harvested by

centrifugation (4,000 x g for 7 min), washed twice with 1 mM

HEPES (N-2-hydroxy-ethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanosulfonic acid)

and once with 10% (v/v) glycerol to a density of 5 x 1010

cells/ml. Approximately 40 pi of indicator bacteria were

mixed with 2 pl DNA extract of repressed infection, that had
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been resuspended in TE buffer. DNA-cell mixtures in an 0.2-

cm electroporation cuvette (Bio-Rad) were treated with a

Bio-Rad Gene Pulser at 25 I1F, 2.5 kV, 200 f2 added

resistance, time constant about 4.5 msec, diluted with 1 ml

of SOC medium, then mixed with 3 ml soft agar and plated for

infective centers using X-Gal plates. Plates were incubated

at 38°C under two GE 20-W Black-Light-Blue Lamps, to

maximize in vivo photoreactivation and thus increase the

number of phage DNA molecules scored. Yields were typically

2 x 10-2 infective centers per equivalent of unirradiated

phage 3H-DNA and 4.8 x 10-3 per 100 J/m2-irradiated DNA

equivalent (with photoreactivation). For crosses between X

Aam32 Bami plac5 red3 (XY1722) and X p1ac5 lacZ118 red3

(Y1730) phages, the recombinant frequency equals the

fraction of Lac+ infective centers (blue plaques) among

total 10-B4- centers.

G. 0-galactosidase Assay for Recombination

The procedure of Miller (1972) for measuring hydrolysis

of o-nitrophenyl-P-D-galactoside (ONPG) was employed.

Aliquots of 0.5 ml repressed infection samples were mixed

with 0.5 ml of Z-buffer in 2-ml centrifuge tubes. To the

tubes 50 gl of 0.1% SDS and 10 gl of chloroform were added

and the mixtures were vortexed. The tubes were then placed

on a 37°C water bath and the reactions were started by
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adding 0.2 ml of ONPG (4 mg/ml) to each tube. After

sufficient yellow color had developed, the reactions were

stopped by adding 0.5 ml of 1 M Na2CO3 solution and the time

(t, in minutes) was recorded. The optical density at both

420 mp, (0D420) and 550 mil (0D550) for each sample were

measured after cell debris were removed by centrifugation.

For the P-galatosidase units I use the following formula:

Units = 1000 x (0D420 1.75 x OD550) / (t x 0.5)

H. Electronoratiye Assay for Restriction

Restriction was defined as loss of transfection

activity of UV-irradiated phage DNA during repressed

infections of bacteria. For these measurements, the

electroporated bacteria were rec+ mutS mutL (strain WF2885)

and specific infectivities (total infective centers per

phage 3H-DNA equivalent) were scored using TCMB plates.

Specific infectivities were divided by specific

infectivities similarly determined for DNA extracted

directly from unirradiated or irradiated virions and

transfected (no repressed infection), to correct for UV-

dependent differences in intrinsic transfectibility.

Corrected specific infectivities corresponding to each time

point during repressed infections with UV-irradiated phages

were divided by corrected specific infectivities (for 60-min

time points) from unirradiated phage repressed infections.

(In a separate experiment, the invariance of specific
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infectivities of unirradiated DNA between 20 min and 100 min

after infection was verified).

I. Sucrose Gradient Analyses

The method of preparative zone sedimentation of DNA in

a sucrose gradient at neutral pH was similar to that

described by Bode (1965). Phages were radiolabeled, UV-

irradiated and infected into a lysogenic host, as described

under "Phage Preparation", "Phage Irradiation Treatments"

and "Repressed Infection", respectively, except DNA was not

precipitated by ethyl alcohol. Samples of DNA (0.3 to 0.5

ml, 3H-labeled) extracted from repressed-infection bacteria

(in Extraction Buffer, which includes excess amount of EDTA)

and mixed with 14c- labeled phage DNA that was extracted

immediately prior to the centrifugation from purified phage

particles. The mixture was layered directly onto the top of

a 5-ml 5-20% sucrose gradient in a Beckman centrifuge tube

(for SW50.1 rotors). Samples were centrifuged at 45,000 rpm

in an SW50.1 rotor (Beckman) at 200C for 1.5 hr. After the

bottom of the tube was punctured, 170111 fractions were

collected. A aliquot was used to determine the

radioactivity profile. The remainder was precipitated in

Et0H and resuspended in TE buffer. To determent the

radioactivity, the 40-111 aliquot was mixed with 3.5 ml of

liquid-scintillation fluid (NEN "formula 989" was used

through out the entire experiment) and counted in a Beckman
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scintillation counter. The results were averages of 10 min

counting. The machine background (20 cpm) were subtracted

from all results. In samples with mixture of 3H and 14C DNA

the 3H-count was determined by measuring in 0-350 nm

spectrum window (3H-channel) and the 14C-count in 430-1000

nm window (14c- channel). The spillover of 3H-count to 14C-

channel was negligible. However the spillover of 14C-count

to 3H-channel was significant. A set of 14C samples with cpm

range from 40-10000 were counted and the rate of spillover

of 140_ count to 3H-channels was determined to be 16%. All

final results of 3H-count were thus corrected for this 16%

spillover .

J. Analysis of DNA by RecBCD Enzyme Digestion

DNA extracted from repressed-infection bacteria was

sedimented through a 5-20% neutral sucrose gradient, as

described under "Sucrose Gradient Analyses". Fractions

corresponding to the high radioactivity peaks, and fractions

immediately flanking them, were individually purified by

alcohol precipitation. Otherwise, several adjoining

fractions were pooled to assure that each sample contained

at least 300 cpm, and the DNA was precipitated. These

samples usually contained 2.5-7.5 ng DNA. RecBCD enzyme was

provided by Dr. Andrew Taylor (Taylor and Smith 1985). He

assayed the specific activity to be about 127,000 units per

mg protein [Units are double-stranded exonuclease units of
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Eichler and Lehman (1977): 1 nmole of nucleotides

solubilized in 20 min at 37°C], and he estimated the purity

to be greater than 95% by gel electrophoresis. Digestions

were carried out as described by Taylor and Smith (1985), in

a 20 W_ solution containing 50 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.0), 1 mM

dithiothreitol, 10 mM MgC12, 200 pM ATP, 1 mg/ml bovine

serum albumin, 2.5-7.5 ng of sample DNA plus 200 ng sheared

bacterial DNA carrier, and 2 (or less, if indicated) units

of RecBCD enzyme. After incubation at 37 °C for 30 minutes,

reactions were terminated by addition of 0.2 volume of

solution containing 200 mM EDTA, 0.1% sodium dodecyl

sulfate, 50% sucrose, 0.2% bromophenol blue, and 0.2% xylene

cyanol fast fuschian. To the mixtures were added 0.1 volume

of 3 M NaAct, 2 volume of chilled 95% Ethyl alcohol and

stood in -20 °C for 20 min. After 15-min-centrifugation in

4 °C, supernatants were carefully withdrew with pipette tips

and the pellets were dried and resuspended in 20 pl TE. The

amount of non-alcohol-precipitable radioactivity was

determined both directly as the fraction of DNA

radioactivity remaining soluble, and as [1 (fraction

precipitated)]. The average of these two valves was used.

K. Analysis of DNA with Munq Bean Endonuclease

Mung bean endonuclease is specific for single-strand

DNA or RNA. Reactions were carried out as recommended by the

manufacturer (BRL). Mixtures contained 10 mM sodium acetate
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(pH 5.0), 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM zinc acetate, 1 mM L-cysteine,

5% (v/v) glycerol, 5-10 ng sample DNA plus 200 ng sheared

bacterial DNA carrier, and 0.5 unit mung bean endonuclease

in 0.5 ml (one unit of enzyme is defined as 1 mg of

denatured DNA hydrolyzed to acid-soluble material in 1 min

at 37 °C). The fact that excess amount of mung bean

endonuclease was needed for the digestion was perhaps due to

the presence of excess amount of sheared-bacterial DNA and

mRNA in the reaction mixture, since the amount of 3H-labeled

linear X DNA was not affected under the same digestion

conditions. After 20 min incubation at 370C, reactions were

terminated by addition of 0.2 ml TE buffer, and precipitated

in ethyl alcohol.

L. Preparing partial single-stranded DNA by exonuclease III
digestion

Exonuclease III digestion mixtures were prepared in 1

ml 0.4 pmol X DNA, 70 Ilmol Tris-HC1, pH 8, 1.7 pmol MgCl2, 1

pmol EDTA and 1 pmol dithiothreitol. Reactions were carried

out at 37°C for 10 min with a range of enzyme concentrations

of 0.25-2 units/pmol DNA (here one unit was defined as

releasing of 10 nmol of acid-soluble nucleotide in 10 min at

37°C under standard conditions).
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M. Analysis of DNA by BND Cellulose Chromatography

BND cellulose (benzoylated-napthoylated-DEAE cellulose)

was obtained from Sigma. A 25-g amount of resin was washed,

as suggested by the manufacturer, by 500 ml 2 M NaCl,

followed by 2 L H2O, and resuspended in 100 ml 0.3 M NET

buffer [0.3 M NaC1, 0.0001 M EDTA, and 0.01 M of Tris-HC1

(pH 7.5)]. Columns were formed by pouring 3 ml of the

resuspended slurry substance into a 3-ml syringe plugged

with glass wool, and washed with 10 ml of 0.3 M NET buffer

[0.3 M NaCl, 0.0001 M EDTA, and 0.01 M of Tris-HC1 (pH

7.5)]. DNA was loaded by slow passage (1 ml/min) of solution

through the column. Columns were then eluted with three 2-ml

aliquots of 0.3 M NET buffer, followed by six 2-ml aliquots

of 1.0 M NET buffer [1 M NaCl, 0.0001 M EDTA, and 0.01 M

Tris-HC1(pH 7.5)]. Elution was continued with an 0-2%

caffeine gradient (dissolved in 1 M NET buffer) and finally,

with 6 ml 50% formamide (in 2% caffeine and 1 M NET).

Twenty-one fractions were collected, and each fraction was

devided into several 0.5-ml aliquots and mixed with 5-ml of

liquid scintillation fluid. The sum of radioactivity of all

aliquots was used to determine the radio activity of each

fraction.
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N. UV Nutagenesis

1. Bacteria Growth and UV irradiation

Fresh overnight cultures were subcultured and grown to

a density of 5 x 108 cells per ml in TBY broth. After being

chilled on ice for 20 minutes, cells were concentrated by

centrifugation (4000 x g, 15 min) and resuspended in TM

buffer to 2 x 108 cells per ml. Two ml of cell suspension

was placed in an open petri dish and irradiated with a UV

germicidal lamp (254 nm), with gentle swirling, to the

desired fluence. After UV irradiation, a 1- or 0.5-ml

aliquot was plated on a lactose-minimal plate to determine

the number of revertants (see Section 2. below). An 0.1-ml

aliquot was diluted, mixed with minimal soft agar, and

immediately plated in duplicate on glucose-minimal plates to

determine the surviving fraction. Colonies on glucose plates

were scored after 24 hr incubation at 37°C, but the number

did not increase significantly with longer incubation time.

UV-irradiation, plating, dilution, and incubation were all

performed under red light or in the dark, to avoid possible

effects of photoreactivation.

2. Scoring lac+ revertants by direct lactose-minimal
plating

Immediately after UV-irradiation, a one-ml sample was

mixed with minimal soft agar (3 ml) and plated directly on
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one or two lactose-minimal plate to score revertants. Only a

few colonies appeared prior to 48 hr incubation; after 48

hr, the apparent number of colonies increased more slowly

(30% more in additional 12 hr, 50% in 24 hr). To minimize

systematic errors, all revertant colonies were counted after

exactly 48 hours.

3. Scoring lac+ revertants after growth in rich broth

The procedure was adopted from Cupples and Miller

(1989). Cells were grown and UV-irradiated as for the

direct-plating method (see Section 2.). Directly after the

irradiation, 0.5 ml of cells were inoculated into 10-m1 TBY

broth and allowed to grow overnight. The culture was then

plated on lactose-minimal plates and scored for lac+

revertants and on glucose-minimal plates to score survivors

as described in Section 2. Colonies were counted after 48 hr

incubation in the dark at 37°C.

4. Scoring lac+ revertants by glucose-lactose-minimal
plating

Cells were grown and UV-irradiated as for the direct-

plating method (see Section 2.), except that the plates used

for scoring lac+ revertants contained 0.02-0.1% glucose as

well as 0.25% lactose.
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0. Measurement of DNA Replication (Thvmidine Incorporation)

Cells were grown and UV-irradiated as described under

"UV Mutagenesis" and a 5-ml aliquot was diluted into 100 ml

of minimal, glucose-minimal, or lactose-minimal liquid

medium; at various times 0.07 mCi of 3H-thymidine was added

and cells were incubated in the dark in a 200 ml flask at

370C, with gentle swirling (30 rpm). After 30 min, the cells

were harvested and washed three times with TM buffer. The

cells were resuspended in 0.3 ml Extraction Buffer. Cells

were lysed by addition of 50 111 of lysozyme (4 mg/ml

lysozyme in 125 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA). After 5

minutes incubation at room temperature, 25 gl of 20%

solution of Sarkosyl and 25 µl of proteinase K (4 mg/ml in

H2O) were added and the incubation was continued for 60

minutes at room temperature. Lysates were precipitated with

95% ethanol, dried, and resuspended in 50 gl TE buffer. The

amount of radioactivity incorporated into DNA was determined

by liquid scintillation counting of resuspended pellets in

3.5 ml liquid scintillation fluid (NEN "formula 989").

P. Measurement of Thymine-containing CPDs in DNA

The procedure was adopted from Goldmann and Friedberg

(1973). Cell DNA was radiolabeled by growth in broth

containing 3H-thymidine, UV-irradiated, and held in minimal

medium (not containing radiolabel) as described in Section
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M. Cells were collected at various times, treated with

lysozyme, pronase K, phenol, and chloroform. Samples were

then put into thick-wall hydrolysis tubes and placed on ice.

After addition of 0.6 ml of 10% cold TCA (trichloroacetic

acid) solution, the tubes were centrifuged at 5000 xg for 15

min at 4 °C. The supernatants were decanted. The TCA-

insoluble fraction was hydrolyzed with 97% formic acid at

176°C. Following evaporation of the hydrolyzate to dryness,

0.01 ml of water was added, and with the aid of a

micropipette the bottom and lower side walls of each tube

were washed to ensure solution of the entire hydrolyzate.

One to two g1 of each sample were applied to the starting

line marked on a 20 X 20-cm thin-layer sheet backed with

cellulose. Ascending chromatography was carried out in ethyl

acetate /n- propanol /H2O (4:1:2, vol/vol/vol) in a

chromatography tank until the solvent front had advanced to

12 cm beyond the starting line. The thin-layer plates were

dried in air. Strips of the thin-layer plates were covered

with transparent tapes, cut, and gently peeled off from the

cellulose backing. The strips were then divided into 15-20

sections. Each section was individually placed into a liquid

scintillation vial containing 200 gl H2O and then mixed with

3.5 ml liquid scintillation fluid and measured for

radioactivity. The fraction of total DNA-thymine in CPDs in

the DNA was determined by comparing the amount of 3H

radioactivity in the position corresponding to CPDs (see

Fig. 3 in Goldmann and Friedberg 1973) to the total amount
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of 3H recovered from the chromatography. This method is

sensitive to a level of about 0.07% T in CPDs and the

reproducibility is good variations from three independent

experiments were only 10%.
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III. RESULTS

A. Recombination of Nonretlicatinq UV-irradiated Phaae DNA
in uvrA Hosts Is Maximal at 20 J/m2 and Reduced at High
Doses

The X phage repressed-infection system was employed for

all recombination experiments described here. The potential

recombination substrates are 50-kb phage-DNA circles.

Plasmid or prophage-encoded X cI repressor blocks their

replication and blocks transcription of most of their genes.

Recombination during such repressed infections has been

assayed in various ways: rescue of essential X genes by

mutant prophages from infecting wild-type phage DNA (Lin and

Howard-Flanders 1976); generation of lacZ+ genes (hence 0-

galactosidase assayable in situ) by recombination of X

lacZ118 with X lacZ813 phages (Porter, McLaughlin and Low

1979); formation of recombinant phage DNA whose phenotype

could be scored among the progeny produced by subsequent

transfection of recA cells (Hays and Boehmer 1978). In all

cases recombination of repressor-blocked DNA was negligible.

This system is ideal for studying processing of

photoproducts by repair enzymes, because it excludes the

possibility of recombination caused by daughter-strand gaps

generated by replication blocks. Previously, Smith and Hays

(1985) indirectly verified the efficiency of the repressor
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block on phage DNA replication by demonstrating that

chloroformed repressed-infection bacteria released only

about 0.001 PFU per infecting PFU, and that UV-stimulated

recombinant frequencies during repressed infections of uvr+

and uvrA bacteria were about the same for Oam Pam and 04-P+

phages and for multiplicities of 16 and 4 phage per cell

(using an assay for intramolecular recombination), despite

the very high recombinagenicity of UV-stimulated repressed-

infection recombination frequencies. Wolf and Meselson

(1963) had shown that during homoimmune infections at the

lower multiplicity, incorporation of nucleotides into X DNA

was absolutely blocked. Smith and Hays (1985) demonstrated

that even at higher multiplicities, X genomes that escaped

the repressor block (if any), made a negligible contribution

to UV-stimulated recombination.

X phages defective in the phage-encoded recombination

system (red genes) were used. Homologous recombination

between ,A÷B+1acZ118 and 4 Aam Bam lac+ chromosomes, during

homoimmune infections of X xis6 red3 c+(ind-) lysogens, was

assayed by extracting intracellular DNA, transfecting recA

bacteria, and scoring the fraction of A+B+ infective centers

that were lac+.

To test for background recombination between infecting

phage DNA and prophage DNA, lysogenic bacteria (strains

WF2849, WF2859, WF2860 and WF2864) were infected with XY1722
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phages, unirradiated or irradiated to 20, 45 or 80 J/m2. DNA

was extracted after 90 min and electroporated into sup+recA

bacteria (strains WF2870). After 3-hr incubation in SOC

broth, cells were lysed with chloroform and the lysates

titered in parallel on sup+ (strain Mph30) and supF (strain

WF2869) bacteria, to assay rescue of prophage A+B+ genes.

In 12 of 14 experiments, no am+ phage were detected (among a

total of 4302 PFU). In two (45J/m2, WF2860 and WF2864

bacteria) am+ frequencies were 0.1%.

To exclude the possibility that recombination occurs in

the electroporation indicator cells, single-parent

infections were performed in parallel [20 J/m2 X Aam Bam

1ac+ (Y1722) and 20 J/m2 X A+B+ lacZ118 (Y1730) phages

separately into uvrA bacteria, corresponding 100 J/m2 phages

separately into uvr+ bacteria], and the infected cells mixed

before extraction of phage DNA; recombinant frequencies in

the RecA- indicator cells were negligible (0.3% and <0.4%

respectively).

Recombinant

concentration of

samples (20 J/m2

frequencies

transfecting

Dam- phage,

undiluted repressed-infection

were independent of the

DNA, for representative

uvrA mut+ host, 90 min):

DNA, 73/701 (10.8%)

recombinant; diluted 2-fold, 21/183 (11.5%); 4-fold, 32/302

(10.6%); 8-fold, 25/220 (11.4%); 16-fold, 16/141 (11.3%).
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Thus total infective-center yields were approximately

proportional to the amount DNA transfected.

Under normal circumstances, recombination of

nonreplicating undamaged phage DNA is negligible, but can

be stimulated more than 100-fold by prior UV-irradiation of

phage particles (Lin and Howard-Flanders 1976; Hays and

Boehmer 1978; Porter, Mclaughlin and Low 1979). In Uvr+

experiments, recombination of non-UV-irradiated phage was

only about 0.02%, but recombination increased as a function

of UV dose up to at least 100 J/m2. Frequencies were as high

as 30% (Figure 1 A). These results were consistent with

previous reports (Lin and Howard-Flanders 1976; Hays and

Boehmer 1978; Porter, Mclaughlin and Low 1979).

In UvrA- infections, frequencies of recombination of

unirradiated phages were less than 0.02%. At 20 J/m2, UvrA-

frequencies were about 6-12%, 3-6 times of that for Uvr+

infections. However, UvrA- frequencies were maximal at this

dose and decreased for phages that were irradiated more

intensively. At 100 LT/m2, the UvrA- frequencies were less

than 1%, i.e. less than 1/30 of those in Uvr+ infections.

Similar results were obtained using the X lacZ118 X

lacZ813 repressed-infection system (Porter et al. 1979).

Here recombination was measured as P-galactosidase activity

resulting from crossover between the lacZ point mutations. I
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Figure 1. UV-dose-dependence of recombination of
nonreplicating UV-irradiated phage DNA.

A. Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3

cI857 phages on dam::Tn9 bacteria (strain WF2873),

irradiation of phage stocks to indicated fluences,

infections of indicated homoimmune lysogens under room

lighting, extraction of phage DNA after 90 min,

electroporative transfection of AlacZ recA bacteria (strain

WF2872), and measurements of the frequency of A +B +lac+

infective centers, were as described under MATERIALS AND

METHODS. The 100 J/m2 data were obtained in a separated

experiment. For each datum, frequencies were calculated

from pooled numbers of recombinants (1-378) and total

infective centers (107-7716) from two transfections were

typically + 1% to + 30% of frequencies shown.

B. Growth of X plac5 1acZ813(oc) red3 cI857 Sam? and X, plac5

1acZ118(oc) red3 cI857 Sam7 phages on dam::Tn9 bacteria

(strain WF2873), irradiation of phage stocks to indicated

fluences, infections of indicated homoimmune lysogens under

room lighting, and measurements of P-galactosidase activity

after 120 min, were as described under MATERIALS AND

METHODS.

Lysogenic bacteria infected: wt, WF2849; mutSL, WF2859;

uvrAmut+, WF2860; uvrAmutSL, WF2864.
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corrected for direct effects of UV-irradiation on lacZ

transcription using P-galactosidase activities measured in

parallel infections with UV-irradiated X lacZ+ phages.

Apparent recombination frequencies were negligible for

unirradiated phages, maximal in uvr+ hosts at 50-60 J/m2,

and maximal in uvrA hosts at 20-30 J/m2 (Figure 1 B).

B. Uvr- independent Recombination Is Mediated by the Methyl-
directed Mismatch Repair System

Results of other investigations suggested that the

methyl-directed mismatch repair (MutHLS) system might be

responsible for Uvr-independent recombination (recombination

in uvrA cells). One such study (Du, S. J. B.,

unpublished results), using a recombination system in which

prophage markers were recombined into superinfecting UV-

irradiated phage DNA, showed low-frequency Mut-dependent

Uvr-independent recombination. Another study (McGraw and

Marines 1980) found E. coli d(GATC)-methylation-deficient

(dam) mutants to be UV-sensitive, but dam mutS or dam mutL

double mutants to be as UV resistant as wild-type cells.

This suggested that the MutHLS system may process UV-

irradiated DNA.

To determine whether Uvr-independent recombination is

MutHLS-system-dependent, two important questions must be

addressed: first, whether such UV-stimulated recombination
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can be eliminated by mut mutations; second, whether this

Uvr-independent recombination exhibits methylation-state

dependency.

I introduced mutH, mutt, mutS single and double

mutations into appropriate hosts by P1 transduction, and

varied phage-DNA d(GATC)-methylation by growing phage on

dam::Tn9 ("Dam- phage") or wild-type ("Dam+ phage")

bacteria, or on bacteria harboring a multicopy dam+-encoding

plasmid ("Dam+++ phage"). The methyl-directed mismatch-

repair (MutHLS) system responds to mismatched bases by

nicking at unmethylated d(GATC) sites (Lahue et al. 1989).

Methylated d(GATC) sites are resistant to nicking. DNA with

d(GATC) sites that are completely methylated is not a

substrate of Mut system; only DNA with unmethylated or

partially methylated (hemimethylated) d(GATC) sites are

subject to MutHLS action. Thus the MutHLS process depends

highly on the methylation states of d(GATC) sites on DNA.

Phage k replicates so rapidly in normal bacteria that DNA in

phage particles is only about 70% methylated, therefore the

Dam+ phage stock must have contained hemimethylated and

perhaps unmethylated sites (Lacks, Dunn and Greenberg 1982).

The time-course of ? A+B+1acZ118 X k Aam Bam lac+

recombination during repressed infections of uvrA bacteria

was measured (Figure 2). Each phage stock was irradiated to

20 J/m2, the optimal dose in the UvrA- recombination dose-
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Figure 2. Recombination of nonreplicating UV-irradiated
phage DNA in uvrA bacteria.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3

c1857 phages in bacteria deficient ("Dam- phage"), normal

("Dam+ phage"), or overexpressing (Dam+++ phage") with

respect to DNA-adenine methylation, irradiation of phages to

20 J/m2, infection of indicated homoimmune lysogens under

room lighting, extraction of DNA at indicated times,

electroporative transfection of Alac recA bacteria (strain

WF2872), and measurements of the frequency of A+B+lac+

infective centers were as described under MATERIALS AND

METHODS. Dam- phages (grown on WF2873 bacteria): (0),

infections of uvrA mut+ lysogens; (), uvrA mutL mutS. Dam+

phages (grown on WF2869 bacteria): (0), infections of uvrA

mut+ lysogens; (U), uvrA mutL mutS. Dam+++ phages (grown on

WF2878 bacteria): (A), infections of uvrA mut+ lysogens; (

), uvrA mutL mutS. Lysogenic strains used: uvrA mut+,

WF2860; uvrA mutL mutS, WF2864. For each datum, frequencies

were calculated from pooled numbers of recombinants (0-116)

and nonrecombinant (174-8170) infective centers from three

to five transfections. When frequencies were calculated for

individual transfections, ranges between extreme values were

±1% to ±30 of frequencies shown.
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response curve (Figure 1). At 90 min after infection,

recombination events were more frequent among Dam- than

among Dam+ or Dam+++ phages; even after 60 min,

recombination frequencies were inversely correlated with

methylation. The recombination was highly dependent on Mut

functions.

The results of recombination may be further summarized

as follows (Table 2): (1), For d(GATC)-unmethylated (Dam-)

and partially methylated (Dam+) phages, recombinant

frequencies were reduced 4- to 20-fold by mut mutations, in

12 of 13 experiments (Table 2, lines 1-5); however,

recombination frequencies for over-methylated (Dam+++)

phages were reduced only slightly in mut bacteria (Table 2,

line 6). (2), in mut+ bacteria, recombination frequencies

were three- to five-fold higher for Dam- phages than for

Dam+++ phages (Table 2 line 7), but not significantly

different in mut- repressed infections (lines 8, 9). Thus

d(GATC)-under-methylated DNA and MutH, L and S activities

were implicated in most Uvr-independent UV-stimulated

recombination.

No systematic differences in recombinant frequencies

were found during infections of dam+ and dam::Tn9 bacteria,

suggesting that the host Dam methylase played no direct role

in the recombination. I did not measure the extent of
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Table 2. Dependence of UV-stimulated recombination of
nonreplicating phage DNA in uvrA bacteria on host
MutHLS function and on undermethylation of phage
DNA

Relative recombination ratio [(mut- host)/(mut+
host))" at indicated times after infection

Phage DNA° Host
phenotype genotype 40 min 60 min 90 min

120
min

Dam- mutLS 0.28 ± 0.16 0.15 ± 0.06 0.14 ± 0.07 ND
Dam- mutH 0.095 0.093 0.064 0.19
Dam- mutL ND 0.20 0.10 ND
Dam- mutS ND 0.16 0.049 ND
Dam+ mutLS <0.16 0.69 0.20 ± 0.04 ND
Dam+++ mutLS ND 0.65 0.53 ND

Relative recombination ratio [(Dam- phage)/
(Dam+++ phage)J` at indicated times after infec-

tion
Host

genotype 40 min 60 min 90 min

mut+ '3.9 ± 2.6 2.5 ± 1.1 4.8 ± 1.4
mutLS 1.25 ± 0.25 0.52 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.7
mutH ND 0.45 0.49

a Dam- phage stocks had been propagated on dam::Tn9 bacteria
(WF2873), Dam+ stocks on dam+ bacteria (WF2869), and Dam'
on dare-overproducers (WF2878).

Six different experiments with XY1722 (Aam Bam lac+) plus
XY1730 (A+ lacZ118) phages were performed, and recombinant
frequencies measured, as described under MATERIALS AND METH-
ODS. Data were combined by calculating for each time point the
ratio of the recombinant frequency for mutH (strain WF2861) or
mutL (WF2862) or mutS (WF2863) or mutLS (WF2864 or WF2876)
bacteria relative to the mut+ (WF2860 or WF2877) frequency, and
averaging the ratios for different experiments. For each experi-
ment, data from three transfections were pooled (totals were 0-88
recombinant infective centers, 436-5428 total infective centers).
For testing mutLS effects, repressed infections were performed
under room lighting, with dam::Tn9 derivatives (WF2876 vs.
WF2877), and both under room lighting and in the dark with dam+
derivatives (WF2860 vs. WF2864); there were no significant system-
atic differences in mut-/mut+ ratios as a result of lighting or the darn
genotype of the host. Data are averages and standard deviations for
three (Dam+. mutLS) or four (Dam-/dam+ mutLS, Dam+/
dam+ mulLS) experiments, or frequencies for one experiment.

Recombinant frequencies were used to calculate ratios for Dam-
relative to Dam' phages (see footnote a). mut+ and mutLS data
are averages and standard deviations from three experiments, mutH
data from a single experiment.
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methylation (if any) of nonreplicating Dam- DNA in Dam+

hosts.

C. Uvr-mediated Recombination in mut Bacteria Is Slightly
Lower at Low UV Doses, but Higher at High Doses

The strong effects of the MutHLS system on

recombinations in UvrA- cells raise some important

questions: how does this system interact with the Uvr repair

system in wild-type cells, and what are the consequences?

As shown in Figure 1 A, the recombinant frequency at 20

J/m2 was substantial if UV-irradiated DNA was processed by

MutHLS but not UvrABC functions; the presence of the Uvr

system resulted in a much lower frequency. Recombinant

frequencies for DNA in the absent of the MutHLS system (uvr+

mutLS cells) were slightly different (appeared slightly

lower, Figure 1 A) from the recombinant frequencies for DNA

in uvr+ mut+ bacteria at the same UV fluence. This suggests

that the MutHLS system may contribute a little to

recombination in uvr+ cells. At 100 J/m2, DNA processed by

the Mut system without UvrABC (uvrA mut+) produced only a

few recombinants; recombinants in uvr+ mut+ bacteria were

30-fold more frequent. However, at 100 J/m2 the MutHLS

system did have a significant effect in uvr+ cells (Figure

3): at 60 min and 90 min after infection, recombinant

frequencies for Dam- and Dam+++ DNA were respectively 90-
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Figure 3. Recombination of nonreplicating UV-irradiated
phage DNA in uvr+ bacteria.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3

c1857 phages on dam::Tn9 ("Dam- phage") or dam+-plasmid-

containing ("Dam+++ phage") bacteria (strains WF2873, WF2878

respectively), irradiation of phages to 100 J/m2, infections

of indicated homoimmune lysogens in the dark, extraction of

DNA at indicated times, electroporative transfection of

Alac recA bacteria (strain WF2872), and measurement of the

frequency of A+B+lac+ infective

under MATERIALS AND METHODS.

bacteria): () infections of

centers were as described

Dam-

uvr+

mutH; (A) uvr+ mutL mutS. Dam+++

bacteria): (0) uvr+ mut+ lysogens;

phages (grown on WF2873

mut+ lysogens; () uvr+

phages (grown on WF2878

(0) uvr+ mutH; (A) uvr+

mutL mutS. Lysogenic strains used: uvr+ mut+, WF2849; uvr+

mutH, WF2856; uvr+ mutL mutS, WF2859. Frequencies were

calculated from pooled numbers of recombinant (0-233) and

nonrecombinant PFU (70-11,909) from three transfections.

Ranges among frequencies calculated for individual

transfections were typically ±1% to ±30% of frequencies

shown.
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190% and 30-160% higher in Mut- (squares, triangles) than in

Mut+ (circles) infections; the frequencies for highly

methylated DNA (Dam+++, open symbols) were only slightly

higher than frequencies for unmethylated DNA (Dam-, filled

symbols). Although there was considerable experimental

variation in these ratios, the higher recombinant

frequencies for Dam+++ DNA, and the higher frequencies in

Mut- bacteria, were seen consistently. Similarly,

recombination between Dam+ lac- X phages irradiated to 100

J/m2, assayed by Vgalactosidase measurement after 90 min,

was 260% higher in uvr+ mutLS than in uvr+ mut+ bacteria

(Figure 1 B); irradiated to less than 60 J/m2 was up to 40%

lower in uvr+ mutLS than in uvr+ mut+ bacteria. These

results suggest that (1) processing by UvrABC functions

somehow more or less preempts processing by MutHLS; (2) Mut-

processing of UV-irradiated DNA apparently produces two

distinct consequences: at low UV doses, it stimulates

recombination; at high UV fluence, it inhibits recombination

or removes recombinants.

D. Methyl-directed Mismatch "Repair" Decreases the
Viability of Nonreplicatinq UV-irradiated X DNA, and the
Viability of UV-irradiated Bacteria

It has been observed that under appropriate conditions

in vitro the MutHLS system can produce nicks and single-

stranded gaps up to a few kb in length; and double-strand
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breaks are also generated if GATC sites on both strands are

unmethylated (Lahue et a1. 1989; Grilly et al. 1993).

Therefore it is not unreasonable to assume that MutHLS-

mediated destruction of DNA might be significant in vivo. If

the MutHLS system increases the recombinagenicity of UV-

irradiated DNA by introducing strand breaks, one might

expect it to also decrease the biological activity of

superinfecting phage DNA. Irradiated bacterial chromosomes

might similarly be affected. Such strand breaks were

suspected to be responsible for "killing" of DNA containing

mismatches (Doutriaux et al. 1986). This hypothesis of

MutHLS-dependent destruction ("restriction") was tested

first by measuring the infectivity of repressed-infection X

DNA. The infections were carried out in uvrA bacteria under

dark conditions; this minimized repair processes which might

simultaneously increase the infectivity of UV-irradiated

DNA. Moreover, I subsequently transfected DNA extracted from

these cells into bacteria that were mutLS uvr+ rec+ and

harbored a multicopy phr+ plasmid, to maximize photoproduct

repair and minimize mismatch repair during transfection:

transfected bacteria were incubated under photoreactivating

(370-nm) light. During infections with a mixture of Xphages

similar to those used in the recombination experiments, the

infectivity of nonreplicating UV-irradiated (phage) DNA,

relative to that of unirradiated DNA in parallel control

infections, declined with incubation time (Figure 4). This

loss of infectivity depended on host MutHLS function (Figure
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Figure 4. Restriction of nonreplicating UV-irradiated phage
DNA in uvrA bacteria.

Growth of X Aam Bam 1ac+ red3 cI857 and A, 1acZ118 red3

cI857 phages on dam::Tn9 ( "Dam -" phages) or dam+-plasmid-

containing ("Dam+++") bacteria (strains WF2873, WF2878

respectively), irradiation of phages to 20 J/m2 (filled

symbols) or 100 J/m2 (open symbols), infections of indicated

homoimmune lysogens, extraction of phage DNA at indicated

times, electroporative transfection of recA+ mutLS (phr+

plasmid) bacteria (strain WF2885), and scoring of infective

centers, were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. Data

correspond to averages for two determinations of the ratio

of the specific infectivity (infective centers per ng of 3H-

DNA) of UV-irradiated DNA to that of unirradiated DNA.

Unirradiated DNA extracted at 60 min was used to normalize

all irradiated-DNA points. (Ode) Infections mut+ lysogens;

(0), mutH; (A,A), mutL mutS. Lysogenic strains used: uvrA

mut+, WF2860; uvrA mutH, WF2861; uvrA mutLS, WF2864. Data

correspond to pooled numbers of infective centers from three

transfections.
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4, circles vs. squares and triangles), was more pronounced

for Dam- (Figure 4, panel A) than for Dam+++ phage DNA

(panel B), and was more marked for more heavily irradiated

phage DNA (filled vs. open symbols). Dam+++ phage DNA,

irradiated to 100 J/m2, showed only slight decreases during

mut+ repressed infection.

Second, I tested the hypothesis that the MutHLS system

attacks UV-irradiated DNA by measuring effects on bacterial

viability. On the basis of sixty independent trials,

conducted using various UV doses, I concluded that in uvrA

cells the MutHLS system decreased UV resistance by about 50%

(Table 4) In irradiated uvr+ bacteria, the decrease in

viability was relatively smaller, based on 11 trials. This

may be due to effective repair of UV lesions by the Uvr

system. The most striking results were obtained with Mut-

over-producing uvrA bacteria: Mut-plasmid-containing .cells

were 2-10 times less viable than normal-Mut-producing cells

at UV dose of 2.4 J/m2 (Table 4). Among the three Mut+

overproducers, MutH had the most severe effect. Since I did

not measure the levels of Mut protein expressed, I do not

know whether the differences observed among MutS, MutL and

MutH overproducers were due to the distinctive properties of

MutS, MutL and MutH proteins, or to different protein

levels.
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E. The Recombinacrenic Pathways Utilized by the MutHLS
System Involve RecA, RecBC and RecF Functions

Smith and Hays (1985) previously demonstrated, using a

spheroplast-transfection assay, that essentially all UV-

stimulated recombination of nonreplicating phage DNA during

repressed infections requires RecA function.

Mismatch repair tracts can be very long in vitro, and

the intermediates may include nicks, gaps, double-strand

breaks (when both of the opposite GATC sites are

unmethylated) and single-stranded DNA (Lahue et al. 1989;

Grilley et al. 1993). It is not unreasonable to assume that

such intermediates are also generated in vivo. It is

generally thought that different DNA precursors are

preferentially used by different recombination pathways.

Double-strand breaks are preferred substrates of the RecBCD

pathway, and single-strand nicks or gaps are inferred to be

utilized by the RecF pathway (for a review, see Smith 1988).

Recombination initiated by the MutHLS system thus might

utilize either of these pathways. Therefore, MutHLS-

dependent recombination of UV-irradiated DNA was measured in

strains defective in these recombination genes.

I tested the requirements of cellular recombination

functions for Uvr-dependent recombination. As shown in

Figure 5 Panel A, in uvr+rec+ infections recombinant

frequencies of UV-irradiated k were as high as 30% during
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Figure 5. Recombination in recombination-deficient cells.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 cI857 and X lacZ118 red3 c1857

phages on dam::Tn9 bacteria (strain WF2873), irradiation of

phage stocks to 20 J/m2, infections of indicated cells

carrying pWF1 [Xci (ind-)-encoding plasmid] under room

lighting, extraction of phage DNA at time indicated,

electroporative transfection of Alac recA bacteria (strain

WF2872), and measurements of the frequency of A +B +lac+

infective centers were as described under MATERIALS AND

METHODS.

Panel A: uvr+ mutS infections. Bacteria infected: (I) rec+,

WF2906(pWFl); (0) recJ, WF2909(pWFl); (U) recF,

WF2903(pWFl); (A) recBC, WF2915(pWFl); (*)

WF2912(pWF1).

Panel B: uvrA mut+ infections. Bacteria infected: () rec+,

WF2905(pWF1); (0) recJ, WF2908(pWFl); (U) recF,

WF2902(pWFl); (A) recBC, WF2916(pWF1); (*) recBCF,

WF2911(pWF1).
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the 120 min infection. To eliminate possible Mut-dependent

recombination, I used mutL mutS strains and Dam+++ phages at

100 J/m2 UV for these uvr+ experiments. A recF mutation in

uvr+ bacteria reduced the recombinant frequencies by nearly

40%, indicating that Uvr-mediated recombination was

partially RecF-dependent. Such recombination was RecBC-

dependent as well. In recBC cells, frequencies were about

35% of rec+ frequencies for 90 min infection, and 23% for

120 min. Additional recF mutation of recBC hosts did not

further reduce the recombinant frequencies for both 60 and

120 min point. A recJ mutation also reduced the Uvr-

dependent frequencies, by more than 50%.

MutHLS-mediated recombination was studied in uvr-

infections (Figure 5, Panel B). Dam- phages were irradiated

to 20 J/m2 for maximal Mut effect (Figure 1). Strong RecF-

and RecBC-dependent recombination was observed: Rec-

defeciencies reduced the recombinant frequencies by more

than 75%, while a recF recBC double mutation further reduced

the recombination by another 10-20%.

F. MutHLS-mediated Recombination Depends on Exo I, Exo VII,
RecJ, UvrD Activities, and Partially on Poi III Activity

It has been directly demonstrated that RecA protein-

promoted model reactions require the presence of single-

stranded DNA, and free ends (Cox and Lehman 1981; Das Gupta
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et al. 1980). During the mismatch repair process, three

different exonucleases excise DNA from the MutH-generated

incision, in a 3' to 5' or a 5' to 3' direction (Grilley et

al. 1993). One might expect production of excision gaps by

these exonucleases to be essential for MutHLS- mediated

recombination.

Two of these three exonucleases, exo VII and RecJ, have

5'-3' ssDNA digestion capability. Removal of either one of

them reduced recombination significantly (Figure 6.

Recombination frequencies at 120 min were about 30% (RecJ-)

to 50% (exo VII-) of those found in exo+ cells. When the

incubation time was shorter than 90 min, recombinant

frequencies in exonuclease-deficient bacteria were less than

70% of wild-type frequencies. [In the earlier experiments

(Fig. 5, Panel B) RecJ- frequencies were a bit higher, which

might be due to a leaky mutation used in the earlier

experiments (S. Lovett, personal communication)].

To my knowledge, exo VII- mutations (xse) have never

before been demonstrated to reduce recombination; in fact,

xse mutations cause increased recombination (hyper-rec

phenotype) in some cases. To further support my observation,

a plasmid encoding the E. coli xse+ gene was transformed

into A(xse) bacteria (WF3121). Virtually complete

restoration of recombination activity was observed (Figure

6) .
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Figure 6. Recombination in helicase- or exonuclease-
deficient cells.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3

cI857 phages on dam::Th9 bacteria (strain WF2873),
irradiation of phage stocks to 20 J/m2, infections of

indicated homoimmune lysogens under room lighting,

extraction of phage DNA at time indicated, electroporative

transfection of Alac recA bacteria (strain WF2872), and

measurements of the frequency of A+B+lac+ infective centers

were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. Lysogenic

strains infected: exo+ , WF2860; exo I-, WF3119; exo VII-,

WF3121; RecJ-, WF3122; UvrD-, SM2503; exo VII- (exo VII++

plasmid), WF3121(pRC101).
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Figure 6. Continued
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The third exonuclease considered, exonuclease I, exhibits 3'

to 5' exonuclease activity. Cells lacking this nuclease

showed a 50% to 66% reduction in recombinant frequencies at

the various times during the 40- to 120-min incubation

period.

In the mismatch repair model of Modrich (Lahue et a/.

1989), the UvrD helicase is postulated to displace single-

stranded DNA, rendering it accessible to 3'-5' or 5'-3'

exonuclease activities. Here recombination was reduced 75%

to 88% during the 40- to 120-min incubation period by a

uvrD::Tn5 mutation. This reduction was greater than that for

any single exonuclease mutations for incubations of 90 min

or more (Figure 6).

The absence of a single exonuclease appeared here to

be partially compensated by other exonuclease activities,

since residual recombination was substantial in all three

single-exonuclease mutations. Double mutations, including

Axon Axse, Axon recJ::Tn10 and Axse recJ::Tn10, were

constructed, and MutHLS-dependent recombination of UV-

irradiated DNA assayed (Figure 7). A recJ single mutation

was tested at the same time. Recombinant frequencies in all

double mutations were more than 50% lower than in any of the

single-exonuclease mutants. The greatest reduction in

frequency was seen with a Axon recJ::Tn10 double mutation;

here recombination was nearly undetectable.
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Figure 7. Recombination in cells lacking two exonucleases.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3 c1857

phages on dam::Th9 bacteria (strain WF2873), irradiation of

phage stocks to 20 J/m2, infections of indicated homoimmune

lysogens under room lighting, extraction of phage DNA at

time indicated, electropbrative transfection of Alac recA

bacteria (strain WF2872), and measurements of the frequency

of A+B+lac+ infective centers were as described under

MATERIALS AND METHODS. Lysogenic strains infected: exo+,

WF2860; RecJ-, WF3122; exo I- exo VII-, WF3123; exo I- RecJ-

, WF3125; exo VII- RecJ-, WF3124.
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Figure 7. Continued
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In the mismatch repair process, poi III is required to fill

the gaps left behind by the exonuclease activities. Pol III

inactivation would be expected to preserve the existence of

such recombinagenic gaps, thus a po1C mutation might be

hyperecombinagenic. A pol III temperature sensitive (ts)

mutation, dnaE511::Tnl° (po1C511::Tn10), was tested for its

effect on recombination. This polCts strain grew extremely

poor at 37°C; at 44°C, no cells survived; however, the

mutant maintained the same growth rate as po1+ at 30°C. I

measured the recombinant frequencies at these three

different temperatures (Figure 8). At 30°C, the recombinant

frequencies of polCts were about the same as pol+ after 90,

120 min incubation. At 37°C, the recombinant frequencies of

polCts were about 75% as poi+ after 90 min, 65% after 120

min. Raising the temperature to 43°C might be expected to

further eliminate any pol III activity; however, it only

shortened the time required to achieve higher level of

recombination, but did not increase the difference between

polCts and pol+. Recombination in polCts bacteria was up to

30% lower than in po1+ after 120 min incubation. Though I

did not measured the DNA concentration used in each

electroporation, the number of infective centers scored may

still provide a useful estimate of the viability of A, DNA in

each infection. The total infective centers scored (each

represents the sum of six independent electroporations)

expressed as polCts over pol+, at 120 min were 3690/4322,

3591/2760, 2731/3137, for incubation at 30 °C, 37°C, and
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Figure 8. Recombination in polCts cells.

Growth of X Aam Bam lac+ red3 c1857 and X lacZ118 red3

c1857 phages on dam::Th9 bacteria (strain WF2873),

irradiation of phage stocks to 20 LT/m2, infections of

indicated homoimmune lysogens under room lighting,

extraction of phage DNA at time indicated, electroporative

transfection of Alac recA bacteria (strain WF2872), and

measurements of the frequency of A+B+lac+ infective centers

were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. Experiments

were performed at the specific temperatures indicated. Data

represent the averages of 3 independent experiments at 37°C

and 44°C, and one at 3000. Lysogenic strains infected: pol+-

strain, WF2860 (filled symbols); polCts, WF3131 (open

symbols).
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Figure 8. Continued
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44 °C, respectively. The numbers of infective centers in

polCts infections scored at other times were also similar to

those in poi+ infections. These results indicate that

mutation of pol III has a small negative effect on

recombination, and does not affect the overall viability of

irradiated X DNA.

2. DNA Intermediates Containing Nicks, Double-strand Breaks
and Single-stranded Regions Appear to Arise During
MutHLS-mediated Recombination Reactions

The striking effect of the exonuclease and uvrD

mutations on recombination of UV-irradiated phage DNA

suggested that some DNA structures produced by these

activities, perhaps gaps or single-stranded ends, were vital

for recombination.

Even though it is generally assumed that mature

recombinants are derived from certain DNA intermediates,

such as nicked, gapped and single-strand-ended molecules,

almost in no instances have these structures been identified

during recombination reactions in vivo. This may be due to

rapid repair of structures that are highly transient and

limited in size, making them undetectable by most

techniques. The MutHLS system, on the other hand, produces

repair tracts up to a few thousand bases. Excision gaps may

not be filled rapidly (especially when excision is 3'-5',

since the 3'-end is not available for DNA polymeraSe).
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Therefore gaps may be observable in vivo. Indirect support

for the supposition that gap-filling is slow during the

MutHLS-mediated process is provided by the following

results: UV-irradiated nonreplicating X. DNA extracted from a

mut+ host has much lower infectivity than X DNA extracted

from a mut host (Figure 4); and mut+ bacteria are slightly

more UV sensitive than mut bacteria (Table 3). This suggests

that slowly filled gaps occasionally give rise to strand

breaks. I employed a sedimentation approach, in an attempt

to verify the existence of structures that might be

intermediates in MutHLS-dependent recombination of UV-

irradiated DNA.

In 1965, Bode used neutral sucrose gradient to analyze

the sedimentation properties of phage X DNA. DNA was

extracted from E. coli lysogens superinfected with X. He

found three distinct species of DNA molecules sedimenting at

different velocities: species I sedimented 1.9 times faster

and species II sedimented 1.14 times faster than X DNA

isolated from mature particles (species III). The physical

forms of these DNA species were found to be supercoiled,

nicked circular and linear DNA, respectively.

A similar sucrose gradient profile was observed when I

performed sedimentation studies with DNA extracted from

repressed-infection bacteria. A typical profile is shown in

Figure 9. I found that supercoiled form DNA (species I)
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Figure 9. Sucrose gradient analysis of phage DNA extracted
from a repressed infection.

Growth of A, 1acZ118 red3 c1857 phages ( ?Y1730) on dam::Tn9

bacteria (strain WF2873), radioactive-labeling with 3H- and

140_ thymidine, infections of homoimmune lysogen (strain

WF2860) under room lighting, extraction of phage DNA after

60 min, and analysis by neutral sucrose gradient

sedimentation were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Sedimentation was from right to left. The size of a gradient

fraction is shown as cpm of the fraction divided by total

cpm recovered from the entire gradient (thus 100% means all

cpm recovered from the entire gradient). A peak is defined

as a group of fractions that are significantly above the

background. Each peak defines one species; the region

between them defines another [an exeption is species

which is named after species II and III (Bode

1965)]. The first six fractions of the gradient contain

uncharacterized material that occurs in every gradient, the

nature of such material is unknown. For this reason the

first six fractions are not considered as a sedimentation

species here (but are included in the total cpm). The five

species can be defined from this model gradient are

indicated by Roman characters.
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Figure 9. Continued
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Table 3. UV resistance of Mut- and Mut+++ bacteria

Relative survival (mur/mur+) at indicated UV flucnces

Strain Murmur

levr13- uvr+

Background Genotype (trials) 0.641/m2 0.961/m2 1.61/m2 2.41/m2 (trials) 30I/m2 601/m2 901/m2

CC101 murS (6) 1.6 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.9 17 ± 0.7 ND ND ND
CC102 mud (E) 3.0 ± 1.5 3.2± 19 2.9 I 1.0 2.4 ± 0.5 (4) 1.1 i- 0.7 12± 03 1.4 ± 0.6
CC102 mutli (4) 1-5 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.8 1.4 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.9 ND ND ND
CC103 murS (10) 1.9 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.9 2.0 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 0.9 (3) 12± 0.2 1.53 0.6 1.1 ± 03
CC103 nuttH (5) 1-5 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.4 ND ND ND
CC104 mud (6) 2.12 0.6 14 ± 03 1.6 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.5 ND ND ND
CC105 murS (6) 2.4 ± 1.1 3.8 322 32 3 12 2.8 ± 0.4 ND ND ND
CC106 mud (11) 1.6 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 02 (4) 13305 1530.4 1.520.4
CC106 mutes (4) 13 ± 03 1.7 5 03 1.4 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 02 ND ND ND

Avenge (60) 1.9 ± 0.5 22 ± 0.7 2.0±0.6 1.9 ± 0.4

uvrA' (liner) cells containing Mut-overproducing
(pt-promoted) plasmids

mut5. 0.73 0.46 0.59

murL' 0.70 0.26 0.13

tracH" 028 0.19 0.10

Plating of cells on glucose-minimal plates immediately after UV-irradiation, and scoring
survival of colonies on glucose-minimal plates after 24 hours, were as described under
MATERIALS AND METHODS.
For relative survival of indicated CC101-CC106 derivatives, relative survival = (mut-
survival fraction) / (mut+ survival fraction). Survival = (UV-irradiated CFU per ml) /
(unirradiated CFU per ml). Bacterial strains used are the same as described in Table 4.
For relative survival of tivrA (kind-) cells containing Muttoverproducing plasmids,
relative survival = (mut+++ survival fraction) / (mut+ survival fraction). Data shown are
averages of three independent experiments. Bacterial strains used are: mut+,
WF2860(pSCC31ND); mutS+++, WF2860(pMS312); mutL+++ WF2947, mutH+++
WF2946.
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accounted for 55% of the total 3H-radioactivity recovered

from the gradient (100% cpm = total cpm recovered from the

gradient. All percentage data presented here are the

percentage of total cpm corresponding to each species).

Relaxed circular or linear forms (species II/III) accounted

for 16% of the total recovered cpm, and very-low-molecular-

weight DNA (non-alcohol-precipitable material or 3H-labeled

DNA sedimenting slowly in the gradient, species IV)

accounted for another 9% (this could represent a background

level, since 5-7% of total cpm sediment as species IV even

for the 14C__labeled linear DNA marker). However, the

relative percentages of DNA molecules in relaxed (nicked)

circular or linear forms cannot be estimated easily, since

the two species do not separate well. The linear forms

presumably sediment at the same velocity as the linear

marker. The relaxed circular forms may sediment slightly

faster than the linear marker; the positions of the two

appear only 1 or 2 fractions apart in the gradient, as

observed by Bode (1965), and in this experiment (Figure 9).

Prior irradiation of phage DNA with UV at a low dose

made no significant changes in sedimentation properties of

intracellular phage DNA (Figure 12 Panel A). However,

irradiation at 100 J/m2 greatly changed the distribution of

molecular forms in the gradient profile: the supercoiled

fraction decreased, with about 64% of DNA molecules in open-

relaxed-circular/linear forms (Figure 12, Panel B). This
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suggests that some DNA discontinuities, such as nicks, gaps

or double strand breaks, had been introduced into the DNA.

Also, apparent degradation products (species IV) were

present in larger quantity (25%) among intracellular UV-

irradiated phage DNA. Decreases in species I, and increases

in species IV, corresponded to increased levels of methyl-

directed mismatch-repair proteins (Figure 12). Species I

seen in Panel D MutS-, Panel B Mut+, and Panel C MutS+++

went from 55% to less than 1% and less than 1%, and species

IV from 9% to 25% to 33%, respectively. These results

suggested that the introduction of discontinuities to DNA,

which caused the supercoiled-circular DNA (species I) became

relexed-circular DNA (species II/III), and the degradation

of DNA, which increased the amount of species IV, resulted

from processing of UV-irradiated DNA by the mismatch repair

system.

The effects of other components in methyl-directed

mismatch repair system on molecular forms were also

examined. In Uvr- bacteria, irradiation of phage to 20 J/m2

resulted in the highest level of recombination (Figure 1).

However irradiation at this dose fail to yield detectable

physical changes in DNA. This observation might be similar

to observations in Uvr-dependent recombination experiments,

in which the undetectable (or transiently-existing) nicks or

double-strand breaks are generally believed to sufficiently

stimulate recombination. To better demonstrate Mut effects
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on UV-irradiated DNA, phages that had been grown in Dam-

bacteria and irradiated to 100 J/m2 were used in all

experiments. The exonucleases, exo VII, exo I and RecJ

(Figure 13, Panel A, B and C, respectively), did not seem to

be needed for the loss of supercoiled irradiated DNA in mut+

bacteria. Most DNA molecues in exonuclease-deficient

bacteria were present as species II/III (59% of total cpm

for the exo VII-, 50% for the exo I-, and 54% for the RecJ-

). However, exonucleases appeared needed to generate small

DNA fragments. The exo VII-, exo I- and recJ infections only

showed 14%, 13% and 16% of species IV (Figure 13 Panel A,

Panel B and Panel C), respectively, significantly less than

in exo+ cells. Other changes in sedimentation properties

were also observed in these gradients from exonuclease-

deficient cells: most DNA in species II/III sedimented very

close to the linear marker, suggesting that more of the DNA

in the II/III zone was linear than in the exo+ case. The

peak of species II/III was narrower 5 fractions

suggesting that it was less heterogeneous with respect to

shape, in exo- than in exo+ gradients. In contrast to the

case with infections of exonuclease mutants, in which

supercoiled intracellular DNA was completely absent, phage

DNA from infection of uvrD mut+ (helicase-II-defective)

mutants still contained a significant amount of supercoiled

DNA (about 21%). This might due to resealing of nicked DNA

by cellular ligase activity, since in uvrD bacteria nicks

might not be rapidly expended to gaps by exonucleases.
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Helicase II activity also appeared to be required for

generation of low-molecular-weight degradation products,

since less than 13% of total radioactive DNA in uvrD

infections sedimented as species IV.

Gradient analysis can not distinguish circular DNA with

single-stranded regions, or DNA linearized by double-strand

breaks, from relaxed circular molecules. Digestion by the

RecBCD enzyme might reveal the presence of such DNA,

however. It has been reported that linear DNA with blunt or

near-blunt ends is rapidly digested by RecBCD enzyme (Taylor

and Smith 1985; Prell and Wackernagel 1980). Supercoiled or

nicked circular DNA is not a substrate (Taylor and Smith

1985; Prell and Wackernagel 1980). Enzyme activity is

reduced 10 to 100-fold on linear DNA with single-stranded

tails longer than 50 nt or on circular DNA with gaps <750 nt

(Prell and Wackernagel 1980), relative to blunt-ended linear

DNA. However, DNA with gaps >650 nt is digested by excess

RecBCD enzyme during a long period of incubation (Taylor and

Smith 1985). To test digestibility by RecBCD enzyme under

the reaction conditions to be used in subsequent analysis of

intracellular DNA, I used mixtures of plasmid (pBR322) DNA

containing molecules with 275-nt or 650-nt gaps, constructed

by annealing linear full length plasmid DNA with purified

restriction fragments that were 275 nt or 650 nt shorter

than full length, as described by Taylor and Smith (1985)

(Figure 10). After incubation with RecBCD enzyme for various
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Figure 10. Resistance of gapped-circular molecules to RecBCD
digestion.

Mixtures of gapped circular and linear DNAs were made by

annealing PstI-cut pBR322 DNA with a large EcoRI-SalI

fragment to generate a 650-nucleotide gap, or with a large

SalI-BamHI fragment, to generate a 275-nucleotide gap.

Samples of each DNA (0.5 pg) were incubated with 5 units of

RecBCD enzyme at 37°C, in a volume of 25 pi, for the times

indicated. Reactions were analyzed by 1% agarose gel

electrophoresis. Details of the procedures were described by

Tayor and Smith (1985).
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times, annealed mixtures that contained both linear and

gapped molecules were analyzed by electrophoresis in a 1%

agarose gel. The bands corresponding to linear DNA were

absent from the products of 15 minutes of digestion;

however, no significant changes in the intensities of bands

corresponding to gapped molecules were observed after 60

minutes digestion (Figure 10).

UV-irradiated X phages (DNA labeled with 3H-thymidine)

were used to infect lysogenic bacteria. DNA extracted from

the infected bacteria was sedimented in neutral sucrose

gradients to separate the different DNA forms. Fractions

were then collected and DNA isolated by precipitation in

ethyl alcohol. Individual or pooled fractions were analyzed

by RecBCD digestion. Digested DNA becomes ethyl-alcohol-

nonprecipitable; the amounts of DNA in the supernatants and

in the pellets were determined by liquid scintillation

counting. In infections of uvrA mut+ bacteria with phage

irradiated to 100 J/m2 (Figure 12 Panel B), fractions

running at or near the position of 14C-labeled linear X DNA

marker (which was itself nearly 90% digestible) showed the

highest sensitivity to RecBCD digestion. Such sensitivity

might indicate that DNA molecules in these fractions were

linear blunt- or near-blunt-ended. DNA in fractions flanking

the marker position was only about 10-25% digestable. The

decrease in RecBCD sensitivity corresponded approximately to

the distance from the linear marker in both directions in
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the gradient. Such a distinctive low-high-low RecBCD-

sensitivity pattern was also found in uvrD infections

(Figure 13 Panel D). In mutS infections, DNA across the

whole gradient was relatively insensitive to RecBCD

digestion (Figure 12 Panel D). In all three Exo- infections,

most DNA sedimented as species and showed 55-75%

sensitivity to RecBCD digestion (Figure 13 Panel A, B and

C). The RecBCD sensitivity was not tested fraction by

fraction for DNA sedimenting faster than species II/III

because there was too little radioactivity to assay in those

fractions. These fractions were pooled and the percentage of

RecBCD sensitive DNA was determined to be 30-40%. I cannot

explain this apparent background. Thus the greater RecBCD

sensitivity of species II/III corresponded to a 15 to 40%

increase above this level of 30-40% for more rapidly

sedimenting DNA. This is considered significant because it

occurred in all experiments. Along with the observation that

in uvrA mut+ infections species II/III mostly sedimented at

the position of the linear marker, the RecBCD results

suggest that a significant portion of the DNA may be in

blunt-ended linear form. Although the gradient fractions

corresponding to DNA that sedimented more slowly than

species II/III were not assayed, the amount of RecBCD-

insensitive DNA here, if any, could only account for a very

small portion of DNA in the whole gradient, because the

fraction of radioactive DNA in those fractions was very low.
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DNA samples were further analyzed with mung-bean

nuclease, a single-strand-specific endonuclease. Treatment

with this enzyme should convert linear DNA with single-

stranded regions into blunt-ended DNA, a substrate for

RecBCD enzyme. However, nicked DNA would not be converted to

a RecBCD substrate by mung-bean endonuclease. To test

digestibility by the enzyme under the reaction conditions

used, a mixture of 14C-labeled double-stranded linear X DNA

and exonuclease III-treated (3% digested) 3H-labeled linear

X DNA was digested. Partial exonuclease-III treatment can

create various lengths of single-strandness in ? DNA (Prell

and Wackernagel 1980). Exonuclease III digestion were

carried out with a range of enzyme concentrations of 0.25-2

units/iimol DNA to obtain the desired amount of digestion.

The average size of single-strandness correlated to the

amount of DNA made acid-soluble (Prell and Wackernagel

1980). Analysis of single-stranded character by BND

cellulose chromatography (Figure 11) indicated that the

mung-bean nuclease digestion completely converted the 3H-DNA

from partially single-stranded (not elutable by 1 M NaCl,

but elutable by caffeine) to completely elutable by 1 M

NaCl. There was no significant change in affinity for BND-

cellulose in 14C-labeled linear ? DNA not previously treated

with exonuclease III, after mung-bean endonuclease

treatment, it remained entirely elutable by 1 M NaCl.

Analysis of exonuclease III-treated (made 3% acid-soluble)

3H-labeled linear X DNA by mung-bean endonuclease and
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Figure 11. Analysis of single stranded DNA and mung bean
nuclease treatment by BND-cellulose
chromatography.

Growth of k 1acZ118 red3 c1857 phages (XY1730) on dam::Th9

bacteria (strain WF2873), labeling of phage DNA with 3H-

thymidine and 14C-thymidine, preparation of phage DNA , and

analysis by BND-cellulose chromatography, were as described

under MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Panel A:

3H-labeled phage DNA was digested to 10% ethanol solubility

with exonuclease III, as described in the text. 3000 cpm of

this DNA was then mixed with non-exonuclease III-treated DNA

(14c_ labeled) and loaded on a BND-cellulose column, eluded

with a sequence of 0.3 M NaC1, 1 M NaC1, 0-2% caffeine

gradient, and 50% formamide. Usually 80-90% of the cpm could

be recovered from the elution. Data presented here are

percentage of cpm recovered from the elution, divided by

total cpm loaded. The first four fractions contains acid-

soluble material which was eluted with 0.3 M NaCl.

Panel B:

The caffeine-formamide eluted portion of DNA from Panel A

(fraction 14 25, mostly 3H-labeled DNA mixed with small

amount 14C DNA) was purified by EtOH precipitation, first

mixed with non-exonuclease III-treated DNA (14c- labeled),

then the whole mixture, 3H- plus 14C-labeled DNA, treated

with mung bean nuclease, and reanalysed by BND-cellulose

chromatography.
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Figure 11. Continued
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RecBCD-enzyme digestion indicated that the mung-bean

endonuclease digestion completely converted the 3H-DNA from

partially RecBCD-enzyme-digestible (50% digestible) to fully

RecBCD-enzyme-digestible (100%); there was no significant

change in

enzyme.

14C-DNA, which was all digestible by RecBCD

Ethyl-alcohol-precipitated DNA from gradient fractions

was treated with mung bean nuclease. Such treatment alone

did not produce any significant amount of ethyl alcohol-

soluble material in any fractions. However, in DNA from Exo+

Mut+ infections such treatment greatly increased the RecBCD

sensitivity of DNA sedimenting slightly more slowly than

species II/III and the linear marker (Figure 12 Panel B),

indicating possible single-strandness present in this DNA.

Such single-strandness appeared not to be present in DNA

sedimenting faster than the linear marker, since little or

no change in RecBCD digestibility after mung-bean-

endonuclease treatment was observed.

Analysis of UV-irradiated DNA extracted from repressed

infections of a mutS host by RecBCD enzyme showed that the

DNA was slightly sensitive to RecBCD digestion (<40%

digested), and was not converted to a more RecBCD-digestible

form by prior treatment with mung bean nuclease (Figure 12

Panel D). This suggests that neither ds breaks nor DNA

single-strandness were produced significantly in the mutS
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Figurel2. Sucrose-gradient sedimentation profile and RecBCD
nuclease and mung bean nuclease digestion of DNA
extracted from mismatch-repair-proficient or
deficient hosts.

Growth of X lacZ118 red3 c1857 phages (XY1730) on dam::Tn9

bacteria (strain WF2873), irradiation of phage stocks to 20

or 100 J/m2, infections of homoimmune lysogens under room

lighting, extraction of phage DNA after 60 min, analysis by

neutral sucrose gradient sedimentation, and RecBCD digestion

with or without prior mung-bean endonuclease treatment were

as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. Arrow indicates

the position of linear X DNA marker, which is similar to the

one in Figure 9. Gradient fractions were either individually

sampled or pooled (indicated as long bars between symbols)

to assure that each sample contained enough cpm (at least

600 cpm) for the following assays. For each sample, 50% of

the material was used for either RecBCD digestion or mung-

bean nuclease + RecBCD digestion. RecBCD digestibility was

determined both directly as the fraction of DNA

radioactivity remaining soluble, and as [1 (fraction

precipitated)]. The average of these two valves was used.

Representative experiment is shown. Two additional

experiments were performed, with similar RecBCD

digestibility (the variation of the values were about ±35%).

Panel A: phage stock irradiated to 20 J/m2, mut+ exo+ hosts

(WF2860). Total cpm recovered from this gradient was 25000

cpm.
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Panel B: phage stock irradiated to 100 J/m2, mut+ exo+ hosts

(WF2860). Total cpm recovered from this gradient was 25500

cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in each sample for

analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases were 600 to

3519 cpm.

Panel C: phage stock irradiated to 100 J/m2, mut+ exo+

hosts (WF2860) harboring a MutS++ plasmid (pMS312). Total

cpm recovered from this gradient was 25500 cpm.

Panel D: phage stock irradiated to 100 J/m2, mutS hosts

(WF2863). Total cpm recovered from this gradient was 30600

cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in each sample for

analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases were 600 to

6500 cpm.

Symbols were as shown in Panel B.
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infections. DNA extracted from repressed infections of cells

deficient in exonucleases (exo I, exo VII and RecJ

exonuclease) mutants or helicase (UvrD) showed extensive

RecBCD sensitivity in fractions running at or near the

linear marker; however, no increased sensitivity to RecBCD

digestion was observed after prior mung bean nuclease

treatment (Figure 13 Panel A, B, and C; in Panel D, the

RecBCD sensitivity of DNA in fraction 13-17 appeared to be

slightly increased after prior mung bean nuclease treatment,

however this phenomenon did not repeat in replicate

experiments. Thus this was considered as experiment errors).

This might suggest that ds breaks, but not single-stranded

structures, were produced in these exonuclease- or helicase-

deficient cells.

Another method for detection of single-stranded regions

is BND-cellulose (benzoylated-napthoylated-DEAE cellulose)

chromatography. BND cellulose has been useful for separation

of mature single-stranded phage DNA from replicating-form

DNA (Kiger and Sinsheimer 1969), for studying "gapped" DNA

during bacterial postreplication repair (Iyer and Rupp

1971), and for trapping DNA growing-point regions that

contained single-stranded regions (Scudiero and Strauss

1974). I found that partially single-stranded DNA (digested

with exonuclease III to 10% EtOH- solubility) could not be

eluted from BND cellulose by 1 M NaCl (Figure 11, exo-III-

treated DNA), whereas nearly 70% of fully double-strand DNA
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Figure 13. Sucrose-gradient sedimentation profile and RecBCD
nuclease and mung bean nuclease digestion of DNA
extracted from exonuclease- or helicase-deficient
hosts.

Assays were carried out as described in Figure 10. Arrow

indicates the position of linear X DNA marker, which is

similar to the one in Figure 9. Gradient fractions were

either individually sampled, or pooled (indicated as long

bars between symbols) to assure that each sample contained

enough cpm (at least 600 cpm) for the following assays. For

each sample, 50-100% of the material was used for RecBCD

digestion; the rest was used for mung-bean nuclease + RecBCD

digestion. RecBCD digestibility was determined both directly

as the fraction of DNA radioactivity remaining soluble, and

as [1 (fraction precipitated)]. The average of these two

valves was used. Representative experiment is shown. Two

additional experiments were performed, with similar RecBCD

digestibility (the variation of the values were about ±35%).

Panel A: xseA hosts (WF3121). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 25000 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases

were 1600 to 5000 cpm.

Panel B: xon hosts (WF3119). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 26000 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases

were 3450 to 11100 cpm.

Panel C: recJ hosts (WF3122). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 25500 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in
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each sample for analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases

were 2200 to 12700 cpm.

Panel D: uvrD hosts (SM2503). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 31000 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with RecBCD and mung bean nucleases

were 2700 to 4000 cpm.
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could be eluted under the same conditions. This elutable,

presumably duplex DNA is designated "1-M-salt DNA" (Figure

11, non-treated DNA). The single-stranded or partly single-

stranded (exo-III-treated) DNA can then be mostly eluted by

an additional 0-2% caffeine gradient in 1 M NaC1 (46%

eluted), followed by 50% formamide in 2% caffeine and 1 M

NaCl (24% eluted). The sum of caffeine- and formamide-

elutable DNA is considered to be DNA with single-stranded

character (designated "caffeine/formamide DNA"). About 10%

of non-exo-III-treated DNA (presumably fully ds DNA) was

also elutable only with caffeine. This phenomenon was

observed even in repeated chromatography of fractions eluted

by 1 M salt and is thus considered to be a normal background

in the assay.

Analysis of phage DNA from infected uvrA mut+ cells by

sucrose-gradient sedimentation and then BND-cellulose

chromatography showed that in the slowly-sedimenting

sucrose-gradient fractions between the positions of species

II/III and species IV (Figure 14 Panel A, Figure 15 Panel

A), about 25% of the 3H-DNA was caffeine/formamide DNA (a

background of 10% apparent caffeine/formamide DNA present in

all fractions has been subtracted). Less than 2% of the DNA

in other fractions was caffeine/formamide DNA. The

caffeine/formamide DNA, when first eluted with caffeine and

then chromatographed again on BND cellulose, could again be

eluted only with caffeine (in 1M NaC1) (Figure 15 Panel B).
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Figure 14. Analysis of single stranded DNA in gradient
fractions by BND-cellulose chromatography.

Growth of 2 1acZ118 red3 c1857 phages (XY1730) on dam::TY29

bacteria (strain WF2873), irradiation of phage stocks to 100

J/m2, infections of homoimmune lysogens under room lighting,

extraction of phage DNA after 60 min, analysis by neutral

sucrose gradient sedimentation, and analysis by END-

cellulose chromatography, were as described under MATERIALS

AND METHODS. Arrow indicates the position of linear ? DNA

marker, which is similar to the one in Figure 9. Gradient

fractions were either individually sampled (--) or pooled

) to assure that each sample contained enough cpm

(at least 1000 cpm) for the following assays. Samples were

individually analyzed by BND-cellulose chromatography.

Fraction of DNA with some single-stranded character (ss/ds

DNA) equals DNA cpm not eluted with 1M NaCl but subsequently

eluted with an 0-20% caffeine gradient followed by 50%

formamide, divided by total recovered cpm (which was usually

80-90% of total input cpm); data shown here reflect

subtraction of the elution background (10%). Typical

experiments are shown. Replicate experiments were performed

and the results were very similar (±10% variation in values

for single-stranded character).

Panel A: mut+ exo+ hosts (WF2860). Total cpm recovered from

this gradient was 24250 cpm, and the amounts of

radioactivity in each sample for analysis with END-column

were 1000 to 3700 cpm.
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Panel B: mutS hosts (WF2863). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 25250 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with END-column were 1300 to 3200

cpm.

Panel C: xseA hosts (WF3121). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 26100 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with BND-column were 1100 to 6500

cpm.

Panel D: uvrD hosts (SM2503). Total cpm recovered from this

gradient was 23000 cpm, and the amounts of radioactivity in

each sample for analysis with END-column were 1260 to 4800

cpm.

A sample profile of END-column-analysis is shown in the next

figure (Figure 15 Panel A).
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Figure 15. Analysis of single stranded DNA in gradient
fractions by BND-cellulose chromatography.

The experiment was carried out as described in Figure 14.

Panel A: The radioactivity profile of the analysis of

fraction 20 26 in Figure 14 Panel A by BND-cellulose

chromatography. 3500 cpm of pooled DNA was mixed with leaner

X DNA (14c._ labeled) and loaded on the BND-cellulose column.

Panel B: The caffeine/formamide eluted DNA from Panel A was

reanalyzed by BND-cellulose chromatography. About 800 cpm of

this DNA was mixed with leaner X DNA (14c- labeled) and

analyzed.

Panel C: The caffeine/formamide eluted DNA from another

gradient analysis (which was similar to Panel A) was first

treated with mung bean nuclease, then reanalyzed by BND-

cellulose chromatography. About 900 cpm of this DNA was

mixed with leaner X DNA (14c- labeled) and analyzed.

Panel D: Fractions that correspond to fraction 20 26 in

Figure 14 Panel A were pooled from a second gradient. The

pooled DNA was first purified by a second neutral sucrose

sedimentation and then about 1500 cpm of this DNA was mixed

with leaner X DNA (14c- labeled) and analyzed by BND-

cellulose chromatography.
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However, prior treatment of the caffeine/formamide DNA with

mung bean nuclease rendered it subsequently elutable with 1

M NaCl alone (Figure 15 Panel C), i.e. apparently double-

stranded. Purification of more slowly sedimenting DNA

(between species II/III and species IV), by a second neutral

sucrose sedimentation enriched the content of the

caffeine/formamide DNA (single-strand-containing) in the

same region to about 38% (Figure 15 Panel D). DNA with

partial single-stranded character was found only in sucrose-

gradient fractions of UV-irradiated phage DNA from

infections of uvrA mut+ cells. No caffeine/formamide DNA was

observed in gradients of DNA from MutS-, exo VII-, and hel

II- infections (Figure 14 Panel B, C and D). To analyze DNA

from exo I- and RecJ- infections, I pooled species II/III

and slower-than-II/III fractions. No caffeine/formamide DNA

was observed in either of these two pools.

H. UV-induced Mutant Freauencies of Excision-repair-
deficient Bacteria Are Increased by Deficiencies in
Mismatch Repair

I measured UV-induced reversion to lac+ of six

mutations in lacZ codon 461, designated lacZ461-1 to

1acZ461-6. The parent strains (CC101-CC106) were constructed

by Cupples and Miller (1989). In the 1acZ gene, a glutamate

at codon 461 (GAG) is required for active 0-galactosidase,

an enzyme needed for bacterial growth on minimal media

containing lactose as the sole carbon source. In strains
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CC101-CC106, this codon is replaced by another codon which

can revert to GAG only by a single defined transition or

transversion pathway (Table 4) Thus the respective

reversions to lac+ of strains CC101-106 correspond to

specific transversion or transition events. Frequencies of

lac+ revertants in the respective strain therefore represent

efficiencies of particular transition or transversion

mutation pathways at a single locus.

After exposure to various UV fluences, cells were

immediately plated on lactose-minimal plates. Revertants

were scored after 48 hours. To test whether the apparent

plating efficiency of lac+ cells was affected by the

presence of other (UV-irradiated) bacteria on the lactose-

minimal plates, varying amounts of lac+ bacteria (cultures

of previously isolated spontaneous CC102 lac+ revertants)

were mixed with 2 x 108 Alac bacteria (WF2869) that had

been previously UV-irradiated to the same UV doses used in

the mutagenesis experiments. The mixtures were plated onto

lactose minimal plates. The number of lac+ cells before

addition to the mixture was determined by plating on LB

plates. The number of colonies arising from the cell mixture

on lactose minimal plates corresponded well with the number

of lac+ colonies scored alone on LB plates (±15%). To

determine whether the number of revertants scored was

proportional to the number that actually reverted on the

plates, various amounts of UV-irradiated CC102 cells were
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Table 4. The altered codons at lacZ461, the base

substitutions required to restore the codon to
GAG, and the corresponding strains used in this
thesis work

lacZ

- GGG AAT - GAG - TCA GGC
GLU -

- 461

uvrB uvr+

mut+ mutS mutes mutS+++ mut+ mutS mutL mutes

lacZ461-1 AT-)CG T A G AMBER -)GLU WF2919 WF2920 CC101 WF2956

G

1,2(2461-2 GC-oAT G G G GLY-) GLU

A

lacZ461-3 G'C -*CG C A G GLN-) GLU

G

lacZ461-4 GC-)TA G C G ALA-) GLU

lacZ461-5 A7-)TA G T G VAL-) GLU

A

lacZ461-6 AT-)GC A A G LYS -)GLU

G

WF2921 WF2922 WF2962 WF2965 CC102 WF2943 WF2977 WF2978

WF2923 WF2924 WF2933 CC103 WF2944

WF2925 WF2926 CC104 WF2952

WF2927 WF2928 CC105 WF2957

WF2929 WF2930 WF2963 WF2961 CC106 WF2945 WF2979(3) WF2979(b)
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plated. For 6 x 108, 3 x 108, 6 x 107, and 6 x 106 cells,

plated in triplicate, the lac+ revertants scored were 60-81,

25-43, 4-15, and 0-3 respectively.

Because the absolute number of revertants per cell

plated is greatly affected by the survival frequencies, I

systematically normalized mutation frequencies by survival

frequencies, which were monitored simultaneously on glucose

minimal plates. Most mutagenesis presumably occurs while the

bacteria are unable to use lactose for growth. The relative

reversion frequencies are presented in Table 5, 6 and 7. In

uvrB bacteria, apparent reversion frequencies increased as

much as ten-thousand-fold as the UV fluence increased. In

mismatch-repair-proficient uvrB bacteria, both UV-induced

transition reversions (1acZ461-2 and lacZ461-6) were 2- to

70-fold higher than transversions (lacZ461-1, lacZ461-3,

lacZ461-4 and lacZ461-5). In mut derivatives, UV-induced

frequencies of the two transitions (lacZ461-2 and lacZ461-6)

were elevated relative to those in mut+ cells: as much as 8-

fold in both mutS and mutes. The effects of mut mutations

were small for transversions, however; both spontaneous and

UV-induced transversion frequencies differed by factors of

only 2.4 or less between mut+ and mut bacteria (Table 5).

Mut- effects on lacZ461-2 and lacZ461-6 (transition)

reversions appeared to decline with increasing UV doses

(Table 5). The mut/mut+ ratios were 5 to 9 at 0.64 J/m2, but



Table 5. UV-induced lacZ- -4 lacZ+ mutations in excision repair defective bacteria

lacZ UV lacZ' ia(z+ mutation frequenciesb (per 108 survivor)
mutationsa (J/m2) and UV induced mut ?mut+ ratiosc

mut-1-

mutation frequencies

mutS mu tH

mutation frequencies mut "Yawl+ ratios mutation frequencies mut 7mut+ ratios

lacZ461-1 0 3.54±3.34 6.04±5.09 N/D
0.64 (2.75±1.11) x 101 (4.04±1.51) x 101 1.67±0.92 N/13
0.8 (3.32±0.53) x 101 (8.88±6.02) x 101 Nn)
0.96 (2.64±0.86) x 102 (3.35+1.02) x 102 1.42±0.62 N/D
1.6 (9.16±0.79) x 1(12 (4.22±0.65) x 102 0.47±0.11 N/1)
2.4 (1.39±0.66) x 104 (9.46±3.45) x 103 0.78±0.38 N/D

lacZ461-2 0 (4.52±3.87) x 101 (1.00±0.82) x 103 (3.09±0.32) x 103
0.64 (1.77±0.38) x 103 (1.37±0.19) x 104 9.45±2.25 (1.87±0.10) x 104 9.40±0.49
0.96 (1.40±0.46) x 104 (2.03±0.29) x 104 1.49±0.20 (5.53±1.20) x 104 4.28±1.47
1.6 (3.39±3.16) x 104 (2.73±2.34) x 104 1.34±0.25 (1.50±0.08) x 105 1.18±0.06
2.4 (3.19±2.77) x 105 (3.28±3.22) x 105 1.32±0.61 (7.53±1.85) x 105 1.21±0.30

lacZ461-3 0 (4.98±5.39) x10-1 1.26±1.87 (3.40±0.55) x 10-1
0.64 7.63±0.11 7.23±5.90 2.09±1.72 3.28±0.24 2.53±0.19
0.96 (2.65±2.09) x 101 (3.26+1.97) x 101 2.40±2.51 (2.68±0.31) x 101 2.11±0.24
1.6 (2.16±0.98) x 102 (2.02±0.77) x 102 0.87±0.38 (4.34±0.08) x 102 3.03±0.06
2.4 (2.17±1.13) x 103 (2.45±0.94) x 103 1.80±1.47 (4.13±0.13) x 103 2.25±0.07

lacZ461-4 0 (1.90±2.54) x 101 (1.90±0.45) x 101 N/D
0.64 (1.92±1.97) x 101 (4.17±0.54) x 101 1.40±0.14 N/D
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0.96
1.6
2.4

lacZ461-5 0
0.64
0.8

0.96
1.6
2.4

lacZ46I -6 0
0.64
0.96
1.6
2.4

(1.573-0.67) x 102
(2.243-0.71) x 102
(1.8630.09) x 103
( I .65±-0.64) x 104

8.61±3.32
(6.89±1.01) x 101
( I .63±0.34) x 102
(4.14±2.3 I ) x 102
(5.06±1.58) x 103
(5.05±1.24) x 104

3.05±3.60
(6.571-0.64) x 102
(3.58+1.40) x 103
(1.51±1.09) x 104
(I.14±0.71)x 105

Table 5. Continued

(2.56±1.29) x 102
(4.09±0.84) x 102
(3.51±2.58) x 103
(2.84±1.72) x 104

(I.13±0.29) x 101
(6.31±2.62) x 101
(2.65±0.50) x 102
(2.52±1.01) x 102
(4.64 ±1.61) x 103
(6.20±1.78) x 104

(3.31±0.59) x 102
(3.1 1±0.33) x 103
(1.24±0.10) x 104
(9.79±5.42) x 103
(9.14±5.41) x 104

1.64±0.46
2.1010.94
1.76±0.58
I .63±0.45

0.91±0.38
1.64±0.22
0.91±0.58
0.92±0.20
1.15±0.3I

5.02±0.43
6.31+1.56
1.08±0.5(1
1.08±0.64

NA)
N/I)
NA)
NA)

NA)
NA)
NA)
N/I)
N/I)
N /I)

(7.68±0.67) x 102
(5.41±0.41) x 101
(I.23±0.22)x 104
(5.99±0.04) x 104
(2.23±0.05) x 105

7.87±0.83
2.68±0.24
1.43±0.01
0.86±0.02

aRefer to Table 4 for bacterial strains used in these experiments.

bUV-irradiation of /tic' cells, plating of cells on lac-minimal
scoring surviving colonies on glucose-minimal plates after 24 hours,
derivatives, the number of revertants to lacZ+ in aliquots of UV-irrad
mutant frequency = (number of revertants to /acZ+)/ (survival fraction)

cData were combined by calculating for each UV dose the ratio
ratios for different experiments.

plates immediately after UV-irradiation, scoring /tic+ revertants after 48 hours, and
were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. For the indicated /acZ-
iated cultures were normalized by the number surviving on glucose-minimal plates

Data are averages and standard deviations from 3-7 independent experiments.

of the mutation frequency for mut relative to the mw+ frequency, and averaging the
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approached unity at 1.6 and 2.4 J/m2. Previous work

suggested that the MutHLS system can be saturated by

mutations induced by an alkylating agent (Cupples et al.

1990), so that spontaneous frame-shift mutations at

nonalkylatable sites increased. Similarly, the excess of

base mispairs in mutD mutants, which lack the replicative

proofreading exonuclease, overwhelms the mismatch repair

system (Schaaper et al. 1989). In these cases, the MutHLS

system was not able to repair most mispairs. Excess UV-

induced mutations may also saturate the MutHLS system. To

test this hypothesis, a MutS-over-producing plasmid

(mutS+++) was introduced into lacZ461-2 uvrB and lacZ461-6

uvrB strains (Table 6). MutS overproduction further

decreased UV-induced frequencies of both of the transition

reversions, making the mutS+++ frequencies 31% to 69% of the

mut+ frequencies (or mutS/mutS+++ ratios 1.5 to 3 times as

high as the mutS/mut+ ratios) at all UV doses tested.

Increased MutS protein thus appeared to partially overcome

Mut saturation.

I. Mismatch Repair Antagonizes UV-induced Mutagenesis in
Excision-repair-proficient Bacteria

In uvr+ bacteria, UV-induced transition mutations were

much lower in mut+ than in mutH, mutL, or mutS derivatives:

mut/mut+ ratios for C-T and T-C transitions ranged from 9 to

45 (Table 7). In contrast, the mut/mut+ ratios were 1.4-3.6
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Table 6. UV-induced lacZ- -4 lacz+ mutations in bacteria

carrying a MutS-overproducing plasmid

lacZ UV Lela" -> lace mutation frequenciesb (per 108 survivor)
mutatiortsa (.1/m2) and UV induced mutS+++/mut+ ratiosc

mut+ mutS milts+++

mutation frequencies mutation frequencies mutation mutS+++/mut+
frequencies ratios

lacZ461-2 0 (4.52±3.87) x 101 (1.00±0.82) x 103 (3.11±0.32) x 101
0.4 (5.02±0.14) x 102 N/D (1.95±0.21) x 102 0.39±0.05
0.8 (2.45±1.83) x 103 (5.78±0.81) x 103 (2.26±0.14) x 103 0.49±0.03
1.6 (3.39±3.16) x 104 (2.73±2.34) x 104 (1.68±0.27) x 104 0.41±0.05

lacZ461-6 0 3.05±3.60 (3.31±0.59) x 102 2.80±0.00
0.4 (2.75±0.02) x 102 N/D (8.45±1.59) x 101 0.31±0.06
0.8 (1.27±0.51) x 103 (1.63±1.00) x 103 (7.73±0.55) x 102 0.44±0.05
1.6 (1.51±1.09) x 104 (9.79±5.42) x 103 (1.18±0.11) x 104 0.69±0.04

aRefer to Table 4 for bacterial strains used in these experiments.

bUV-irradiation of lac- cells, plating of cells on lac-minimal plates immediately after UV-
irradiation, scoring lac+ revertants after 48 hours, and scoring survivor colonies on glucose-minimal
plates after 24 hours, were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. For the indicated lacZ-
derivatives, the number of revertants to lacZ+ in aliquots of UV-irradiated cultures were normalized by
the number surviving on glucose-minimal plates [mutant frequency = (number of revertants to lacZ+) I
(survival fraction)]. Data are averages and standard deviations from 3-7 independent experiments.

cl3ata were combined by calculating for each UV dose the ratio of the mutation frequency for
mutS+++ relative to the mut+ frequency, and averaging the ratios for different experiments.

dln mutS+++ experiments, cells harboring MutS+-overproducing plasmids (pMS312) were used;
isogenic cells harboring the vector plasmids (pSCC31ND, the encoding EcoR I gene had been inactivated)
were tested simultaneously. No deference between cells with or without pSCC31ND was observed.



Table 7. UV-induced lacZ- lacZ+ mutations in excision repair proficient bacteria

lacZ UV
mutationsa (JIm2)

iacr lace mutation frequencies b (per 108 survivor)
and mut imut+ ratiosc

mut+ mutS mutL mutH

mutation mutation mut -/mut+ mutation mut -/mut+ mutation mut 'Imut+
frequencies frequencies ratios frequencies ratios frequencies ratios

lacZ461-1 0 9.33±0.20 (1.12±0.27) x 101 N/D N/D30 (4.01±0.26) x 101 (4.48±0.22) x 101 1.12±0.06 N/D N/1)60 (4.13±0.58) x 102 (5.65±0.03) x 102 1.37±0.07 N/13 N/D90 (5.07±0.37) x 103 (8.08±0.90) x 103 1.59±0.18 N/D N/D

lacZ461-2 0 (2.12±1.13) x 101 (2.40LI-0.20) x 103 (2.31±0.11) x 103 (2.37±0.10) x 10330 (2.27±0.70) x 102 (4.97±2.34) x 103 23.7±10.3 (3.29±0.42) x 103 10.9±0.09 (2.68±0.20) x 103 9.14±1.7560 (2.69±0.28) x 103 (6.07±1.28) x 104 22.8±5.20 (4.99±0.11) x 104 18.9±0.88 (4.42±0.60) x 104 16.7±1.8690 (2.10±0.61) x 104 (6.21±1.19) x 105 34.6±18.0 (5.88±0.17) x 105 39.0±12.0 (7.44±1.91) x 105 45.4±1.27

lacZ461-3 0 (4.81±1.62) x 104 2.06±1.59 - N/D - N/1)30 4.2210.93 5.90±2.87 1.42±0.54 N/D N/D60 (3.32±0.73) x 101 (8.71±1.04) x 101 2.83±1.06 N/D - Nil)90 (3.42±0.43) x 102 (1.21±0.11) x 103 3.56±0.18 N/D - N/D

lacZ461-4 0 (4.24±0.53) x 101 (6.25±0.10) x 101 N/D N/D
30 (1.73±0.41) x 102 (2.14±0.34) x 102 1.30±0.37 N/D N/D
60 (1.72±0.23) x 103 (2.10±0.27) x 103 1.22±0.13 N/D N/D
90 (2.60±0.13) x 104 (2.23±0.13) x 104 0.86±0.03 N/D N/1)



Table 7. Continued

lacZ461-5 0 (1.86±0.54) x 101 (1.89±0.47) x 101 N/D N/D

30 (7.82±0.75) x 101 (1.15±0.13) x 102 1.44±0.21 N/D N/D

60 (1.02±0.09) x 103 (1.05±0.98) x 103 1.05±0.10 N/D N/D

90 (1.50±0.21) x 104 (1.74±0.20) x 104 1.17±0.14 N/D N/1)

lacZ461-6 0 1.80±1.62 (7.23±1.57) x 102 (7.50±0.54) x 102 (8.25±0.35) x 102

30 (1.71±0.59) x 102 (1.95±0.32) x 103 13.2±5.83 (1.53±0.11) x 103 8.81±3.47 (1.89±0.52) x 103 10.6±3.54

60 (1.88±0.39) x 103 (1.85±0.44) x 104 10.3±3.15 (2.46±0.16) x 104 12.2±3.06 (2.52±0.26) x 104 12.6±3.63

90 (1.03±0.12) x 104 (1.92±0.17) x 105 18.8±1.52 (2.25±0.35) x 105 24.9±4.89 (2.55±0.21) x 105 28.1±3.46

aRefer to Table 4 for bacterial strains used in these experiments.

bUV-irradiation of lac- cells, plating of cells on lac-minimal plates immediately after UV-irradiation, scoring lac+ revertants after 48 hours, and

scoring survivor colonies on glucose-minimal plates after 24 hours, were as described under MATERIALS AND METHODS. For the indicated lacZ"

derivatives, the number of revertants to lacZ+ in aliquots of UV-irradiated cultures were normalized by the number surviving on glucose-minimal plates

'mutant frequency = (number of revertants to /acZ+) / (survival fraction)]. Data are averages and standard deviations from 3-4 independent experiments.

(=Data were combined by calculating for each UV dose the ratio of the mutation frequency for mut relative to the mut+ frequency, and averaging the

ratios for different experiments.
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for the G to C transversion (lacZ461-3) and near unity for

other transversions. Unlike the situation with excision-

deficient bacteria, mut/mut+ ratios for transition

reversions did not decrease with UV fluence, i.e., the

putative Mut saturation effect did not occur in uvr+

bacteria. In fact, the mut/mut+ ratios appeared to increase

as UV intensities were increased from 30 to 90 LT/m2, e.g.,

from 9 to 45 for lacZ461-2 mutH, and from 8 to 24 for

lacZ461-6 mutL.

Modrich and coworkers (Lahue et al. 1989) observed that

a preexisting nick can obviate the requirement for MutH, the

nicking enzyme in MutHLS system, and for an (unmethylated)

d(GATC) sequence, in mismatch-repair reactions. During

excision repair, nicks are generated by UvrABC action. Thus

the function of the MutHLS system during repair synthesis in

uvr+ bacteria might not in principle require MutH activity

or unmethylated d(GATC) sequences. However, the mutH/mut+

ratio for UV-irradiated transition mutations was 9 to 45

(Table 7), indicating that MutH recognition of an

unmethylated GATC site must be required for this anti-UV-

mutagenesis mechanism.

Similar results were obtained using other plating

methods to score lac+ revertants and calculate mutation

frequencies. One such method, using lactose-minimal plates

containing small amount of glucose to allow limited DNA
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replication during incubation, scored higher mutant

frequencies than the method using plates without glucose

(Table 8, apparent mutant frequencies per 106 of 1acZ461-2

mutS cells at 30, 60, 90 J/m2 were 74, 510, and 806

respectively on lac-minimal plates, compare to 220, 1500,

and 3900 respectively on lac-minimal plus 0.1% glucose

plates). However, the increases in mutant frequencies were

proportional for different UV doses, and the mutS/mut+

ratios were similar to those obtained by the lactose-minimal

plating method. In Table 8, the 1acZ461-2 mutS/mut+

frequency ratios at 30, 60, 90 J/m2 were 18, 28, and 25

respectively on lac-minimal plates, compared to 15, 18, and

36 respectively on lac-minimal plus 0.1% glucose plates.

Another method of scoring lac+ revertants was originally

employed by Cupples and Miller (1989). This method allows

bacteria to replicate in rich medium overnight before

revertants are scored on lactose-minimal plates; mutant

frequencies are therefore calculated without reference to

original survival fractions. Here mutS/mut+ ratios were

greater than 10 for 1acZ461-2 reversion (C -*T); in Table 8,

the lacZ461-2 mutS/mut+ frequency-ratios at 30, 60, 90 J/m2

were 37, 14, and 10 respectively. However for 1acZ461-6

reversion (T -*C) the ratios were lower than those obtained

by the lactose-minimal direct-plating method; in Table 8,

the 1acZ461-6 mutS/mut+ frequency-ratios at 30, 60, 90 J/m2

were 2, 3, and 2 respectively. This might be due to the

differences in mutation pathways under the different growth
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Technique

Table 8. UV mutagenesis and mismatch repair in uvr+
bacteria under various growth conditions

Relevant

genotype of

44,1.1

bacteria'
Lac-min. locZ461-2 trust'

plating' lacZ461-2 nue

Lac-min. +..`

0.02% Glc lacZ461-2 nue

lacZ461-2 nuaS

0.06% Glc lacZ461-2 nut'

lacZ461-2 nuaS

0.10% GIc laa461-2 nua*

lacZ461-2 inutS

Broth laa461-2 nut'

overnight, then lacZ461-2 mucS

Lac-min.' laa461-6 nua*

lacZ461-4 nue

UV-induced lacZ-.lac' Reversion at Indicated UV Fluence (J/m')

Number of revertants per cells
plated (x 10`)' Apparent mutant frequency (x 104)(

Mutant-frequency ratio
(audS/nuser

(0) 30 60 90 (0) 30 60 90 (0) 30 60 90

(0.27) 0.83 0.77 0.33 (0.27) 4.1 18 32

(13) 22 27 94 (13) 74 510 806 (47) 18 28 25

(0.2) 0.63 1.0 0S7 (0.24) 3.1 23 61

(12) 33 34 20 (11) 100 560 710 (46) 33 24 12

(0.62) 1.35 1.38 1.33 (0.62) 6.1 32 143

(16) 29 36 21 (16) 81 690 1800 (28) 13 21 12

(1.8) 3.1 3.3 1.0 (1.8) 14 77 107

(38) 66 76 45 (38) 220 1500 3900 (21) 15 18 36

- - - - (0.001) 0.006 0.02 0.03 - - - -
- - - - (0.11) 0.22 0.27 0.29 (110) 37 14 10

- - - - (<0.0005) 0.03 0.03 0.03 - - - -
- - - - 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.06 (>40) 2 3 2
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Table 8. Continued

aGrowth of cells, UV irradiation, and determination of numbers of Lac+ colonies on lactose (0.25%) -
minimal plates and fractions of surviving cells on glucose-minimal plates were determined as described
under "Materials and Methods".

bProcedures were as described under footnote a, except that plates for measurement of Lac+ colonies
contained indicated concentrations of glucose as well as 0.25% lactose and 0.005% X-gal.

cThe method of Cupples and Miller (1989) growth of UV-irradiated cells overnight in broth, then Lac-
minimal plating was employed as described under "Materials and Methods".

dStrains (all uvr+) used were: lacZ461-2 mut+, CC102; lacZ461-2 mutS, WF2943; lacZ461-6 mut+,
CC106; lacZ461-2 mutS, WF2945;

eAbsolute numbers of Lac+ revertants were obtained by plating one ml of culture, divided by number of
unirradiated bacteria per ml (mut+, 1.1 x 108; mutS, 1.2 x 1016). The background (0 J/m2) mutant number
was subtracted from numbers observed for irradiated bacteria.

fFor lac-minimal/Glc-Lac-minimal experiments, absolute numbers of Lac+ revertants were obtained by
plating one ml of culture were divided by respective numbers of surviving bacteria per ml (lacZ461-2
mut+: 30 J/m2, 2 x 107; 60 J/m2, 4.5 x 106; 90 J/m2, 9.8 x 105 and lacZ461-2 mutS: 30 J/m2, 3.1 x 107;
60 J/m2, 6.3 x 106; 90 J/m2, 1.4 x 106). For overnight-broth experiments, absolute numbers of Lac+
revertants were divided by 2 x 109 cells per ml in each case. In both experiments, background (0 J/m2)
mutant frequencies were subtracted from frequencies observed for irradiated bacteria.

gApparent mutant frequency (mutS) divided by apparent mutant frequency (mut+) at respective UV
fluences.
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conditions, i.e., replication in rich broth might not allow

sufficient time for excision of UV-photoproducts by cellular

excision repair functions before replication begins.

J. Excision Repair Occurs before DNA Replication in UV-
Irradiated Bacteria

Bridges (1986) has hypothesized that UV mutagenesis in

wild-type bacteria occurs during repair synthesis, before

substantial semi-conservative DNA replication has resumed. I

measured excision repair of CPDs in bacteria by thin-layer-

chromatography and DNA replication by pulse-labeling with

3H-thymidine. Cells were held in liquid minimal media to

simulate the condition of lac-minimal plates.

chromatography can detect as little as 0.07% thymine as

dimers, equivalent to the level of CPDs in a cell that has

been irradiated to 5 J/m2. However, this technique is not

sufficiently sensitive to detect the level of dimers in DNA

irradiated to less than 2.4 J/m2, the fluences used for uvrB

experiments. In uvr+ cells, removal of CPDs was slow but

significant, despite the lack of a carbon source (Figure

16): bacteria irradiated to 90 J/m2 showed 0.3% of their

thymine in dimers; this declined to 0.18% in 12 hours. On

the other hand, DNA replication (thymine incorporation) was

nearly undetectable in both UV-irradiated uvr+ and uvrB

cells without a carbon source, and still negligible even

with glucose as a carbon source (0.1% relative to
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Figure 16. Measurement of excision repair and DNA
replication in UV-irradiated bacteria.

Growth of bacteria in TBY broth, 3H-labeling of cellular

DNA, UV-irradiation of Uvr+ bacteria to 90 J/m2, UvrB-

bacteria to 2.4 J/m2, incubation in minimal media supplied

with or with out glucose (Glc), and measurement of % of

thymine in CPDs, were as described under MATERIALS AND

METHODS. For measurement of 3H-thymine incorporation, 3H-

thymine was added to samples at the times indicated, and

incubated for 30 min at 37°C before harvesting for measuring

radioactivity. Bacterial strain used: Uvr+, WF2890 for

measurement of thymine-containing CPDs, CC102 for

measurement of 3H-thymine incorporation; UvrB-, WF2921.
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unirradiated cells, Figure 16). This is consistent with the

hypothesis that mutagenesis occurs some time before

replication resumes, though the actual timing of mutation

was not measured.

K. MutHLS Antagonizes UV Mutagenesis at Both Potential
Photoproduct-targeted and "Untargeted" Sites

Caillet-Fauquet et al. (1984) observed that UV-

irradiated mismatch-repair-deficient mutants (mutH, mutL or

mutS) induced higher mutation frequencies in infecting

unirradiated X phages than in irradiated mut+ bacteria. A

20- to 46-fold Mut- effect on spontaneous mutations and less

than two-fold effect on UV-induced mutations in recA730 (SOS

constitutive) bacteria were also observed by the same group

(Caillet-Fauquet and Maenbaut-Michel 1988).

In my experiments, both transition-mutation sites are

potential bipyrimidine-photoproduct sites, (lacZ461-2: CC-4

CTC; lacZ461-6: TTC--->TC). Thus it is likely that many

reversions are targeted opposite photoproducts, as judged by

previous studies of mutation spectra (Schaaper et al. 1987).

Since mechanisms for removal of mispaired nucleotides

opposite UV photoproducts might differ from mechanisms for

correction of UV-provoked untargeted mismatches, it was of

interest to compare MutHLS effects on potentially targeted

with effects on presumably untargeted sites.
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At lacZ codon 503, tyrosine (TAC codon) is required for

significant 0-galactosidase activity, and certain mutations

at this site can revert to a tyrosine codon (TAC) only by

defined transition pathways (Cupples and Miller 1988). The

two potential untargeted-reversion alleles, lacZ503-3 (TaC-4

TAC) and lacZ503-4 (CAC->TAC), resemble 1acZ461-2 (CC->CTC)

in that C -*T transition mutations are expected in each case.

Examination of respective C-->T transition frequencies in

unirradiated mutS bacteria suggests that spontaneous

replication errors at lacZ461-2 were only slightly more

frequent than at lacZ503-3 or lacZ503-4 (Table 9), whereas

UV-induced transition reversions at lacZ461-2 were five to

six times as frequent as at lacZ503-3 or 1acZ503-4. The

apparent frequencies of correction by mismatch repair were

90-97% at 1acZ461-6, and 90-98% at lacZ461-2 (derived from

the mut/mut+ data in Table 7). Therefore, unless almost all

of the UV-induced transitions at the lacZ461-2 CCC site are

untargeted, mismatch repair of targeted mutations must be

about as accurate as repair of untargeted ones. I also

compared untargeted (sense-strand) GTG -3GAG transversions at

lacZ461-5 with potentially targeted TTG-->ATC (antisense-

strand) transversions at lacZ503-6 (Table 9). In mutS

strains the spontaneous lacZ461-5 TA -3AT transversion

reversion was about ten times as frequent as the spontaneous

TA -AT transversion in lacZ503-6, and roughly six times as

frequent for UV-induced TA-*AT transversion of 1acZ461-5 as
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Table 9. UV-induced 1acZ--31ace" mutations at both
potential photoproduct-targeted and "untargeted"
sites

lac Z mutationsa UV lacr lacZ+ mutationb mutS/mut+ ratiosc
lacZ461 - GGG AAT - GAG - "TCA GGC - (J/m2) frequencies (per 108 survivor)

lacZ503 - G TAC G -

mut+ mutS

lacZ503-3 GC-->A7 T G C CYS -*TYR

A

0

30

60

0

12.0±2.6

56±6.6

(8.4±3.6) x 102

14.5±3.5

(1.2±0.22) x 103

(1.1±0.31) x 103

(1.1±0.34) x 104

(9.9±1.7) x 102

102±24

19.6±4.3

13.9±4.2

66.5±35

lacZ503-4 G C-)A'T CAC HIS-)TYR 30 37±8.0 (1.5±0.1) x 103 39.5±10.8
1
T 60 (5.8±1.8) x 102 (1.86±0.2) x 10 32.1±10.2

0 15.5±1.5 (2.2±0.1) x 103 146±11

lacZ461-2 GC-)A'T G G G GLY-) GLU 30 (1.5±2.0) x 102 (6.9±0.4) x 103 46±9.5

A 60 (2.45±0.55) x 103 (7.6±1.0) x 104 30.8±6.1

0 1.2±0.5 2.0±0.45 1±0

lacZ503-6 AT-)T A A A C ASN-4TYR 30 19.3±4.0 14.0±1.7 0.78±0.13
1
T 60 (5.2±1.1) x 102 (3.8±0.4) x 102 0.68±0.06

0 20 23 1.2

lacZ461-5 AT-TA G T G VAL-4 GLU 30 93 1.3 x 102 1.4

A 60 1.1 x 103 1.1 x 103 1.0

aBacterial strains tested: lacZ503-3 mut+, CC503C; lacZ503-3 mutS, WF3115; lacZ503-4 mut+, CC503H; lacZ503-
4 mutS, WF3116; lacZ461-2 mut+, CC102; lacZ461-2 mutS, WF2943; lacZ503-6 mut+, CC503N; lacZ503-6 mutS, WF3114;
lacZ461-5 mut+, CC 105; lacZ461-5 mutS+, WF2957.

bUV-irradiation of lac- cells, plating of cells on lac-minimal plates immediately after UV-irradiation. scoring lac+
revertants after 48 hours, and scoring survivor colonies on glucose-minimal plates after 24 hours, were as described under
MATERIALS AND METHODS. For the indicated lacZ- derivatives, the number of revertants to lacZ+ in aliquots of UV-irradiated
cultures were normalized by the number surviving on glucose-minimal plates [mutant frequency = (number of revertants to lacZ+)
/ (survival fraction)]. Data are averages and standard deviations from 3-4 independent experiments, except for lacZ461-5, data are
from one experiment.

cData were combined by calculating for eachUV dose the ratio of the mutation frequency for mutS relative to the mut+
frequency, and averaging the ratios for different experiments.
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for lacZ503-6. Thus, in this case relative mutability

("targeted"/"untargeted") during replication in unirradiated

cells was about the same as during replication in presumbly

SOS-induced cells. Neither spontaneous nor induced

transversions appeared to be efficiently corrected in mut+

cells.
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A. Summary of Project Achievements

During the course of this research, I have measured the

following:

(1) Properties of nonreplicating UV-irradiated phage X DNA

with respect to recombinant frequency, intermediate

structures, and biological activity, as a function of

(a). UV dose,

(b). d(GATC)-methylation state,

(c). uvr and mut genotypes of the bacteria infected,

(d). the presence of components of the methyl-directed

mismatch repair system, including exonuclease I, exonuclease

VII, RecJ exonuclease, helicase II (UvrD), and DNA

polymerase III, and

(e). presence of recombination functions, including RecA,

RecBCD, RecF and RecJ.

(2) The biological impact of mismatch repair system on

UV-induced bacterial mutagenesis, namely

(a). transition and transversion mutation frequencies at

defined positions, and

(b). effect on targeted vs. untargeted mutation sites.
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The principal conclusions are the following:

(1) In uvrA bacteria, cellular processing of UV-irradiated

nonreplicating phage DNA results in significant elevation of

homologous recombination. Such processing is highly

dependent on the host MutHLS system and GATC-undermethylated

phage DNA (Figure 2, Table 2).

(2) Unlike recombinagenic processing by the Uvr system,

which causes recombinant frequencies to increase gradually

as a function of UV intensities, Uvr-independent (Uvr-)

recombination reaches a maximum at low UV dose, and

decreases at higher doses (Figure 1). At 20 J/m2,

recombinant frequencies in uvr+ infections were five-fold

less than in uvrA infections; at 100 J/m2, frequencies in

uvr+ infections were more than thirty-fold higher than in

uvrA infections.

(3) Recombinagenic processing by Mut functions in uvr+

bacteria appears to have a small positive effect at low UV

doses. In contrast, the effect is negative at high UV doses

(Figure 1 and 3).

(4) The apparent Uvr-independent recombination is RecA-

dependent, and requires both RecBCD and RecF recombination

functions for full efficiency.
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(5) Other major components of Mut system, including

exonuclease I, exonuclease VII, RecJ exonuclease and UvrD

helicase, are required for recombinagenic processing of UV-

irradiated DNA; pol III has a small but significant effect

on recombination.

(6) Possible intermediates in mismatch processing of UV-

irradiated nonreplicating phage DNA can be identified by

sucrose-gradient sedimentation and characterized by

enzymatic digestion for ds ends and ss regions, and BND-

column analysis for ss regions. These properties ss

regions, ds ends are generally accepted to be

characteristic of recombination substrates.

(7) UV-irradiated phage DNA suffers a decrease in

biological activity (restriction), whose dependence on host

MutHLS function and GATC-undermethylation (Figure 4 and

Table 3) parallels that of recombination. Small degradation

fragments are produced during the processing of UV-

irradiated phage DNA (Figure 12); this is dependent on host

MutHLS function and GATC-undermethylation, as well as on

exonuclease activities known to be involved in the excision

phase of mismatch repair.

(8) In UV-induced mutagenesis, certain transition mutation

frequencies are increased greatly when mismatch repair is

defective. Mut- effects on transversion mutations are much
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less pronounced. I conclude that methyl-directed mismatch

repair system efficiently corrects transition mismatches

generated during UV-induced error-prone DNA synthesis, as it

does during normal replication. The results presented here

further suggest that antagonism of UV-induced mutagenesis

includes not only the correction of mismatched (undamaged)

base pairs, but also correction opposite photoproducts, due

to direct recognition of these lesions by the MutHLS system.

B. Processing of UV Lesions by MutHLS System Accounts for
the High Level Recombination in uvr Bacteria

Experiments presented here suggest that the methyl-

directed mismatch repair system processes UV-photoproduct-

containing DNA: i. In uvrA bacteria, most UV-stimulated

recombination of nonreplicating phage DNA requires host

MutH, L and S functions, as does repair of mismatched base

pairs (Pukkila et al. 1983; Lu, Clark and Modrich 1983).

Frequencies were depressed 5- to 20-fold in uvrA bacteria

lacking MutH, MutL or MutS functions. Scoring recombinant

phage DNA from repressed infections, or by measuring levels

of P-galactosidase encoded by recombinant lacZ+ genes formed

during mixed infections with X lacZ118 plus A, lacZ813 phages

demonstrated this. ii. Recombinant frequencies increased

with decreasing GATC-adenine methylation of phage stocks.

Recombination in phages with undermethylated d(GATC)-sites

(Dam- phages) was nearly 3 times more frequent than in
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phages with overmethylated d(GATC)-sites (Dam+++ phages)

after 90 min incubation. iii. The UvrABC-independent

recombination of UV-irradiated phage DNA was also affected

by mutation of genes encoding activities that act after

MutHLS in methyl-directed mismatch repair: UvrD helicase,

RecJ exonuclease, exonuclease VII, and exonuclease I.

Mutants lacking UvrD (helicase II) activity showed about

1/10 the wild-type recombinant frequency. Mutants lacking

either of the 5' to 3' ssDNA exonucleases, RecJ or exo VII,

showed about 1/4 to 1/2 the wild-type frequency, and mutants

lacking the 3' to 5' ssDNA exonuclease (exo I) showed 1/3 to

1/2. The xseA defect was fully corrected by an xseA+-

encoding plasmid. Recombination was severely depressed (1/10

to 1/5 of wild-type) in all double mutants: xonA recJ, xonA

xseA, recJ xseA. This indicates that the methyl-directed

mismatch repair system processes UV-photoproduct-containing

DNA. iv. The biological activity of superinfecting phage DNA

was reduced in mismatch-repair-proficient bacteria. This

reduction could be alleviated by Mut- mutations or by

increased methylation of d(GATC) sites on superinfecting

phage DNA. The biological activity of bacterial cells was

also affected by Mut functions. Mut+ bacteria were about 50%

UV-resistant as Mut- bacteria; over-production of Mut-

functions further reduces UV-resistance.

How is it possible that photoproduct-containing DNA can

be processed by a cellular error correction system which is
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not primarily designed to deal with UV lesions? The

similarity in requirements between this process and normal

base mismatch repair reactions suggests the photoproduct-

targeted process is not a new enzymatic activity, but rather

a feature of recognition of unmatched bases by the MutHLS

system. Two possibilities are considered here. First, UV

lesions may be recognized directly by the MutHLS system as

unmatched base pairs. This seems likely, because UV damage

causes distortions in base structures (Scovell and Collart

1985; Husain et al. 1988), and such distortions may create

imperfect base pairing (LeClerc et al. 1991). Second,

recognition may be indirect. "Mispaired" bases caused by

deamination of cytosines in CPDs (Tessman et al. 1992) may

lead to recognition by MutHLS system; some normal base

mismatches may also be created as a consequence of low-

fidelity post-excision DNA synthesis (Bridges and Sharif

1986), and processing of such mismatches may lead to

recombinagenic intermediates. The last explanation seems

less likely, since the phage DNA was not heavily irradiated,

and bacteria are not induced for SOS activities by infection

with UV-damaged XDNA (Hays and Lee 1985).

C. Processing of UV-irradiated DNA Reduces Biological
Activity in Phage DNA and Affects Viability of Bacteria

The biological activity of UV-irradiated

undermethylated nonreplicating phage DNA decreased in mut+,
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but not mut bacteria (Figure 4), and mut bacteria are

slightly more UV resistant than mut+ (Table 3). What are the

mechanisms by which mismatch repair might promote such

"killing"? In other studies, E. coli GATC-methylation-

deficient (dam) mutants were found to be UV-sensitive, but

dam mutS double mutants seen to be as UV-resistant as wild-

type cells (McGraw and Marinus 1980). E. coli dam mutants

were also hypersensitive to 2-aminopurine, and dam recA

double mutants were inviable, but these two phenotypes were

reversed by mutH, L and S mutations (McGraw and Marinus

1980; Glickman and Radman 1980). The 2-aminopurine and dam

recA phenotypes probably reflect the formation of double

strand breaks, which can be the result of near-coincident

MutH nicks on both DNA strands, or coincident mismatch-

repair excision tracts. The former occurs where the both

GATC sequences happen to be unmethylated (Grilley et a/.

1993); the later may occur when repair is initiated on

opposite DNA strands because of the absence of strand-

directing hemimethylated GATC sites. MutHLS dependent

processing of undermethylated UV-irradiated DNA may

similarly engender double-strand breaks, some of which are

not successfully repaired, even in rec+ cells. This may

account for parallel 2-aminopurine sensitivity, recA-

sensitivity, and UV sensitivity in dam mutants.

The killing effect of MutHLS processing was further

demonstrated in a study by Doutriaux et al (1986). They
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measured the transfection infectivity of artificially

constructed ?. heteroduplexes which contain mismatched base

pairs. Their data indicated 50% of such X DNA was "killed"

by mismatch repair, when there was only one mismatch in each

duplex. UV lesions apparently are less recognizable by the

Mut system than mismatches: 35% of Dam- phages containing

about 20 CPDs can survive MutHLS restriction.

D. Processing of UV-irradiated DNA by Mut Function Has Two
Opposite Effects on Recombination

Recombinant frequencies in uvrA mut+ bacteria are

highest at low UV doses, and decline at UV doses beyond 20

J/m2. This fact is difficult to explain. The results of in

vitro recombination studies, such as generation of single-

stranded tails at chi sites by the RecBCD enzyme (Ponticelli

et al. 1985) and RecA mediated strand transfer (Shibata et

al. 1979), suggested that single-strand DNA is a

prerequisite for genetic recombination. Therefore, the

creation of such single-stranded structures may be a rate-

limiting step in recombination. Non-replicating circular 21,

DNA is recombinationally inert; replicating DNA, in

contrast, is active. This may be because during replication

single-stranded regions are produced. Other studies showed

that mutations such as xth, lig, polA and dam cause an

increase in DNA strand breaks which might be converted to

single stranded DNA. Such mutations generally exhibit a
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hyper-rec phenotype (Witkin and Roegner 1992). However, a

recombinagenic structure that induces recombination may also

reduce the viability of DNA. For instance, certain hyper-rec

mutations may cause strand breaks that require to be

repaired by recombination functions. When additional

mutation inactivates recombination genes, DNA with ds breaks

cannot be repaired and is not viable (Wang and Smith 1986).

During UV-induced MutHLS-dependent recombination, when

UV doses are low, the production of single-stranded DNA and

strand breaks may be the rate-limiting step in formation of

recombinants. During this state recombinant frequencies

would increase as a function of UV dose. Such an increase

may eventually reach a plateau when the recombination

machinery is saturated and becomes unable to act upon any

additional substrate. On the other hand, the production of

strand breaks and single strandedness would increase with UV

fluence and might finally exceed the capacity of cellular

repair functions. Already abundant single-stranded DNA and

strand breaks would no longer be rate limiting in

recombination, and would instead reduce biological activity

of the DNA. This might be reflected in Uvr- recombination.

When the UV dose was low, the limited production of single-

stranded DNA and strand breaks might increase recombination

events; when the dose was high, abundant single-stranded DNA

and strand breaks might be destructive (Figure 4). The

bacterial UvrABC system is designed for repairing UV
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lesions. Excision tracts are only 12-13 bases, and the

action of the UvrABC system on the integrity of a DNA

molecule as well as on the production of rate limiting

recombinagenic substrates may be mild relative to the MutHLS

system. As seen in Figure 1, the rate of increase of

recombination as a function of UV dose was relatively

gradual and did not reach a plateau at 100 J-/m2. Cells

apparently prefer to use the Uvr system rather than the

MutHLS system to process UV lesions. This may account for

the observation that at low UV doses the MutHLS system seems

to have only a small effect on Uvr+ recombination (Figure

1). At high doses, more UV lesions apparently escape UvrABC

recognition and may be processed by the MutHLS system. Such

MutHLS processing, however, might be destructive, since the

rate-limiting substrates of recombination may already be

abundant at a high UV dose, mut+ cells seems to .generate

less recombinants than mut cells during Uvr+ recombination.

The decline of relative recombinant frequencies at high

UV doses (>20 J/m2 in uvr cells; >100 J/m2 in uvr+ cells)

suggests the destructive effect on the biological activity

of phage DNA by MutHLS processing of photoproducts is likely

more severe on recombinant DNA than on non-recombinant DNA.

It is not clear why this is so. In some circumstances, the

chance of a lethal hit in a recombinant circular dimer would

be twice that in a nonrecombinant parental monomer.
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E. Exonucleases and UvrD Are Reauired for Mut-mediated
Recombination; and Doi III Is Partially Reauired for the
Recombination

Modrich and coworkers found that of ten key proteins in

the in vitro mismatch repair reactions, MutS, MutL and MutH

proteins were essential for initiation (Lahue et al. 1989).

I have shown these proteins to be required for elevation of

the recombination frequency (Figure 1), production of

degradation products (very small DNA fragments, Figure 12),

and conversion of UV-irradiated DNA from supercoiled to

relaxed-circle/linear forms.

During in vitro mismatch repair, excision subsequent to

initiation requires exonuclease activities. Mismatches

located 5' or 3' to unmethylated d(GATC) sequence are

readily repaired. This indicates that exonucleases of both

polarities are involved: 5' to 3' single-strand-exonuclease

activity requires either exo VII or RecJ exonuclease; 3' to

5' strand excision depends on exo I. Bacteria with defects

in all three of these enzymes would be unable to produce

single-stranded regions, a structure that may be required

for strand exchange at duplex DNA ends.

In fact, the recombination experiments described in

this thesis demonstrate a requirement for exonucleases in

MutHLS dependent recombination of UV-irradiated

nonreplicating phage DNA all three single exonuclease
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mutations markedly reduced recombinant frequencies 2- to 7-

fold relative to exo+ bacteria. Double mutations had even

greater effects. The UvrD helicase displaces single strands

from double-stranded DNA, a process required for digestion

by single-strand exonucleases. A UvrD defect was thus

expected to produce the same consequences as multiple-

exonuclease deficiency.

Modrich and coworkers have demonstrated previously that

only pol III holoenzyme, not DNA polymerase I, is competent

for sufficient DNA resynthesis in in vitro mismatch repair

reactions (Lahue et al. 1989). One might expect that a Pol

III- mutation would both increase the number of single-

strand gaps that were produced by exonuclease action and

prolong their lives, thus providing more recombinagenic

substrates, and stimulating recombination. However, in my

experiments a dnaE(ts) mutation did not increase recombinant

frequencies. In fact, it reduced the recombination by about

30%. The explanation to this phenomena is not clear. There

might be several possibilities: (1) It is possible that this

phenomena was a consequence of another effect of pol III

deficiency. Similarly to the intermediate products of

mismatch repair, the intermediate products of recombination

may still contain the single-strand gaps which originally

stimulated the formation of recombinants. To become viable

mature recombinants require such gaps to be filled. These

gaps are the products of mismatch repair process, so filling
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of them may require only pol III, but not pol I. The pol III

mutation may thus reduce the viability of a few

recombinants. Although the overall viability of phage DNA

was not affected by mismatch repair process in the absence

of pol III, as judged by the fact that overall plaques

scored were not affected by the pol III mutation, the

relative recombinant frequencies might be reduced greatly.

The slight decrease in recombination may be the combined

results of such a reduction effect, and the stimulation

effect discussed earlier. (2) The fact that Mut-dependent

recombination was highly dependent on cellular RecBC

functions, and the observation of possible ds breaks by

sucrose gradient analysis, might suggest that Mut-dependent

recombination could be mostly stimulated via ds breaks at

GATC sites; the formation of gaps might only participate in

a minor way. When pol III attempts to fill the gaps, it

might encounter the unrepaired UV lesions and stall. These

UV-lesion-containing gapped-DNA-structures might be similar

to the daughter-strand gaps induced by UV lesions during DNA

replication, and might account for a small portion of Mut-

dependent recombination. Thus removal of pol III might not

affect the mostly ds-break-dependent recombination and it

might reduce recombination since a daughter-strand-gap-like

structure could be formed without pol III. (3) It can not be

ruled out that gap-filling could also be carried out by pol

I or pol II, i.e. by pol III-independent activities.
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F. Novel DNA Structures Are Produced During Processing of
UV-Irradiated DNA

For many years, investigators have speculated about the

nature of DNA intermediates during recombination, such as

nicks, double-strand breaks or single-stranded regions. The

experiments here represent an initial effort to see whether

such structures are generated by the process of mismatch

repair, which appear to efficiently stimulate recombination.

The most effective UV dose for Uvr-independent recombination

is 20 J/m2; however, at such dose cellular functions do not

produce a readily detectable level of physical changes to

DNA. As discussed in the earlier section, the difference

between high recombination at 20 J/m2 and low recombination

at 100 J/m2 may just reflect the amount of processing by

cellular enzymatic functions, i.e. the same DNA structures

that stimulate recombination at low UV doses might be

produced in larger quantity at high UV doses; however at

high doses other biological effects of these structures

might complicate the overall outcome in recombinant

frequency. It is not unreasonable to assume that DNA

structures observed at 100 J/m2 may be relevent to

recombination at 20 J/m2, though this remains to be further

proved.

Neutral-sucrose-gradient sedimentation was used to

analyze DNA extracted from cells during the recombination

reaction. It is expected to resolve certain DNA structures
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which sediment with distinct velocity. Undamaged

intracellular phage DNA exists as a supercoiled circle,

which sediments much faster than other forms. Depletion of

the supercoil fraction thus may be a good indicator of DNA

discontinuities, such as nicks, gaps or breaks. In UV-

irradiated-DNA extracted from mut+ cells, such nicks may be

the result of MutH action at d(GATC) sites. Gaps might arise

from exonuclease activities during the excision phase of

mismatch repair; breaks might be either generated by ss

endonuclease cuts within a gap, producing a long single

strand tail, or from MutH nicking of both strands at non

methylated d(GATC) sites, producing near-blunt ends.

However, a small portion of relaxed circular A, DNA might

arise from lack of supercoiling of UV-irradiated DNA

(without strand nicks or breaks) due to unknown reasons.

This might partially account for the depletion of supercoil

fractions in mutS-infection gradients.

The RecBCD nuclease was used to test for the existence

of double-strand breaks (Figure 12 and Figure 13).

Unirradiated phage DNA extracted from mut- cells was

resistant to RecBCD digestion in every fraction of the

gradient, but the RecBCD sensitivity of part of the

irradiated DNA from mut+ cells suggests the existence of

blunt or near-blunt strand breaks. Such nicking and breaking

activities appeared not to be present in Mut- infections. It

is interesting that all exonuclease mutations, unlike mut
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mutations, resulted in lost of supercoiled DNA. Such loss

indicates that DNA nicking and breaking activities

continued, despite the lost of post-incision components of

mismatch repair. Moreover, substantial amount of double-

strand breaks were produced in Mut- infections, as suggested

by observations that the sedimentation behavior of the DNA

in sucrose gradient was similar to that of linear markers,

and the DNA had higher sensitivity to RecBCD digestion

(Figure 13). These results agree well with the findings of

Modrich and coworkers (Au et al. 1992): nicks and double-

strand breaks, depending on the d(GATC) methylation state,

could be produced as a result of initiation of mismatch

repair. Initiation of mismatch repair requires only MutH,

MutL and MutS, but not exonuclease activities. Similar

conclusions might also apply to UvrD, since highly RecBCD-

sensitive DNA (a possible indication of ds breaks) was also

found in uvrD infections. However, the amount of supercoiled

DNA was only partially reduced in uvrD infections; this

might reflect resealing of nicked DNA by the cellular ligase

activity; since in uvrD bacteria nicks can not be rapidly

expanded to gaps by ss-DNA-dependent exonucleases.

When UV-irradiated DNA from mut+ cells was sedimented,

fractions running with the linear marker showed the highest

sensitivity to RecBCD. Both faster- and slower-running

fractions were resistant to RecBCD digestion. Since nicked

circular molecules sediment slightly faster than linear ones
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(Bode, 1965), it is not unreasonable to assume that the

RecBCD insensitivity of slightly faster-running fractions

reflects the presence of circular molecules. This assumption

is supported by the finding that DNA digested first with a

single-strand-specific endonuclease (mung bean nuclease)

cannot convert the faster moving DNA in the open-relaxed-

circle/linear region to a RecBCD-digestible form. However,

in slower-running fractions, RecBCD sensitivity can be

increased by prior mung-bean-nuclease-treatment. This

suggests that some single-stranded tails or gaps may exist

in this slower-sedimenting DNA. Tailed or gapped structures

are resistant to RecBCD digestion (Taylor and Smith 1985).

Chromatography on BND cellulose, a tool for discriminating

single-stranded DNA from double-strand DNA, further supports

the identification of molecules with single-stranded DNA

regions in the sucrose-gradient fractions. Some single-

strandness was found in DNA sedimenting more slowly than the

linear marker (species VI) (Figure 12). Species VI also

showed less RecBCD sensitivity but could be converted to

RecBCD digestible DNA by prior mung-bean-nuclease treatment

to remove single-stranded regions (Figure 12, Panel B). The

absence of such single-strandedness in DNA from mutS, xse,

xon, recJ and uvrD infections indicates that creation of

gaps or single-strandness requires Mut proteins, all three

exonucleases and UvrD helicase.
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Based on the information obtained from this thesis

research and on the previous work of other groups, the

possible mechanisms that promote recombination may be

diagrammed as in Figure 17. I now discuss this as follows:

Figure 17, Panel A: The nature of the critical step for

one mode of RecA-mediated recombination is generally

accepted: a 3'-OH end of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) invades

a second double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule to form a

joint molecule, which is further processed into a completed

recombinant (Cox and Lehman 1981, Konforti and Davis 1987).

Digestion by 5'-3' exonucleases, including exo VII and RecJ,

can produce 3' over-hang structures which may become

recombination precursors (Step 2, Al). Experiments described

here indicate that deficiencies in either of the 5'-3'

exonucleases can reduce recombination more than two-fold,

and double mutations further decrease recombination. These

results seem to agree with the 3'-end hypothesis. However,

the effect of exo I deficiency needs explanation. This

enzyme is a 3'-5' exonuclease, which is capable of producing

5'-over-hang single strand end (Step 2, A2). Such an end

does not lead to stable joint molecules, nor recombinants,

in model reactions (Cox and Lehman 1987). Furthermore, exo I

should destroy any free 3'-ends: recBC bacteria regain

recombination proficiency by mutation of the gene (xon)

encoding exo I (sbcB mutation, Kushner et al. 1972).

Nevertheless, an exo I mutation strongly decreased
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Figure 17. Possible DNA structures that are results of
processing by exonucleases, UvrD and pol III.

Step 1: nicking of d(GATC)-sequences by MutH can be either

on both DNA strands, if the opposing d(GATC)-sites are both

unmethylated (Panel A), or on one DNA strand, if at least

one of the d(GATC)-sites is unmethylated (Panel B), produces

a double-strand break (Panel A) or a single-strand nick

(Panel B) respectively. Step 2: aided by UvrD, the double-

strand breaks can be digested into single-strand over-hang

structures, either 3', by exo VII or RecJ (A1), or 5', by

exo I (A2); and the single-strand nicks can be expanded to

gaps by exonuclease digestion (Panel B). Step 3: filling of

the gaps by pol III, can result in either no filling, if the

long over-hang is 3' (A1), or a flush-end structure, if the

long over-hang is 5' (A2), or intact ds DNA (after nick-

sealing by ligase), if no double-strand break has formed

(Panel B).
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recombination in my experiments. This suggests that any

single-stranded region can give rise to recombinagenic

precursors, regardless of whether free 3' ends are initially

created or not. A single-stranded gap might not be stable,

because a ssDNA scission could yield an active intermediate

now containing an invasive 3' end. The competition between

production and destruction of such recombinagenic structures

may explain why a 3'-5' exonuclease mutation (AxonA) has

less effect than a double 5'-3' exonuclease mutation (AxseA

recJ). When both strands are unmethylated, MutH nicking at

both d(GATC) sequences at a given site is possible (Au et

al. 1992). The high RecBCD digestibility of UV-irradiated

phage DNA extracted from Mut+ cells suggests that such

double-strand breaks may be abundant. The duplex unwinding

activity of UvrD, which renders the DNA accessible to

exonuclease activities, may be essential for further

exonuclease excision process, both at a nick and at a

double-strand break. The effect of a uvrD mutation on

recombination supports this possibility. The uvrD mutation

reduced recombination more than any single exonuclease

mutation. The level was nearly as low as in the exonuclease

double mutants.

Figure 17, Panel B: If only one strand is nicked, such

as nicking at a hemimethylated d(GATC)-site, a 3' terminus

can be produced by 5'-3' digestion (Step 1). The 3' end can

become invasive only after being displaced by an unwinding
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enzyme, for example, the UvrD helicase. Again, 3'-5'

exonuclease activity might lead to a 3'-overhang ss-end

recombinagenic structure after a single-strand endonuclease

scission, as explained in Panel A.

It has been demonstrated that the RecBCD pathway

accounts for at least 50% of total UV-stimulated Uvr-

repressed-infection recombination (Figure 5 Panel B). The

observations that recombination was very low (Figure 6, 7)

and only a few degradation products were produced (Figure

13), in mutants defective in exonucleases or UvrD, suggested

that ds breaks produced at step 1 of panel A do not lead to

degradation by the RecBCD enzyme. It is not clear why this

is true. Possibly the ends of ds breaks produced by the MutH

nicking may be still joined together by the Mut protein

complex (holding effect), thus excluding the entry of

RecBCD. Or proteins might bind to the ends and protect them.

Processing by exonucleases and UvrD may displace the Mut

protein complex and make the ends available for RecBCD

enzyme. The observation of a significant number of ds breaks

in xse, xon, recJ and uvrD infections (Figure 13) might not

argue against this assumption, since the ds breaks seen in

the gradients might only represent the result of loss of

holding or end-binding effects when the Mut protein complex

was removed from DNA by in vitro manipulation, such as

phenol extraction.
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G. UV-induced Transition Mutation Freauencies Are Reduced
by Mismatch Repair

I found that the frequencies of certain UV-induced

mutations were greatly increased in mismatch-repair-

deficient strains. The increases occurred both in wild-type

bacteria and in an excision-deficient (uvrB) strain. The

effects were specific for the two transition mutations

tested: C to T and T to C; transversions showed small or no

MutHLS effects. The bias is consistent with the previous

finding that G-T (1acZ461-2) and A-C (lacZ461-6) transition

mismatches are the best substrates for mismatch repair;

transversion mispairs, T-C (lacZ461-1, lacZ461-4), C-C

(lacZ461-3), and T-T (lacZ461-5), are usually poor

substrates for repair (Su et al. 1988; however, G-G and A-A

are relatively good substrates). All information implicates

such reduction of UV-induced mutagenesis is the result of

correction by mismatch repair systems

With increasing UV dose, mutS/mut+ transition-mutation

ratios in uvrB bacteria declined from 5 to 9 at 0.64J/m2

down to about unity at 1.6 and 2.4 J/m2. Overexpression of

MutS protein partially reversed this decline. This suggests

that the MutHLS system is saturated in uvrB bacteria at

higher UV doses. Though the level of protein expressed was

not measured, the observation that overexpression of MutS

protein produced only a 1.5- to 3-fold reduction on total

mutant frequency is likely due to the fact that other Mut
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proteins, such as MutH and MutL, were also saturated. Mut

saturation was not observed in excision-repair-proficient

bacteria. This phenomenon can not be readily explained.

Perhaps the rate-limiting step in UV mutagenesis of uvr+

bacteria is mediated by some other saturable system. The

UvrABC excision-repair complex, for example, has been

postulated to generate mutations by error-prone filling of

excision gaps (Bridges and Woodgate 1985).

In UV-irradiated bacteria, semi-conservative DNA

replication ceases, to resume only after considerable delay,

whereas excision repair begins almost immediately. The 3H-

thymidine incorporation experiment (Figure 16) confirmed

this notion. The experiment detected no replication after

UV-irradiation, whereas excision repair removed 40% of CPDs

within 12 hrs. This result suggests that mutations must have

been fixed before replication resumed. It has been

hypothesized by Bridges and others (Bridges and Woodgate

1985) that mutation may arise from excision-repair-related

DNA synthesis. By photoreactivating (PR) to remove CPDs,

they found that "PR-preemption" immediately after UV

irradiation eliminated UV-induced mutations that otherwise

could have been subsequently scored by plating out the

cells. Since mutations appeared to be fixed in the absence

of semi-conservative DNA replication, fixation was presumed

to occur during excision repair. Because of the known

fidelity of DNA synthesis by pol I, mutation is more likely
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to be occurred when DNA synthesis, triggered by excision of

photoproduct-containing DNA from one strand, encountered a

second photoproduct on the opposite strand, necessitating

error-prone bypass of the template lesion.

It is not likely all mutations arise from excision

repair, especially for mutations that occurs in excision

deficient bacteria. Tessman et al. (1992) proposed that

deamination of cytosines in CPDs, which is far faster than

deamination of cytosines in normal DNA, is responsible for

most UV mutagenesis.

Mutations arising from different mechanisms may be

corrected by the mismatch repair system. However, without

synthesis of new DNA, all d(GATC)-sites in the DNA would be

eventually metylated. It is unclear how mismatch repair can

be directed in these conditions. One possibility may be

considered. During mismatch repair, the strand specification

of correction is determined by nicking of the nonmethylated

d(GATC)-sequences by MutH. A preexisting nick, which may

direct the activity of mismatch function, can bypass the

MutH and d(GATC)-site requirement. In excision proficient

bacteria, UV lesions are incised by UvrABC on both side of

the lesion. Such nicking may direct the MutHLS action.

However, experiments presented here suggest MutH to be as

important as MutL and MutS in reducing UV-induced mutations.

The unavailability of the incision nick may be due to the
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fact that incision of the UvrABC system is quickly followed

by excision. Thus the UvrABC complex may still occupy the

incision site, and the MutHLS system may be excluded from

utilizing these nicks. The fact that Mut-effects on

recombination were small in uvr+ cells (Figure 1) may

reflect this exclusion by the UvrABC system.

When UV-induced mismatches are correcting by the Mut

system, the long repair tracts produced would be filled by

pol III holoenzyme. Because SOS functions are induced in UV-

irradiated cells, pol III may have been modified to be a

low-fidelity polymerase. Filling the gaps with such enzyme

may thus generate even more new mismatches. The anti-

mutagenesis effect of the Mut system suggests this

additional infidelity might not be the case in the majority

of the mismatch repair process. However, if the MutHLS

system employ a normal high-fidelity pol III, it would

encounter a by-pass problem when repair synthesis encounter

a template UV-lesions. A possible solution to this case

might be a recombination, to fill gaps with homologous

sister-chromatid DNA by a high fidelity process.

There are several mechanisms by which lacZ+ revertants

might arise among UV-irradiated bacteria on lactose-minimal

plates. Misincorporation opposite a UV-photoproduct is

termed "targeted" mutation; "untargeted" mutation would

occur at nonphotoproduct sites. Targeted mutations may occur
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when replication or repair synthesis encounters a

noninstructive UV-lesion. A mechanism which reduces the

fidelity of the DNA polymerase may cause the insertion of a

wrong base opposite the lesion. On the other hand, an

untargeted mutation can be produced without the existence of

a UV-lesion at the mutation site. Any mechanism that reduces

the fidelity of DNA replication or repair synthesis can

induce such mutations. Thus mutations are often seen in

cells induced for SOS functions by UV or chemical treatment,

or in SOS-constitutive mutations.

The error-correction mechanism of the MutHLS system at

targeted and untargeted mutations might be similar. At

untargeted mutations, the normal mismatch recognition and

correction process would be sufficient for mutation

reduction, if hemimethylated d(GATC) sites are in the

appropriate configuration. At the targeted mutations,

mispairing opposite the photoproduct might provide a similar

signal for recognition by the mismatch repair system.

The observations of Caillet-Fauquet et al. (1984, 1988)

and the results described here, suggest the MutHLS system

corrects untargeted mutations. Furthermore, the findings of

this work, thought not definitive, might also support the

hypothesis that targeted mutations are corrected: (1) The

MutHLS system can process UV-irradiated DNA to generate

recombinants (Figure 1). Such processing most likely results
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from direct recognition of UV lesions, or from proceesing of

"mispaired" bases due to deamination of cytosines in CPDs.

(2) The MutHLS system reduces mutation frequencies with

equal efficiency at potential targeted transition sites

(1acZ461-2) and untargeted sites (1acZ503-3,4). These

findings suggest that the Mut system is capable of

recognizing both types of UV-induced mutations.
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